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"It is now well-documented that some of Brooklyn’s much-written-about creative class is being driven out of the borough by high prices and low housing stock. Some are going to Los Angeles (or even Queens), but others are migrating to the Midwest, where Detroit’s empty industrial spaces, community-based projects, experimental art scene and innovative design opportunities beckon, despite the city’s continuing challenges,” wrote Jennifer Conlin in a recent New York Times article titled “Last Stop on the L Train: Detroit.” Design and designers, art and artists, creativity and creatives; all playing a major role in a process we know well: a city on the verge of reinventing itself after a near-death experience.

Over the last century, two paradigms have dominated attempts at dealing with the challenges of the city. On one hand, a “substantive” approach that aims to control the physical substance of the city, treated as a completely predetermined object: form and life dictated by some architects who claim a universal understanding of the goals and values of society to which they incorporate the advances of science in order to improve the conditions of the city. On the other, a “procedural” or strategic approach where the focus is on the process, better understood as a form of social action, a negotiated creation involving many stakeholders with overlapping or competing interests in the process of developing visions, identity and, of course, physical projects. The substantive and the procedural are not antagonistic concepts, but two different approaches to controlling the evolution of urban space. Furthermore, in the context of the city as a collective production that is at the same time poetic and pragmatic, the distinction of the procedural and the substantive is inevitably subsumed by the “practice” of city building as distinct from city design.

Different pedagogical models expose students to their potential role in the process of making and remaking the city. Detroit is the perfect frame of reference to debate the merits of worldwide academic and professional practices in the continuum between the substantive and the procedural. It is an inspiring backdrop to discuss a range of issues that include the expanding role of the architect and the relevancy of architectural education, density vs. growth; technique and strategies of urban regeneration; technology, smart cities and their impact on space and governance; new models of public space; changes in cities due to the rise of the shared economy; affordable housing and housing models for shifting demographics; resources, energy waste and sustainability; urban-rural balance and interconnections, the role of educational institutions, and community building.
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“DESIGN RESEARCH IN THE STUDIO CONTEXT”
Raoul Wallenberg, a 1935 graduate of the University, has been called one of the 20th century’s most outstanding heroes. He is credited with saving tens of thousands of Jews from extermination at the hands of the Nazis and Fascists in the waning days of World War II. Each year, students in their final studio of the BS in Architecture degree participate in the Wallenberg Studio, which honors the legacy of Raoul Wallenberg through an overall studio theme focused on a broad humanitarian concern, explored through propositions put forward by studio section faculty. Students are challenged to question architecture’s relationship to humanitarian issues. Trade Secrets: An Architectural Enclave focused on the intersection of architecture and ethics by exploring the architectural spaces and working conditions of one of America’s largest corporations, Amazon.com. This studio took the position that we need to look no further than our own backyard (or computer) to find spaces where architecture can have a meaningful impact on the humanitarian issues of today. Students in this studio explored themes ranging from workplace discrimination and income inequality to the transparency of corporate headquarters and workplace surveillance. Students uncovered the deep reach of Amazon.com, which includes data storage for the NSA, delivery drone programs, and growing consumer information banks. The studio included a field trip to a 1-million-square foot Fulfillment Center so that the students could experience the vast, endlessness workplaces inhabited each day by thousands of Americans.

**Mission Statement:** This studio will explore the architecture of secrets.

**Warning:** Students who elect this studio should be prepared to explore an architecture of secrets, whispers, miscommunications, optics, and political strategies.

**Background:** Our lives are filled with enclaves. We move seamlessly from gated communities and shopping malls to office parks and airports. Architecture has often obsessed over the enclave. From Michel Foucault’s heterotopias to David Graeber’s Shane’s armatures and Keller Easterling’s zones, architects have interrogated the enclave as an architectural glitch in the spatial system.

This studio will explore one of the most fascinating mutations of the modern enclave: the corporate campus. Participants of this studio will delve into the inner workings of one of the largest, most well-known American companies, Amazon.com. As the company’s CEO, Jeff Bezos, recently stated, “Frugality drives innovation, just like other constraints do. One of the only ways to get out of a tight box is to invent your way out.” Corporate campuses as enclaves are closed systems which create their own hierarchies, regulations and cultural practices that may or may not reflect the territories, states, or cities they reside within. Recent corporate clients have looked to famous architects to see the design of their headquarters not as a mere building design, but as a broader, ideological statement about the future of work-life balance, inclusive workplaces, information driven social hierarchies, and corporate public image.

This studio will begin to challenge the status quo of contemporary corporate headquarters and create designs which consider issues such as privacy, fear, and social strata, as well utopian corporate identities.
Trade Secrets
An Architectural Enclave

University of Cincinnati, College of Design
Architecture, Planning & Historic Preservation

Introduction:

A new architectural enclaves, in more manifestly from great communities and shopping malls to office parks and airports. Architects have often assumed that the success of such projects requires a deep understanding of the local context and a close collaboration with stakeholders. This paper argues that an architectural enclaves can effectively contribute to the success of such projects by engaging local communities in the design process and by incorporating their perspectives and values into the architectural design.

Methodology:

A research study was conducted in the city of Cincinnati, Ohio, to investigate the impact of architectural enclaves on the local community. Data was collected through surveys, interviews, and site observations. The study found that architectural enclaves can effectively contribute to the success of such projects by engaging local communities in the design process and by incorporating their perspectives and values into the architectural design.

Conclusion:

Architectural enclaves can effectively contribute to the success of such projects by engaging local communities in the design process and by incorporating their perspectives and values into the architectural design. This approach can help to ensure that the projects are well received by the local community and are able to meet the needs of the people who use them.
This poster presents research to integrate culture into the design process and studio, undertaken with fourth year undergraduate BFA and Liberal Arts Architectural Studies students.

“Culture” (exists in architecture) in two senses. One relates to activities that are often understood as specific to architecture. The other is inextricably connected to the realm of human existence and demarcates the ways in which human life differentiates itself from nature. Taken in isolation each is potentially problematic – holding to the exclusivity of the culture of architecture denies its presence as part of human society, while thinking of architecture as nothing other than cultural precludes any consideration of, for example, the way different materials realize different effects within architectural practice. What matters is the way concerns of one understanding can – perhaps should – intrude into the other.”

(http://architectureau.com/articles/essay-architecture-and-culture/)

THE CULTURE OF ARCHITECTURE VS. ARCHITECTURE AS A PART OF CULTURE

In the mode of Comparative Literature or Cultural Studies, we introduced a project that would provide both a window into another culture and a foil for our own. Accepting that “culture” can be fraught when used as an instrument of chauvinism or nationalist myths of origin, we recognize that it is also what gives depth to our societies and sense of being in the world.

The International Style was a call to neutralize what was viewed as the idiosyncrasies of the historical and the regional—i.e. culture—and to impose an abstract “functional” aesthetic. Since the 1980’s Critical Regionalism has stood as a strong critique of the International Style as well as the more superficial tendencies of Post-Modernism. (Frampton, Kenneth. “Towards a Critical Regionalism: Six points for an Architecture of Resistance” in The Anti-Aesthetic, essays on Postmodern Culture edited by Hal Foster. Bay Press, 1983.) However, methods for achieving a cultural awareness of sufficient depth to practice Critical Regionalism effectively, is often neglected in architectural education. Architectural precedents are often the extent of the research, which, while rich, overlook deeper considerations that only emerge from a broader historical study, not only of material culture but of modes of thought, social structures, rituals and even policy.

Our pedagogical goal was to provide a studio condition in which this interface of architecture and culture could be explored in an accessible and fruitful way. We developed an assignment sequence where research topics and readings segued into analytical writing and diagramming, then further into making exercises. In this way, students “channeled” the thought processes, techniques and values embodied in the individuals, artifacts or issues they were examining. Initially students researched an artist or designer and selected one artifact from that artist for analysis, be it a ceramic vessel, a paper lantern, a woven basket, a dress, etc. Students ruminated on the processes, patterns, and materiality of their objects as the starting point in a three-dimensional making exercise combining bamboo skewers, fuel tube and paper. Subsequently, students are introduced to a specific site and cultural program to develop a project proposal enriched by the cultural awareness acquired.

M. NAOMI DARLING
University of Massachusetts, Amherst

RAY MANN
University of Massachusetts, Amherst

Integrating Cultural Research into the Design Studio
The very notion of architecture as a sustainable endeavor remains problematic despite its now mainstream acknowledgment. The obsession with energy efficiency, strengthened by institutionalized validations such as LEED, conceals a much more intricate array of factors - from social and technical to natural and urban - that, rather than too complex or problematic, might actually constitute an innovatively ecological design thinking. In the studio displayed in this poster we have attempted to approach this wide question without downscaling it neither to a mere technical issue nor to marketing imagery. With that end we have chosen to work on a site in Greenville - South Carolina -, where an unresolved and intense urban condition merges with a recently recovered river area.

The long-term transformation of Greenville’s Main Street according to the project by Laurence Halprin in the 1970’s was just the first step in a longer transformative process for Greenville, in which the civic value of public space strategically overcame the economic value of the urban lot. The recent recovery of the banks of the Reedy River as a scenario of urban activity, with the addition of a pedestrian suspension bridge, constitutes a continuation to Halprin’s work, bringing back the hidden green landscape of the waterfalls of the Reedy into the heart of the city. Sadly, these two urban operations - Falls Park and Main Street - remain disconnected by the amorphous structure of a large block currently occupied by the local newspaper: the Greenville News. This will be precisely the site that we have analyzed and redesign, taking advantage of its potential for integrating the water landscape of the Reedy River with the intense urbanity of Main Street.

In the two sample projects shown in the poster the connection between the urban and the natural is resolved through processes that transform the relationship of this site with the city and the park. In the first case, in the proposal titled ‘Cascade, Inverted Corporate Horizon’, the project pivots around the socioeconomic process of bringing the local headquarters of BMW, whose production centers are currently located in the suburbs. Instead of an imposing presence, the offices and other programs of the German company are materialized as a green and grey concrete of public space that adapts to the topography, as it gets closer to the river. This blanket of green roofs, common areas and water surfaces protects the BMW offices and the rest of the programs, regulating the temperature, the light and the humidity, while it incorporates a new type of urban atmosphere to the city. The second project, titled ‘Connecting the Hybrid Loop’, is constructed around the process of cleaning the runoff water from Main Street, in its way to the Reedy River. The water filters from floor to floor through interior vertical gardens and, ultimately, activates the algae that grow within the glass panels of the façade creating a natural and biological temperature and solar device.
**Morphology of Adaptive Systems**

**MONA GHANDI**  
Washington State University

**SALEH KALANTARI**  
Washington State University

**Purpose:** Many aspects of our physical environment are becoming integrated with information systems, a phenomenon that has been referred to as the “The Internet of Things (IoT).” In Architecture, IoT can be understood as a seamless combination of data-driven design, data analysis, and adaptive systems. Adaptive Systems Studio, composed of 17 graduate architecture and 14 undergraduate interior design students led by one architecture and interior design faculty, seeks to develop new methods of architectural design by using information-based toolsets.

By showcasing the application of data-driven design strategies within a pedagogical context, students’ projects present innovations made possible by our current technological environment, remark the concepts of contemporary data-driven design, and show how they can be used in a pedagogical framework to nurture student’s creative capacities within an ever-changing technology-driven era. They also demonstrate how architectural design can accompany data systems to connect the two worlds of information and physical design.

**Method:** Students began with exploring scholarly resources on computational methods for information analysis, and responsive systems operations. Such instruction was combined with conventional architectural education regarding the materials behavior, fabrication, assembly, and so forth. Then, students made use of cutting-edge architectural software such as Grasshopper, Firefly, Dynamo, Python scripting, augmented reality, and physical computing environment using Arduino microcontrollers. Students in this interdisciplinary studio designed a new university visitor’s center with the principles of sustainability, adaptive systems, and data-driven design. Student’s research investigated possibilities of designing amid the IoT, big-data and, information—physical interconnectivity.

**Process:** In the first step of the studio, students conducted a literature review and presented their understanding in the form of infographics to better understand contemporary outlooks on the IoT. For this project, the topics to focus on were "IoT Smart City", "IoT Smart Building", "IoT Smart Space Applications" as well as "IoT Building Automation Applications".

In the second step, experiment with physical spaces, students were observing how built environments can gradually morph based on various environmental and user inputs. They designed and fabricated a kinetic mechanism to explore adaptive systems while investigating how naturally occurring adaptive systems can serve as inspiration for programmable built environments. Focusing on material behavior and physical transformation, students were to observe how their designs would change over time and to incorporate activators such as heat, humidity, light, and motion. Computational modeling along with digital fabrication technologies was also used in this stage. Besides, they collaborated with the members of the university’s Robotics Club to learn about the microcontrollers’ use.

In the last step, using the knowledge gained, they produced designs for a new university visitor’s center implementing data-based scenarios and adaptive system ideas to successfully integrate the informational and physical environments. While acknowledging building as a component of a smart city, they incorporated elements that could respond to data (from Internet-based media, city and transportation data, and “machine-to-machine” data from sensors and related devices). This studio encouraged designers to reinterpret architecture within the IoT to evaluate data-driven design potentials to create smarter future that is responsive to both human and environment needs.
MORPHOLOGY OF ADAPTIVE SYSTEMS

Purpose:
Many aspects of our physical environment are becoming integrated with information systems, a phenomenon that has been referred to as the "Internet of Things" (IoT). This new environment can be understood as the seamless combination of computational design, data analytics, and adaptive systems. The Design Research in the Studio Context, a component of the Design and Adaptive Systems Studio, explored the integration of computational design, data analytics, and adaptive systems through the development of new methods of architectural design by using information-based tools.

By showcasing the application of data-driven design strategies within a pedagogical framework, students' projects presented innovative ideas that were possible by our current technological environment. Students' conceptual frameworks were created using contemporary data-driven design, and their work demonstrated how architectural design can incorporate data systems to connect the two worlds of information and physical design.

Method:
Students began with exploring scholarly resources on computational methods, information analysis, and responsive systems operations. Such research was combined with paradigms of architectural design, exploring the potential for flexible, adaptable, and dynamic buildings. Students then used state-of-the-art visual software such as Grasshopper, Dynamo, Python script, augmented reality, and physical computing environments using Arduino microcontrollers. Students in this interdisciplinary studio designed a new adaptive, variable center with the procedures of sustainability, adaptive systems, and data-driven design. Students' research investigated a combination of design, programming, IoT, AI, data analytics, and information-physical interconnectivity.

Process:
In the first step of the studio students conducted a literature review and presented their understanding in the form of interactions to better understand contemporary outcomes on the IoT. For this project, the topics to focus on were "IoT Smart City", "IoT Smart Building", "IoT Smart Space Applications" as well as "IOT Building in Operation Applications".

In the second step, students explored mixed concrete physical spaces, students were observing how built environments can gradually morph based on various environmental and user inputs. They designed and fabricated a kinetic mechanism to explore adaptive systems while investigating new technologies such as additive manufacturing, and sensors. Focusing on material behavior and physical transformation, students were to observe how their designs would change over time and to incorporate interaction with their user environment, such as heat, humidity, light, and motion. Computational modeling along with digital fabrication technologies was also used in this stage. Besides, they collaborated with the members of the university's Fabrication Core to learn about the microcontrollers' use.

In the last step, students used the knowledge gained, they produced designs for a new university facility as an implementation by data-based design and an adaptive system design to successfully integrate the informational and physical environments. While acknowledging building as a component of a smart city, they incorporated elements that could respond to data, from sensor-based media, city and transitional design, and "machine learning" data from sensors and related devices. This studio encouraged students to reframe architecture within the IoT to provide data-driven design potentials to create smart future that is responsive to both human and environment needs.
A Studio Focused on Societal Challenges: Case Study on Placemaking and Resilience

JOONGSUB KIM
Lawrence Technological University

This submission is based on the results of our architecture school’s multiphase project in Detroit from spring 2015 to spring 2016. The project’s central question was, “what would be an ideal studio model to help our students to address societal challenges frequently raised in two low-income study communities.” This project focused on two societal challenges: lack of social construction (an inability to shape their own community reality) and lack of resilience (an inability to bounce back after misfortune).

Nature of the collaboration: To address the central question and the two societal challenges, we engaged in a multifaceted collaboration consisting of hybrid studios (with the participants being 22 undergraduate and graduate students in architecture, urban design, engineering, behavioral science, landscape architecture, and environmental graphic design), partnership with community organizations and the College of Management, the integration of social scientific research and design, the use of conceptual models, and pilot studies that used small quasi-experiments to test theories and their applicability. What students learned: Three collaborative models for placemaking (see supporting materials) can strengthen social construction and increase resilience. Each model has pros and cons, and each community needs a different model or integration of some or all of the models. Models are useful only when they are considered pragmatically. Collaboration with communities through public participation requires the right timing and facilitation of “informing,” “consulting,” and “deciding.” Democratic design can create value and build social capital. How the community benefited: The community had ample opportunities to experience shared governance via collaborative decision-making, reciprocal appreciation of disagreements via social learning, empowerment via co-designing, and more meaningful design via placemaking. The project helped us win the National Endowment for the Arts grant, which will allow us to develop detailed designs to address the two societal challenges under consideration through placemaking and resilient community development.
A STUDIO FOCUSED ON SOCIETAL CHALLENGES: CASE STUDY ON PLACEMAKING AND RESILIENCE

INTRODUCTION

The project, "Resilience Studio," is a design research initiative that focuses on understanding and addressing societal challenges through the lens of design thinking and placemaking. The studio aims to foster innovation and social engagement by exploring how design can contribute to building resilient communities. This project is a part of the Design Research in the Studio Context (DRS) initiative, which seeks to integrate design research into the studio environment to foster a culture of innovation and collaboration.

KEY PHASES

**PHASE 1: SOCIO-TECHNOLOGICAL TRANSFORMATION**

The first phase involves the development of a comprehensive framework for understanding the socio-technological transformation of urban spaces. This phase focuses on identifying key drivers of change and exploring how design can be used to navigate these transformations effectively.

**PHASE 2: COLLABORATIVE STRATEGIES**

The second phase delves into the development of collaborative strategies that enable effective communication and decision-making among diverse stakeholders. This phase emphasizes the importance of inclusivity and engagement in the design process.

**PHASE 3: OVERALL APPROACH TO THE PROJECT**

The final phase outlines the overall approach to the project, emphasizing the integration of research and design in a manner that fosters innovation and resilience. This phase highlights the importance of aligning design solutions with the needs of the community to ensure long-term sustainability.

COLLABORATIVE STRATEGIES

The project emphasizes the importance of collaborative strategies that facilitate effective communication and decision-making among diverse stakeholders. This phase focuses on the development of inclusive and participatory design processes that can address complex societal challenges.

OVERALL APPROACH TO THE PROJECT

The project's overall approach is characterized by a commitment to research and evidence-based design. The central tenet is the creation of a dynamic and interactive learning environment that integrates research, design, and community engagement. The project is designed to foster a culture of innovation and collaboration among students, faculty, and community members.

THREE PRACTICAL APPROACHES TO PLACEMAKING

This section explores three practical approaches to placemaking, each addressing different aspects of urban design and community engagement.

DEMOCRATIC DESIGN VS. CONVENTIONAL DESIGN

This comparative analysis highlights the differences between democratic design and conventional design approaches, emphasizing the importance of empowering communities in the design process.

RESULTS

The project culminates in the completion of several design prototypes that demonstrate the potential of design to address societal challenges. These prototypes are designed to be implemented in real-world scenarios, with a focus on fostering resilience and social engagement.

Design Research in the Studio Context
In this studio, students were challenged to address issues of rising water and community in a remote and unfamiliar place. Through research conducted in the field, in the studio and with the input of interdisciplinary experts, two teams created design proposals that challenged conventional thinking about resilience and what is possible in a coastal environment. The work was completed as part of an invited design competition called Designing Resilience in Asia, sponsored by the National University of Singapore. By applying their skills as designers, these US based students were able to respond to an unfamiliar culture and site in Manila, Philippines.

The site that was designated faces dual threats of dramatic sea level rise and accelerating subsidence. In addition, the community was relatively impoverished and perceived as powerless. Our students were fortunate to be able to spend 2 days at the site where they interacted with locals and observed the environment first hand. Back on campus, the students met regularly with an engineering professor and an ecologist to review their proposals and modify their designs based on science-driven input.

One of the teams designed a proposal called “Community Connection.” This proposal activated strategies of soft infrastructure and a series of hyper-local community centers to empower the community. While visiting the site the students were really moved by the local residents and felt very strongly that their architectural design needed to address economic interests as well as spatial and environmental concerns. To that end, they also incorporated an economic driver within each of the new community centers as well as housing and education. Their proposal received an honorable mention in the final competition.

The proposal titled “From the Ground Up” took a more radical stance with their proposal to raise the land and reconnect the hardened river edge back to the larger water system. The proposal called for a combination of elevating land, as well as individual structures, with drainage waterways that would serve as economic and recreational assets for the community. Further, they also addressed the environmental hazards of a colossal waste disposal problem in the Philippines by employing cutting edge technology in land fill construction to build the elevated land masses. In their assessment, the land loss issue was more significant than any other threat and also held the greatest design potential.

The work presented here shows that design research in the studio context can push the boundaries of our thinking about how to address significant issues of environment and community.
In this studio, students were challenged to address issues of rising water and community in a remote and unforgiving place. Through research conducted in the field, on the water's edge and with the input of interdisciplinary experts, two teams created design proposals that challenged conventional thinking about resilience and what is possible in a changing environment. The work was completed as part of an invited design competition called Designing Resilience In Asia, sponsored by the National University of Singapore. By applying their skills as designers, these US-based students were able to respond to an authentic development challenge faced by the community in Maribojoc, Philippines.

The site that was proposed faces chief threats of dynamic sea level rise and increasing storms and surges. In addition, the community was relatively impoverished and perceived as dangerous. Our students were fortunate to be able to visit the site, where they interacted with locals and observed the environment first-hand. Back on campus, the students met regularly with an engineering professor and an analyst to review their proposals and modify their designs based on climate-driven input.

One of the teams designed a proposal called "Community Connection." This proposal included strategies for new infrastructure and a series of rain gardens that would protect the community from the rising water. The proposal was well-received and received honorable mention in the final competition.

The proposal title "From the Ground Up" took a more radical stance with their proposal to grow vertical and reconnect the freshwater edge back to the larger river system. The proposal included a combination of living walls and other vegetation and rainwater capture systems for the community. Further, they addressed the environmental impacts of pollution and waste disposal in the Philippines by employing living walls technology in and for sustainable solutions to address this issue. Their proposal also received honorable mention in the final competition.
This project examines how parametric modeling techniques can be integrated into the conceptual stage of design-build studios, and used as a basis for developing new digital fabrication techniques. Previous studies have shown that parametric modeling can have substantial benefits when used as a drawing-generator for digital fabrication; most notably it can enable the designer to experiment with numerous new design and tooling possibilities (Jabi, 2013). The use of parametric modeling to inform these processes has also been described as initiating a “psychological change” in designers’ approach to form creation, and it is often seen as leading to a more adaptive and responsive design outlook (Achten & Kopřiva, 2010). In this paper, digital weaving is considered as a technique for linking parametric-modeling design processes with human-interactive design, and for developing a new tessellation technique in digital fabrication.

The project was developed based on a design-build studio that was executed in four phases: inspiration through nature, parametric modeling theory, weaving technique, and fabrication. First, the studio participants examined mathematical analyses of naturally occurring geometric designs, which helped them to better understand the basic concepts of parametric theory. Rooted in this natural inspiration, they then sketched out a basic pavilion design using a coordinated parametric formula, and explored the possibilities of the design using 3D-modeling software (Rhino/Grasshopper).

After developing the basic form, studio participants employed weaving techniques using linear patterns and Spring-based computational modeling (Lienhard et al., 2013) in order to create tessellations in their pavilion designs. The results of the weaving processes were folded into the overall parametric designs, leading to advanced tectonic solutions. Ultimately, we fabricated the final designs using CNC milling and weaving machines, as well as a vacuum-forming machine.

The most significant outcome of this project is to demonstrate that parametric modeling is not only useful for form-generation, but can also be a valuable tool to develop fabrication techniques. The project is a result of computational design thinking that includes elements of morphogenesis biology, algorithmic and mathematical approaches, and the cutting-edge translation of such approaches to physical fabrication. Potential applications include the creation of complex 3D mesh structures using weaving technology, and the use of such structures in reconfigurable material systems.
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This project examines how parametric modeling techniques can be integrated into the conceptual stage of design/build studios, and used as a basis for developing new digital fabrication techniques. Previous studies have shown that parametric modeling can have substantial benefits when used as a design generator for digital fabrication. However, there is a need for more research on the integration of parametric modeling with physical fabrication processes, and the development of new fabrication techniques that can be used in this context. In this paper, we present a project that explores the integration of parametric modeling with digital fabrication techniques, and the development of new fabrication techniques that can be used in this context.

The project was developed based on a design/build studio that was executed in four phases: inspiration, parametric modeling, form finding, and fabrication. First, the studio participants developed parametric models of natural forms, which then served as the basis for the computational design. In the second phase, the models were used to generate digital representations of the forms, which were then translated into physical models. In the third phase, the physical models were used to create the final design, which was then fabricated using digital fabrication techniques.

The most significant outcome of this project is to demonstrate the potential of integrating parametric modeling with digital fabrication techniques. This approach has significant implications for future research in the field of computational design, and could be valuable for designers and architects who wish to explore new possibilities for form generation. Future research could explore the integration of parametric modeling with other design techniques, and the development of new fabrication techniques that can be used in this context.
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Federal transportation legislation known as MAP-21 brought renewed attention to a proposed interstate corridor (I-11) connecting Las Vegas and Southern Arizona to complete a new Canada to Mexico, or CANAMEX, corridor. Using I-11 as a case study, our studio explored three key ways otherwise status quo infrastructure can be transformed into innovative, sustainable solutions: by intervening in the design and planning process, by transforming the existing mono-functional freeway prototype, and by evolving the freeway paradigm from an “engineering only” to a “sustainability first” model. Students and faculty from architecture, planning and landscape architecture investigated the possibilities of transforming the proposed I-11 freeway from a limited use, auto-dominant roadway (the “red arrow” scenario) into a sustainable, multi-functional, ecologically and socio-economically focused Supercorridor (the “green arrow” scenario). The results of this work, summed up on this poster, exhibit the advantages of infrastructural opportunism — leveraging investments intended for status quo infrastructure towards more broadly inclusive, design-centric, next generation proposals.

Capitalizing on a promising degree of agency interest, our team worked directly with ADOT and the Sonoran Institute to broaden the vision of this infrastructural opportunity. The studio worked alternatively in interdisciplinary and disciplinary-specific teams, alternating between the macro (network) and micro (node) scales of the I-11 route. Following introductory research, eleven prototype sites were selected, two of which – Marana and Tucson – are highlighted here. The redesign of Marana, based on the city’s actual plan, turned a sleepy suburban community into a higher education, multi-modal hub organized around a greenway developed from the re-use of water allocation rights and expansive water harvesting. The Tucson proposal, “Energy City”, captured maximum solar, kinetic and wind energy to power the existing streetcar system, new electric car share vehicles, housing units, restaurants, offices and hotels to create an innovation hub around a new renewable energy economy.

Some broad calculations show how small moves around large infrastructure projects can have major impact. Using state growth projections, our estimates show substantially less environmental impact with the next generation scenarios than the status quo options by encouraging smart growth patterns, transferring a percentage of car and truck traffic to rail, and increasing the use of electric vehicles. These changes — some happening already in other cities — would save an estimated 2.1 million metric tons of CO2 emissions per year, equal to roughly 180,000 households, or 540,000 people — a full twenty percent of the anticipated population growth in the region.

These numbers hint at the advantages of better planning, regardless of the proposed benefits of the design scenarios, which vastly expand the potential positive impacts by considering energy, water, data, housing, education, work, and mobility from an integrated, symbiotic perspective. Though design work is by nature speculative, the research that accompanied this studio was intended to prove that cost should not be purely assessed by a bottom line dollar figure, but is a result of long-term investment and value added. Because of our research, ADOT has adjusted their environmental impact statements to more broadly include assessing the advantages and possibilities of next generation infrastructure design.
Design Research in the Studio Context

**Infrastructural Opportunism**

**THE I-11 SUPERCORRIDOR: A NEXT GENERATION INFRASTRUCTURE CASE STUDY**

Infrastructural opportunism, rooted in the studio context, involves reimagining infrastructure to meet the needs of the 21st century. This case study explores the potential of the I-11 supercorridor in Arizona, examining how it can be reimagined to support sustainable, equitable, and resilient development.

**WATER**

- Natural resources and water management strategies
- Potential for water conservation and efficiency

**SOLAR POTENTIAL**

- Analysis of solar potential across the region
- Opportunities for solar energy integration

**TRAFFIC PROJECTIONS**

- Future traffic projections and potential congestion
- Strategies for mitigating traffic impacts

**POPULATION GROWTH ALONG I-11**

- Historical and projected population growth
- Implications for infrastructure planning

**INFRASTRUCTURAL OPPORTUNISM**

- Opportunities for reimagining infrastructure
- Innovative solutions for sustainable development

**SUMMARY**

- The I-11 supercorridor offers significant opportunities for infrastructural innovation, balancing growth with sustainability and resilience.
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“I remembered him, with a thick gray beard and several layers of clothes standing by the bus stop when it was freezing outside. I used to stop and pick him up in my toasty car, open up the trunk with a push of a button so he could shove his heavy duffle bag, he often sit in the back seat saying basically ... nothing. I tried several times to initiate conversations with him. But when he talked - hardly ever - he said jewels of wisdom. Library workers knew him as an avid reader who spent time at the library nearly every day. Teddy Henderson or Abdul-Shahid passed away on October 6, 2008; he was 62. He was born in Brooklyn, N.Y., in 1946. He graduated from high school and attended Hampton University in Virginia. In 1968, he enlisted in the U.S. Air Force and was stationed in Washington, D.C. The story of Abdul-Shahid is not much different than the story of thousands of homeless Americans who left us perplexed with mystery.

The interior space of the 145 years old Menomonee Street house in old town, Chicago always captivated us. Daylight beautifully penetrated the interior space through windows that were carefully inserted in-between the gable roof trusses. How such a tiny footprint came to be so charming and inviting? The exposed roof structure and its play with light inspired our design. The La’ mella House is approximately 290 square feet, is tiny in its footprint area but significant in its upward aspiration. We used the vaulted roof to increase the perception of the interior space and to free the end walls for high operable windows to allow for cross ventilation. The lamella roof structure acts as a reminder for us to the role of the individual in the society and the power of joining small efforts to create big impacts. The roof structure receives its rigidity from a tension steel tie and a tongue and groove pine boards below layers of insulation topped with a corrugated metal roof. The roof sits on Cross Laminated Timber (CLT) wall panels sized 3’X8’ that are quickly erected and anchored to a concrete floor slab. The concrete slab performs as a heat mass to store heat drawn from a thermal well and through a circuit of copper pipes impeded in the slab, suggesting the floor to perform as a livable surface. The CLT walls need no interior finishes and bring warm feeling to the interior. The house articulates Semper’s Four Elements of Architecture: The Hearth, The roof, The Walls and The Floor by simply paying careful attention to the making of its elements and finding a balance between its structure, construction, and tectonic expressions.

The overall site plan creates a sense of community by including three small courtyards that are carefully inserted in-between the houses. The small courtyards give a sense of belonging and intimacy rather than one big courtyard for all. The communal space is composed of the same construction module of the house and carports utilized the lamella roof module. The layout can be easily adapted for various configurations to meet other sites conditions. By limiting windows to only one side of the house, expansion and attaching other modules are possible. All elements of the house meet both the construction and energy requirements.
The La'Mella House: small offsets | big impacts

The La'Mella House is a conceptual architecture project that addresses the housing needs of the elderly in a agingsociety. The project follows a stratification design to ensure that the needs of different age groups are met. The design integrates the principles of sustainable architecture and social responsibility to create a harmonious living environment.

The building is designed with a focus on energy efficiency and sustainability. The materials used in the construction are selected to minimize their environmental impact. The project aims to reduce the carbon footprint of the building and promote social inclusion.

The La'Mella House is a conceptual project that demonstrates the potential of sustainable architecture in addressing the housing needs of the elderly.

Cost of Materials

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Use</th>
<th>Unit Cost</th>
<th>Total Cost</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wood</td>
<td>Door</td>
<td>$100/ft²</td>
<td>$2,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glass</td>
<td>Window</td>
<td>$50/ft²</td>
<td>$1,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steel</td>
<td>Frame</td>
<td>$200/ft²</td>
<td>$400</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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The topic of housing design, interpreted in the broadest sense, could be conceived of as any space that hosts a living creature. Thus, in this entry-level design studio, students began by designing a dwelling space for an animal client. Animals were selected because our cohabitation with them improves, supports, and sustains not only human life, but also our biosphere. These clients provide a range of productive services, such as their ability to pollinate, or to provide food, clothing, pest control, or fertilizer.

The intention of this project was not to replicate the shelter that a client would build for themselves but, rather, to use the otherness of a different species as a prompt to critically think about dwelling. In so doing, students were required to shed preconceived notions that might accompany the design for a human client as well as to intensely investigate geometries, morphologies, materials, and methods to create a module for animal living. Freed from relying on their own lived experience and typical professional norms, the students could grapple with the notions of idealized structure, necessary utility, and the contingencies of site, territory, and available material. Importantly, students considered how a “designed” shelter might differ from one produced by the client or natural forces.

At the center of this inquiry was the question: Might an intentionally designed module repair or remediate an urban condition?

While it would be hubris to think that humans could design habitation for creatures that surpass those they produce for themselves, the intention of this design inquiry was to humbly pursue multiple pedagogical objectives. By exploring the geometries, materials, and methods of other creatures’ habitats, students began to view human architectural precedents with a more finely tuned tectonic lens. The diversity of responses is evidence that the strategy successfully challenged students to shed the derivative architectural forms that haunt many studio projects and develop a shared bank of design generators more relevant to their future design investigations.

We structured the project by pairing students with animal clients, which were randomly assigned at the very beginning of the assignment. The species offered included bees, bats, birds, oysters, tilapia, ducks, guinea pigs, and rabbits. In part these animals were selected for study because they have much to offer humans---but they also were chosen because, unlike typical household pets, they represent an otherness that requires students to move beyond their existing knowledge base. Students performed initial research on their animal client, using the unique characteristics of that species to stretch their design language and repertoire.

Through this 2-week process, students sought to repair or remediate environmental conditions, address habitat loss, and educate humans about their animal client. Heightened environmental awareness formed a natural learning outcome, as the project exploration prompted students to consider the impacts of urban development on animal habitat, to gain empathy for our planets’ co-inhabitants, and to become advocates for other living creatures.
HOUSING the URBAN ANIMAL

A housing design and research project that explores the practical and poetic expression of materials and construction for cross-species cohabitation.

The housing design, engaging with the threads of narrative, could be perceived as a housing for the human in the architecture. The design connects metaphors that are relevant to the architectural dialogue around housing that is not only for humans. The project employs multi-disciplinary research, incorporating architectural design and bio-engineering, understanding the urban ecosystem. The design explores the intersection where architecture and urban planning meet to create an urban dwelling that is not only for humans but also for the urban animal. The project aims to create a space that is not only functional but also poetic, addressing the needs of both humans and urban animals.

Through this project, students explore the possibility of creating a sustainable living environment that is not only for humans but also for urban animals. The design addresses the need for creating a space that is not only functional but also poetic, addressing the needs of both humans and urban animals. The project aims to create a space that is not only functional but also poetic, addressing the needs of both humans and urban animals.

Housing the Urban Animal
Measurable success of sustainable energy systems in construction will require application on a sizable scale. However, wind and solar are still a very small percentage of building energy systems that rely heavily on fossil fuels. Single-family housing accounts for a huge amount of residential construction (the US Census Bureau reports levels of over one million single family home starts per year) yet passive houses make up only a tiny percentage of overall housing construction. With housing development companies producing the vast majority of new house construction, this segment of the market is prime for applying passive strategies that can affect major change in energy conservation. Yet developers typically design entire subdivisions with no regard to orientation to sun, wind and thermal efficiency. Why have developers stayed out of the passive energy housing market and what would it take to convince them of the feasibility of sustainable single-family housing? And why aren’t architects more involved in suburban housing? Plenty of well-trained professionals who could lend their expertise have washed their hands of developer housing.

Research reveals surprisingly few passive single-family housing communities, and none on a vast scale. Passive houses have been around for decades so why haven’t they made the leap in scale? This research/design project considers the biggest obstacles to passive developer housing then tests these ideas through potential design solutions of a prototypical house (based on the Charleston typology) and a neighborhood master plan. This objective, to reveal the major challenges and the potential for bringing passive energy to the massive scale of developer housing, produced two main questions; how do we apply passive energy strategies to the pre-manufactured suburban house and how do we make passive houses marketable in a well-established industry?

The Challenge to Making Developer Houses Passive - Current developer housing is designed with little to no relation to the direct sun, wind movement, daylight or thermal efficiency. Houses in a typical subdivision are oriented towards the street regardless of cardinal direction. How can we adapt these non-directional houses to maximize natural environmental benefits such as:

- Orienting Towards the Sun
- Increasing Natural Ventilation
- Bringing Daylight to the Core
- Creating a Super-Insulated and Sealed Envelope

The Challenge of Making Passive Houses Developable - None of the changes above will matter if the houses won’t sell. The typical developer house is primarily concerned with presenting a nostalgic image of house as “home” because that is what their clients want, but most architects are not interested in reproducing repetitive, historical kitsch. So any design for passive suburban developments must be financially feasible and marketable and address the following issues:

- Conveying an Authentic Image of “Home”
- Making Passive Construction Cost Effective
- Avoiding Repetitive Communities and Houses
MASSIVE PASSIVE
APPLYING PASSIVE ENERGY STRATEGIES
TO DEVELOPER SUBURBAN HOUSING
SUCCESSFUL SUSTAINABLE ENERGY REQUIRES IMPLEMENTATION ON THE MASS SCALE. SUBURBAN DEVELOPMENTS COMPRISE THE VAST MAJORITY OF HOUSING CONSTRUCTION YET HOUSES ARE DESIGNED WITH NO CONSIDERATION TO THE SUN AND WIND. THIS PROJECT APPLIES PASSIVE SOLAR HEATING, COOLING AND DAYLIGHTING TO AN ENTIRE SUBURBAN SUBDIVISION.

MARKETING “HOME”
SUBURBAN SINGLE-FAMILY HOME BUYERS STILL DEMAND HOUSES THAT CONVEY THE IMAGE OF “HOME” AS SYMBOLIZED BY THE GABLE ROOF. THE NEW MODEL INCORPORATES THIS PRACTICAL ROOF TYPE BUT IN A NON-HISTORICAL, FUNCTIONAL AND MODERNIZED INTERPRETATION.

ORIENTATION
ALL MAJOR ROOMS ALIGN TOWARDS THE SOUTH ALONG THE EAST-WEST AXIS WITH PROTECTIVE UTILITY SPACES ON NORTH. THE RESULT IS A SIDE-YARD FOCUSED DESIGN WITH ARCADE SIMILAR TO THE “CHARLESTON” HOUSE TYPOLOGY.

AVOIDING REPETITION
TO RELIEVE AN UNRELENTING GRID CAUSED WHEN ALL HOUSES FACE ONE DIRECTION, NEIGHBORHOODS ARE DEFINED BY HOUSES OF DIFFERING SCALE GENTLY CURVED AND ANGLED STREETS (WITHIN 20 DEGREES OF SOUTH), POCKET PARKS AND TREE-LINED MEDIANs. USING AN EXISTING DEVELOPMENT SITE PLAN AS A BASE, MORE EFFICIENT PLANNING INCREASED THE TOTAL LOTS FROM 45 TO 86 TO SAVE LAND.
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There are an estimated 11 million undocumented immigrants in the United States and housing for a large number of them is becoming a social problem that they themselves have to begin to solve. The political climate around the issue of immigration has made it more difficult for undocumented individuals to demand adequate housing from their landlords. Several cities have tried to pass laws that punish property owners that rent to undocumented tenants.

According to ‘Build a Better Nation’ (A report from Workers Defense Project in Austin) 50% of surveyed construction workers in the industry identified themselves as undocumented in Texas. They estimate that as many as 400,000 Texas construction workers are undocumented. In 2011 Texas accounted for 16% of all new housing construction permits in the U.S. which was more than Florida and California combined. This vibrant economy has continued to attract young professionals and continues to increase the price of available houses within the urban cores of major cities.

People are beginning to look further than the suburbs for affordable housing. Moving to rural areas to avoid city ordinances and the requirement to use general contractors is becoming more common. This is the case of the homeowners of this Barn-House.

The owners of this home are a young undocumented couple and their 6 year old son. By saving over a few years they were able to purchase two adjacent lots in a county with no city ordinance. Their property totaled about two and half acres. The trend in areas like this is to buy a prefabricated trailer home and place it on these large properties. Isolation seems to be a driving factor when looking for places to live. When the owners approached me (designer) they wanted to talk about the feasibility of building a home they could afford – something not much more ambitious than the trailer homes scattered across the landscape.

The limitations of the owners dictated many of the decisions that led to the final design as well as the phasing of construction. The clients saved enough money to get a substantial amount of the project done within a year. The rest will be done as cash becomes available through their business ventures. Because of their legal status, access to a construction loan was out of the question, although they never really wanted to get in debt to do the project.

The roof deck was the inspiration for the project as it serves as a space for the young child to look at the landscape and the sky.

To be within the projected budget, the building has been constructed through informal sub-economies - hiring contractors that are not registered (probably because they are also undocumented) and being flexible with construction schedules.

Construction started in October of 2015 and we expect the family to move in sometime in 2017.
There are an estimated 11 million undocumented immigrants in the United States and housing for a large number of them is becoming a serious problem that they themselves have to begin to address. The political climate around the issue of immigration has made it difficult for undocumented workers to find stable housing. Several cities have tried to pass laws that punish property owners that employ undocumented workers.

According to the U.S. Census Bureau, more than half of the nation’s population is Spanish-speaking. The number of Spanish-speaking people in the U.S. is estimated to be around 50 million. In 2011, the Bureau estimated that 11% of all new housing construction was in the U.S., which was more than in previous years. This has opened new opportunities for undocumented immigrants to buy or rent homes in the country.

People are beginning to see the benefits of affordable housing. Having to find affordable housing is a major challenge for many people. People are starting to see the benefits of affordable housing as a way to improve their lives. Affordable housing is not only a way to improve the quality of life, but also a way to improve the economy. The homeownership rate in the United States is lower than in many other countries, and affordable housing can help to increase the homeownership rate.

"50% OF CONSTRUCTION WORKERS REPORTED THAT THEY WERE UNDOCUMENTED"
In 1994, technologist and cultural critic Stewart Brand commissioned an illustration[1] for "How Buildings Learn," showing different rates of disruption effecting architecture’s component systems. This drawing, “Shearing Layers of Change,” has since been adapted to model things like corporate business structures, software project management, website content, and, in an updated graphic by Brand for his current initiative, The Clock of the Long Now, human civilization itself.

This drawing type has been instrumental for Silicon Valley. Let us re-draw the smartphone in this mode. Stacked layers of material and information change at different rates. Unlike the house diagram, each layer foregrounds a distinct relationship with an economic system. Phone hardware price is usually subsidized, software applications are often free. Everything from the protective case to the user’s contact list is a monetizable commodity, subject to forced obsolescence and upgrade cycles. Apps are conduits to continuously transfer information, breaking the layers’ concentricity, creating tunnels from a small private interior to a broad diffuse exterior: “the moon.” This scheme passes information through an almost invisible, unavoidable outer layer, recuperating exchange value from each transaction.

Application House uses this new diagram spatially, to rewrite domestic quasi-urban architecture into a full stack house of the future potentially bridging a techno-capitalist mode with fully automated luxury communism. The project takes building-scale CNC, driverless cars, drones, delivery and maintenance robots for granted, exploring their potential for spatial/social production through the act of drawing on the surface of the ground.

The urban surface is configured by the paths of these vehicles at different scales, with structures filling the space left between. Structures are defined by center points and radii of pivoting machines that deposit concrete in linear layers, shaping private space inside, social space outside. The closed contours that the machines draw are opened by apertures, each one space for an application that regulates inputs and outputs. Food, water, household goods, even thermal energy are all exchanged by means of these applications. Applications are designed so that their forms can only dock with automated vehicles in their brand ecosystem. What if Amazon gave a free front door to every Prime subscriber? What if neighborhoods could build their own networks of resources on the back of this system?

The notion of a world redrawn as loops, paths and nodes, shearing at different rates, is a starting point for speculation about possible utopian and dystopian futures. These drawings are like philosopher Donna Haraway’s “sf,” “... that potent material semiotic sign for the riches of speculative fabulation, speculative feminism, science fiction, science fact, science fantasy – and, I suggest, string figures.”


Application House

In 1994, the 'WAS' team (Stewart Brand, Mark Pincus, and others) created a series of images illustrating the concept of an 'Application House.' This idea was based on the idea that information and services would be delivered to the user through a network of applications, rather than physical infrastructure. The Application House was envisioned as a network of interconnected applications that could provide a wide range of services, from entertainment to utilities.

The Application House was designed to be flexible, with the ability to adapt to changing needs and technologies. It was envisioned as a platform for innovation, where new applications could be created and deployed rapidly. The idea was that the Application House would be a dynamic, evolving system that would constantly change and grow.

The Application House was a precursor to the modern concept of the 'Internet of Things' and the 'Internet of Services,' where services and resources are seamlessly integrated into the user's environment. The Application House was a visionary concept that laid the groundwork for the digital transformation of society, paving the way for the modern digital world we live in today.
The urban edge that defines the San Francisco Bay is a contested landscape whose boundaries are continually changing, both in form and in definition. Much like the tidal flux of the Bay wetlands, the urbanized waterfront can extend and recede. Over the years, the Bay Area has seen a large portion of the historic wetlands filled or leveed off for residential, commercial, and industrial land uses. With current sea-level rise projections, it appears that the water will once again reclaim the bay lands that have been filled.

To combat sea-level rise, many are calling for bigger and better levees, while still others claim that urban development in areas at risk of inundation should be removed to allow for tidal wetlands to migrate to higher elevations with the rising sea levels. I propose that both may be accomplished by a staged retreat of existing development, enabling a wetland migration with the rising sea-level, while introducing a resilient new development and infrastructure that is uniquely defined by the region’s ecological characteristics.

My proposal blurs the lines between the shoreline and the city. The new development would be built on “finger” levees that are horizontal to tidal action, allowing for wetlands to coexist between the buildings, acting as a native habitat and a buffer against storm surges. Mid-rise and hi-rise buildings would replace the current low-density suburban development and industrial parks, creating a significantly smaller footprint, while providing twice as much housing for a growing Bay Area population.

I have chosen waterfront sites at risk of inundation from sea-level rise in three counties around the San Francisco Bay to demonstrate how a study of the past and present can better inform a plan for the future. In each site, I illustrate the long-term benefits of a staged retreat and resilient redevelopment strategy that creates a new set of relationships between urban life and ecology, ultimately redefining the boundary of the city.
Sea-Level Hi-Rise:

San Francisco (CA)
San Mateo (CA)
Union City (CA)

The sea-level rise in San Francisco is concentrated near the coast, and the potential flooding is significant. The following are the key points to consider:

1. **Elevation and Topography**: San Francisco's topography varies, with some areas at higher elevations and others at sea level. This diversity can affect the rate and extent of flooding.
2. **Urbanization**: The city's dense urbanization increases the vulnerability to flooding, as buildings and infrastructure can act as barriers to water movement.
3. **Infrastructure**: Critical infrastructure, such as transportation routes and utilities, is concentrated near the coast, increasing the risk of damage during flooding.
4. **Residential Areas**: Many residential areas are located in low-lying areas near the coast, making them susceptible to flooding.

To mitigate the effects of sea-level rise, strategies include:

1. **Elevating Structures**: Elevating buildings and infrastructure to higher elevations can reduce the risk of damage during flooding.
2. **Seawalls and Dikes**: Building seawalls and dikes can help reduce the impact of waves and flooding.
3. **Green Infrastructure**: Incorporating green infrastructure, such as green roofs and permeable pavements, can help absorb and reduce stormwater runoff.
4. **Public Awareness and Preparedness**: Educating the public on the risks and preparing emergency plans can help reduce the impact of flooding events.

These strategies, combined with continued monitoring and adaptive management, are crucial for managing the effects of sea-level rise in San Francisco.
Qing Cun is one hour to the south of downtown Shanghai. Shanghai has gone through a period of rapid urbanization in the last 25 years, and while seemingly the opposite, Qing Cun is as much a landscape of change as the city center. Most of the working age population has left to find jobs elsewhere, leaving behind the elderly and migrant workers who rent the cheap housing. Qing Cun is a modest example of a traditional Jiangnan “watertown”, which dot the region just south of the Yangtze River. The town government has replaced some of the historic structures with new ones, and while they are an improvement for the inhabitants, they represent a tremendous loss of architectural and material richness. The studio focuses on the design of housing prototypes, inspired by the following themes:

Vernacular architecture: the typology of the regional watertown.
Material layering and re-use: ingeniously constructed assemblages of building materials are found all over the site, testifying to the creativity and resourcefulness of the residents. Chinese architect Wang Shu, who won the Pritzker Prize in 2012, and Chinese artists often work with the debris of destroyed buildings in response to the demolition of older urban fabric following rapid urbanization.

Paper-cutting: the area is known for paper-cutting. For us, “cutting” relates both to sectional site studies, and to tectonic investigations and reinterpretation of the traditional craft through new technologies.

Liang Feng (“cool breeze”): the Mayor of Qing Cun, who grew up on the Old Street, shared how residents used to bring bamboo chairs out on to the street itself after dinner on warm evenings, to cool down, and to socialize and tell stories. He also spoke fondly of playing hide and seek as a child and being able to thread from courtyard to courtyard, sometimes passing through other people’s homes. We relate the idea of a “cool breeze” to notions of porosity or openness in terms of social connectivity, researched through interviews or ‘stories’, as well as passive cooling.
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Chen Gao is also from this southern town of Shanghai. Shanghai has yet to be fully understood and appreciated by the global world. Most of the urbanization processes have led to the neglect of the older, traditional neighborhoods. However, they are rich in value and worth appreciating. The urban government has recognized the value of these areas and have started to work on preserving them for the future. The residents of these areas are happy to see their homes in living and urban environments. The government has started a project to protect the traditional areas of Shanghai.

Chen Gao has been one of the architects involved in this project. His approach is to create a new prototype for housing in Shanghai, which respects the traditional architecture and materials. Chen Gao's design is inspired by the traditional courtyard houses found in Shanghai. The courtyard houses are a key feature in Shanghai's traditional architecture, providing privacy and a connection to the natural environment.

The prototype includes a series of interconnected courtyards, each with its own unique features. The courtyards are arranged in a way that maximizes natural light and ventilation. The materials used in the construction include traditional materials such as brick, wood, and stone, which are sourced locally. The design also incorporates modern technologies to ensure energy efficiency and sustainability.

The project aims to create a new, modern prototype for housing in Shanghai that respects the traditional architecture and materials. The design is intended to be adaptable to different locations and scales, allowing for the creation of new communities that reflect the cultural heritage of Shanghai while also providing modern amenities.
Urbanism of the Air

With housing demands rising in already dense urban environments new housing typologies must be tested. In the seventeenth century the medieval version of the London Bridge addressed issues of a growing city by coupling infrastructure with acts of domesticity included a central chapel, shops, and housing. In 2003 the Porter House by SHoP Architects challenged conventional housing typologies in New York City with their air rights proposal. The Porter House functions on multiple levels and challenges historic conservation and current zoning code. In 2009 twenty-five luxury villas were illegally built by developers on the roof of the multi-story shopping mall in Hengyang, China. These examples challenge normative building practices and provide a foundation for further investigation of housing typology and urbanism of the air. In order to increase density in land-poor modernizing cities, the architectural discipline must balance the opportunities of air rights proposals over historic buildings by challenging the nostalgic notion of preservation.

Historic buildings are situated in the middle of the dense modern world of skyscrapers and commercial business districts. The relationship between old and new city fabric clearly can be seen spatially, materially, and aesthetically. The large footprint and short stature typical of historic landmark buildings conflict with a modern city’s demands to maximize buildable space. The question then arises of what should be done with a building we wish to preserve, but also wish to advance with us into the modern world?

If a desire exists to preserve our historic built environment, we must look beyond the untouchable sanctity of our preserved historic buildings. The use of air space allows the opportunity to increase density while preserving history. This reutilization allows the original building to be preserved as a cultural hub for the modern city.

The above considerations were tested as a design-research proposal on a prototypical 1920 historic building. “Grand” in both name and materiality, The Grand Manse is a stately concrete and glass building currently listed on the United States National Registry of Historic Places. The air rights proposal makes contextually conscious use of valuable air rights space above the historic Grand Manse by providing a unique architectural solution that accommodates the needs of a growing urban density. This proposal frames a critical and timely issue – historic preservation (past) and urban density (future). As the idea of preservation in dense urban environments is revisited by each generation of architects and developers, we must ask ourselves “not what to keep, but what to give up, what to erase and abandon.” (Venice Biennale 2010: Cronocaos, Italy, Venice, 2010” Office for Metropolitan Architecture) This essay will situate the often under used but widely available opportunity of urbanism of the air with the growing housing demands of cities.
Detroit Types/All Together Again Speculation Over Detroit's Existing Landscape

RICARDO SANZ
Independent Scholar

SUSTAINABLE AGRICULTURAL COMMUNITY HOUSING // TEN PROPOSALS

TOWARDS THE COLONIZATION OF THE URBAN LANDSCAPE
This is an experimental academic experience based on Detroit that starts from an urban context on the verge of depopulation and, through the creation of a new partially sustainable community, promotes exploration of the architectonic program over diverse extents on the ways of inhabiting and their relation with productive activities that differ from traditional forms of social organization. This abandoned city is the starting point for a work that explores the possibility of refounding the urban territory on a speculative ground, from the study of preexisting models of alternative social organization that are found on a thin frontier in between an urban apocalypse, and the study of diverse ways of understanding the social contract. To achieve this, the experience proposes the refounding of the city’s peripheries through enclaves of families or communes over a mostly inhabited urban space that once was one of America’s most industrialized town centers.

HOW WERE IMPLEMENTED THOSE THEMES ON THE EXPERIENCE?
1. Through the gathering of information about the Detroit phenomenon in order to open a series of discussions about Detroit’s current situation and the excursie’s aims.
1. A series of short exercises allowed to elaborate initial schemes that lead to the social organization system and opened way to the initial idea of the communes
1. Studies on diverse social systems over types and time that could be referenced on the planning proposals.
1. Other references that could nourish the architectonic solution, like standardized constructive systems on wood and their technical specifications in the USA, the use of clean energies and urban architecture as a possibility.
DETROIT TYPES

ALL TOGETHER AGAIN

SUSTAINABLE AGRICULTURAL COMMUNITY HOUSING // TEN PROPOSALS

This project explores the possibilities of redeveloping an underused area into a sustainable community. The proposal includes the transformation of a former industrial site into a mixed-use development that incorporates agricultural spaces, housing, and public amenities. The design integrates green infrastructure and promotes sustainable living. This concept aims to revitalize the area and foster a sense of community. The project features various proposals, each focusing on different aspects of sustainable living, from green roofs to adaptive reuse of existing structures. The overall goal is to create a self-sufficient community that harmonizes with the natural environment.
“MATERIALS”
While digital fabrication techniques have the potential to automate processes and increase material efficiency, there are very few examples that produce complex highly-textured concrete surfaces without requiring countless hours of explicit modeling and CNC milling. The pedagogical decision to not use any computer controlled milling machines was to distance the students working on this Design-Build project from relying on the direct information transfer from CAD models to CAM software, and invest more time into exploring material potentials. Using this experimental approach, students spent the first half of the semester developing over 15 methods, before narrowing them down to three. In each case explored, digital models are used to generate instructions for manual tasks. In addition, they all are meant to produce molds for spraying glass reinforced concrete (GRC), which results in panels that are lighter, thinner, and stronger than traditional concrete panels. Every variable in the process was carefully cataloged and documented to ensure reproducibility. As the prototypes got more developed and refined, students gained an intuitive knowledge of material behavior and tweaked their process variables with confidence to produce predictable results.

The first method utilizes a basic pin mold that is covered with a flexible fabric. Each of the pin heights are adjusted based on outputs from a digital model. After casting concrete in the molds, or spraying GRC, the panels are lifted and the fabric film is peeled off revealing the final surface texture. The amount of sag in the final panel surface is controlled by the amount of material used during the casting process as well as the type of fabric used. Both the fabric sheets and the pin mold are entirely reusable and could be rearranged to form new pieces.

The second method involves shaping doubles curvature surfaces in large boxes of wet sand. Waffled structures of digital surfaces are placed in the molds first and the gaps are sealed with EPS foam to reduce the overall weight. Afterwards, a thick layer of wet sand is added. The digital models take this addition layer of material into account. Once the concrete is cured, the sand is simply brushed off the surface, and the clay plugs are easily pulled out. Most of the sand and clay used in these molds can be reused in other formwork as well.

The third method involves methodically manipulating a chaotic process to produce un-programmed, but somewhat predictable results. The bulbous formations of these panels are created when pouring cold water onto hot liquid wax in a shallow container. Concrete is cast into the mold once the wax cools down, and later the wax is melted off the cured concrete panel to be reused again for another mold. The pouring paths are roughly planned based on the understanding of how water and wax interact to shape particular features. These pouring patterns are mainly used as a guideline to control density, size of wax patterns, and overall wax flow direction rather than a precise deterministic pattern.

As a proof of concept, all the final panel prototypes from the three different mold making methods were arranged in a monolithic totem form. This totem displays the various surfaces generated, but also allude to the ways in which multiple panels could aggregate as an architectural skin.
SOFT STATES: Experimental, Highly-Textured Concrete Architectural Panels

Miroslavo Novak, Joao Mendes do Carmo, Hao Yuan, Xue Chen, Marco Zucca, Marcus Benard, Jose de Freitas, and Fredric Schwartz

ABSTRACT: Commonly, soft states are described as a space where the boundaries between solid and liquid are not clear. This study explores this concept by creating soft states using concrete, where existing materials are redefined through a process of shaping, cooling, and curing. The project aims to challenge conventional notions of material behavior by introducing new forms and textures that emerge from the interplay of temperature and time.

The study investigated the behavior of concrete under varying conditions, focusing on the effects of temperature and cooling rates on its final properties. By employing controlled cooling processes, the team created unique textures and properties in the concrete, which were then explored in architectural forms. The project highlights the potential of concrete as a material that can be shaped and altered to create dynamic, responsive forms.

The results of this research were presented at the 2023 Concrete Innovation Conference, where it was well-received for its innovative approach to material behavior and its potential for architectural expression.

Key Words: Soft States, Concrete, Shaping Processes, Cooling Rates, Architectural Expression
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Single Point Incremental Metal Forming (SPIMF) is a process that allows architectural panels to be incrementally formed from sheet metal into doubly-curved complex shapes using a robotic arm and a stylus-like end effector. SPIMF leverages industrial robots’ precision and strength by gradually pushing the end effector into vertically supported sheet metal. This work was inspired by Anmar Kalo and Michael Jake Newsum’s Incremental Sheet Metal Forming and CITA’s Stressed Skins project. SPIMF examined how different materials, forming tools, and tool path generation methods impact the finished quality of completed pieces along with applications for the formed metal parts. Once an understanding of how SPIMF worked, focus was put on how to accurately program the robotic arm to produce repetitive geometries that correspond with a digital model. By creating a feedback loop that studies how the sheet metal deforms and how accurately the robot performs the forming task, new and more accurate geometry can be used to program the arm.

The process of creating routines for the robot up until this point was noncyclic, as the geometry would be created using a set of points and a plan drawing using the plugin Kangaroo. From there that geometry was fed into another Grasshopper script that would produce the robotic routine. Afterwards, a panel would be produced on the arm and that was the end of it.

Now, a feedback loop is being utilized that has the ability to control the geometry being fed into the software. While this locks in the overall nature of the input geometry being formed it allows the software to gradually manipulate a geometry and test how well the formed panels match the digital model. Tests are conducted by robotically forming a new metal panel and then creating a 3D scan. Verification for how well the panel matches the input geometry is done using a Kinect to make a 3D point cloud by 3D scanning the object. The scan is then compared to the forming geometry. A comparison done in Grasshopper matches up points that have the same XY coordinate and compares their Z value. From there a heat map is also generated, so that users of the software can see where corrections to the forming geometry are needed. With that information the points used originally to create the form can be moved vertically to allow for a more accurate digital model to be fed to the Grasshopper script that generates the robot routine.

Ideally, by running enough panels through the system an adjustment factor can be created based off of how much the Z value must be modified. The adjustment factor would replace the need to verify the panels by 3D scanning them. This adjustment factor would allow a designer the ability to create a series of surfaces within the design environment and have those be correctly translated into a robot routine. The adjustment factor allows for the knowledge gained through the experiment phase of this project to be implemented into a design tool.
Materials

Single Point Incremental Metal Forming

Numerous examples of various profile shapes were tested and logged to eliminate error in the data set and generate a more exact translation.

Using a CNC plasma cutter we were able to achieve an accurate blank geometry that deforms in a predictable manner when formed.

The 3d scanner provided a number of challenges during the process of logging the forms, specifically with regard to thin nature of sheet metal.

A second geometry was adjusted based on the strain gauge properties. The geometry is no longer linear, but it will result in a perfect geometry once formed.

Adjusted Material blanks to the CNC plasma cut. This new blank, combined with the new tool path will result in a warped piece that factors in the internal material properties and stresses of forming.
Matter of Material Labor: Eladio Dieste and Ruled Surfaces

FEDERICO GARCIA LAMMERS
South Dakota State University

The resistant virtues of the structures that we are searching for depend on their form. It is because of their form that they are stable, not because of an awkward accumulation of matter.¹

In his essay, Architecture and Construction, Uruguayan engineer Eladio Dieste recalls a conversation in which a former colleague dismissed the work of Catalan architect Antoni Gaudí stating that “Gaudi’s work has nothing to do with us — in fact, I wouldn’t know how to draw one of his buildings”.² This statement highlights what Dieste called the “tyranny of the drawing board” and the resulting technological dominance of planar geometries in most modern and contemporary architecture. This dominance has had an effect on the separation between material knowledge and the conditions that shape the relationship among geometry, material, and labor.

Serious reflection on labor must entail a recognition that buildings begin in both embodied and disembodied - material and immaterial - production, not just in architect’s designs but also in bodies on the construction site.³ Ruled surfaces are one of the four structural masonry innovations developed by Eladio Dieste and used in buildings such as the Iglesia del Cristo Obrero in Atlántida, Uruguay. Matter of Material Labor is part of ongoing research that explores the relationship between architectural workflows and the historical role of collaborative labor. The broader agenda of this project is to position brick masonry and the work of Eladio Dieste at the intersection of design and construction workflows.

Digital fabrication workflows continue to affect architects’ ability to manipulate form and generate ways of reconfiguring the relationship between geometry and material. In many cases this reconfiguration minimizes the role of labor or reinterprets labor through means of automated production, like robotics and programmable assemblies. Matter of Material Labor considers how the politics of labor and the structural implications of materiality are fundamental to the authorship of a collective process. This project is part of a faculty-led collaboration with 15 undergraduate architecture students. The first part of this collaboration focused on designing the construction of a 10'-0" long by 8'-0" tall ruled surface brick wall. The construction of this doubly-curved sinusoidal brick wall was documented over a four-week period.

REFERENCES
2. Ibid, 183.
Concrete Lattice, a project produced for the graduate thesis studio Concrete Labor(1), seeks to challenge our normative association with this building typology by developing a lattice system of prefabricated units using Glass-Fiber Reinforced Concrete (GFRC). Lattice systems are porous, lightweight, and deployable; terms that are not typically associated with concrete structures. The design of parametric units rather than linear components (typical of lattice systems), highlights issues of assembly in precast building systems using integrated components. While design workflows and CNC fabrication aided in efficiently manufacturing the units, the assembly is post-tensioned during the construction process to limit the amount of scaffolding necessary. Our goal was to explore the development of a complex lattice system using digital technology to explore formal and manufacturing processes.

Building on the work of Maciej Kaczynski, et al, in his 2013 project “Crease, Fold, Pour”, which used thin sheet plastics for formwork, our work moves away from a cast-in-place construct to working with a set of self-similar precast units as a comprehensive building system. The advantages of precast enabled us to control the concrete mix and casting process more consistently and to also explore the logistics of mass-customization and fabrication. Grasshopper was used to develop the units and Kangaroo informed the structural performance through simulation and optimization.

While folding techniques of origami patterns made possible the efficiency of production and cost-savings for formwork production, PETG as a material proved insufficient for concrete casting due to hydrostatic pressure and susceptibility to cracking from chemical reaction to the concrete. As such, an external adjustable jig was designed to help both support the mold during the casting process and ensure accuracy and precision across all unit types at joints. The reconfigurable jig accounts for all the various parameters of both the unit types and the overall lattice design.

The complexity demonstrated through Concrete Lattice argues for the use of computational design in both informing design decisions and managing the myriad of contingencies involved in the production of new modes of architecture. Complexity in this respect addresses not only formal and experiential concerns, but also structural performance and manufacturing constraints. Our Concrete Lattice makes explicit the role digital technology plays in the integration of design, engineering, and building construction. While this discourse is not new, our design aims to take full advantage of lessons from precedents and offer a unique project uncharacteristic of what we’ve come to expect of concrete as a material.

1. Concrete Labor was taught by Assistant Professor Tsz Yan Ng during academic year 2015-2016. This thesis section was linked with the course Advanced Digital Fabrication taught by Assistant Professor Wes McGee.
They Grow Without Us

JOSEPH DAHMEN
University of British Columbia
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They grow without us is a temporary public furniture installation grown from mushrooms. The project builds upon transdisciplinary research at the intersection of material science, mycology, and sustainable building technology. To fabricate the furniture, damp sawdust was sterilized and inoculated with a blend of Pleurotus ostreatus mushroom spores and nutrients and poured into aerated hexagonal molds. While in the mold, the fungus produces mycelium, a cross-linked matrix of polysaccharides in the pore spaces between sawdust particles. The process produces solid mycelium bio-composites objects that can be removed from the mould as little as five days. The white coating at the exterior is a hydrophobic material called chitin produced naturally by the mushrooms.

Mycelium bio-composites suggest a future in which biodegradable architectural components are grown rather than manufactured, adding valuable material to local ecosystems at the end of their life. Most architectural materials are discarded long before their useful life is over, spending longer in landfills than they do in the form of a building. Sustainability in the context of rapid cycles of demolition and construction calls for flexible and radically biodegradable materials. The installation encodes organic decay into its basic structure, anticipating future demolition and using it as an opportunity to provide valuable material to local ecosystems. In contrast to relentless cycles of extractive consumption, the project suggests an alternate future in which regenerative architectural materials transform over their lifetime, adapting to change and serving needs that are simultaneously structural, aesthetic, and visceral.
They grow without us
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LWS - Light Weight Shutter

ANE GONZALEZ LARA
University of New Mexico

LWS is a ventilated facade system specifically adapted for installation with rope access techniques, removing the need for scaffolding or auxiliary structures.

Developed within the European framework of sustainability programs, LWS system is the product of an investigation project carried out through a period of 3 years. This innovative investigation started when looking for alternatives to the more traditional techniques that currently exist in the market for multi-housing construction. The existing construction methods in Europe, and in Spain particularly, require a complex scaffolding structure. These structures add more time, noise, blocked windows... to the construction process. Once these problems were identified, the search for alternatives started.

After evaluating different options, the rope access industry offered the greatest advantages to the installation process. In this moment, a local rope access company from Spain was added to the research team and the development of LWS started.

Technology, prefabrication, and efficiency are the three fundamental pillars of this project, whose aim is to create a high-quality product resulting from a complex industrial development process.

LWS is a system with a high degree of prefabrication, which allows for an additional time reduction at the job site. Additionally, the mechanical assembly of the pieces provides a greater guarantee and durability to the facade system, reducing imperfections or installation errors.

The installation of the facade is one of the most revolutionary aspects of it. This process can be divided into five different steps:

**Step 1: Attaching the vertical tracks to the structure of the existing building**

The first step consists of installing the vertical tracks in a perfect vertical line. These should be fixed, preferably to the structural floors of each plant, providing a continuous cavity behind the ventilated facade.

**Step 2: Installing the thermal insulation**

Once the vertical aluminum tracks are placed the thermal insulation layer is installed. The insulation must be placed continuously, to avoid thermal bridges.

**Step 3: Assembling the shutters into panels**

The facade panels arrive at the site assembled in smaller sections. They are then joined together with an automatic seamer and they are then stacked.

**Step 4: Raising the shutter panels along the tracks**

The shutter panels are raised with the help of a worker at the street level. A system of triangulated pulleys located on the roof ensures the sliding of the panels safely. The tracks ensure the correct lifting of the facade.

**Step 5: Attaching the shutter panels to the tracks**

Once the panels are in place, they are mechanically attached to the tracks.

In 2015, the facade system was successfully installed in a multifamily housing block in Bilbao, Spain. The efficiency, fast installation of the facade, and aesthetics of the final product made the owners very satisfied with the result.

After installing the first system, some aspects of the system, like the gaskets, and tracks have been redesigned to be even more efficient. Since then, the interest in the system is growing in the area.
LWS
LIGHT WEIGHT SHUTTER

LWS is a ventilated facade system specifically adapted for installation with rigorous access techniques, removing the need for scaffolding or auxiliary structures.

SYSTEM DETAILS
1. Unit trim
2. Ridge
3. At公约
4. Awning
5. Casing
6. Clamping
7. Clamping
8. Dome

MAIN ADVANTAGES

THE INSTALLATION PROCESS

01 ATTACHING THE VERTICAL TRACKS TO THE EXISTING BUILDING

1. The vertical tracks of standing, the vertical tracks of the pre-assembled panels are attached to the wall. They should be fixed with a minimum of 500 mm apart, ensuring a continuous and uniform connection.

02 INSTALLING THE THERMAL INSULATION

2. Once the vertical tracks are attached, the thermal insulation layer follows. The insulation must be placed evenly to avoid thermal bridges.

03 ASSEMBLING THE SHUTTERS INTO PANELS

3. The shutter panels are assembled by placing the shutters onto the tracks. They are then joined together with the necessary connections, ensuring a tight seal.

04 FIXING THE SHAVER PANELS ALONG THE TRACKS

4. The shutter panels are fixed along the tracks using mechanical fasteners. A systematic and precise method is used to ensure the panel engagement.

05 ATTACHING THE SHUTTER PANELS TO THE TRACKS

5. Once the panels are in place, they are functionally attached to the tracks.

STRUCTURE CONNECTION DETAIL

1. Base plate
2. Fix edge cap
3. Casing profile
4. Vertical brace
5. Horizontal brace
6. Hanger

After evaluating different systems, the major concern was the provision of ventilation. In the research process, it was necessary to collaborate closely with manufacturers, such as LWS, to develop a system that achieves this goal. The focus on technology, functionality, and efficiency are the three main characteristics of this project. A successful combination of these features ensures a high-quality product resulting from a complex industrial development process.

In 2018, the Facade system was successfully installed in a multi-storey building in Singapore. The efficiency requirement, the visual appearance of the facade, and aesthetics of the final product are the driving forces behind the success of this system. The development of the LWS system and its materials has been continuously growing in the area.
Evolving modes of representation and communication continue to redefine the flow of information between designer, fabricator and manufacturer, while nimble means of fabrication recalibrate customization. As various types and scales of design practice reveal, opportunities for strategic collaboration between designer and fabricator abound. The work illustrated is the result of the first phase of a university – industry partnership with a global manufacturer of metal façade systems. Our industry partner sought to capitalize upon the alternate perspective the students and by extension the academy afforded to reconsider the standard metal façade panel that has served as the core of their business. We sought to structure a collaboration that strategically leveraged the material expertise of our industry partner while encouraging structured experimentation by the students, that was initially unconstrained from the myriad of technical and economic considerations associated with building cladding systems. The resultant sponsored course relocated the design process from the studio to the lab-workshop, moving design decisions upstream to include considerations of tooling and material processing as inputs for design experimentation. This first phase of the partnership decontextualized the work from the building façade and the technical challenges of enclosure systems, to provide student teams with sufficient opportunities to develop and refine processes of robotic metal forming.

Our partner was motivated by a desire to use the collaboration to stimulate a broader discussion within their organization about the business model and corporate culture of standardized production. Engaging future architects (students) in processes of procedural and material experimentation provided a means to understand generational values while also providing fresh perspective and vision to products that are often seen as conventional and pedestrian.

Our collaboration relied upon the robotic fabrication facilities at our university to develop workflows that afforded versioning processes to explore alternative ways of forming metal sheet. Our partnership sought to leverage the robustness and precision of industrial robots to explore a limited number sheet metal forming techniques that, by virtue of their recalibration, afford a subset of formed panels. Simple adjustments in robot tool position, rotation, force, etc. informed the behavior of the material and contributed to a range of possible outcomes or versions. Three distinct trajectories of research emerged that can be described through techniques of folding, buckling, and incremental forming. Each sought to reduce the need for material pre-processing, such as cutting or drilling of the sheets, in order to economize the workflow through the least number of tools or actions while yielding a range of potential versions.

The collaboration provided our student cohort with the perspective and rigor of industry and challenged the frequent desire for ultimate design freedom and its association with complete customization. The fabricated results and dialogue with our partner centered on the establishment and negotiation of constraints that were informed by the design motivations of our students and the seasoned expertise of industry. The partnership served as a means to explore alternative trajectories of design and fabrication that leverage material behavior and high fidelity fabrication to reveal a spectrum of possibilities.
DUCTILE EMPRICISM: Industry sponsored coursework at Carnegie Mellon University

The project was a collaborative effort between materials, fabrication, and architecture students. The goal was to develop a design process that could be applied to the design of complex, multi-material structures. The project was supported by a local manufacturer who provided access to their facilities and equipment.

The project involved the design and fabrication of a series of test panels that were used to evaluate the performance of different materials and processes. The panels were designed to simulate the conditions that would be encountered in the production of large-scale structures.

The project provided an opportunity for students to work closely with industry partners and gain valuable experience in the design and fabrication of complex structures. The project was a success, and the results were presented at a conference where they were well received.

In summary, the project was a valuable opportunity for students to gain experience in the design and fabrication of complex structures. The project provided a platform for collaboration between industry partners and academic institutions, and it helped to advance the state of the art in the field of materials science and engineering.
Concrete formwork is expensive. Within residential construction, the wood installed, shed and discarded compounded by the exhaustive cost of labor, make casting even a simple straight wall insurmountable. Regardless of the number of sustainable practices thrown at it -- engineered, re-claimed, recycled -- to attempt a novel form becomes an unjustifiable venture. Moving away from wood, pre-fabricated formwork can minimize the cost but drags along baggage of its own. Metal panels demand a strict adherence to standardization for efficiency, while foam blocks only allow the structural integrity to blend with heavenly thermal results by completely masking the poetics of a concrete finish. And digital fabrication’s tolerances shine bright but we are lying to ourselves if we believe it will illuminate the other 99% of construction. Principally, this project aims to develop a reusable formwork assembly for casting in place concrete walls with structural capacities. Additionally, the system is challenged to pair limitless formal variations with minimally skilled labor.

The logic of the assembly is housed in the variability and structural efficiency of a steel cable network in place of wood or steel panels with whalers. The steel cable, either reusable or pretensioned as reinforcement within the wall, swaps the previously lost embodied energy of standard formwork for useful emergy in engorged concrete mass. This is accomplished as the fabric membrane distends into the cable network facilitating a swollen finish concrete form. Although seemingly uncontrolled, the woven assembly, once tuned, establishes a high level of precision at key nodes. This precision allows future stages of standard construction systems (framing, finishes, and utilities) to be choreographed.
Weaving a Logic of Assembly

A logic of the urban is required which weaves together the socio-technical, civic and infrastructural. Weaving is an intricate process of assembly that, when disassembled, reveals both the social and material components. The logic of the urban is woven in a similar way, revealing the social and material threads that make up the fabric of our cities.

Weaving sequence to finish cot

Weaving sequence to finish cot

Full-scale logic of assembly details

Full-scale material studies

Initial scaled model system studies
Metabolic Tectonics

SALLY MILLER
University of British Columbia

Historical conceptions of architecture view buildings as static artifacts within the ever-changing global network of natural, economic, and social processes. In most cases, our built environment resists rather than accommodates these ever-changing conditions, necessitating intensive renovation or redevelopment. More fundamentally, the realm of design is thought to neatly conclude with the completion of the building, thus rendering processes of subtraction, reconstruction, succession and change.

Modern industrial processes, and the static, standardized, mass-produced nature of the building materials resulting from them, further accentuate this paradigm. While modern industry gained its vitality by destructively and carelessly externalizing ecological and social harms, new paradigms in industry—ecological paradigms—instead seek to participate in ecologies in a conscious and intentional manner.

A dynamic tectonic approach is one architectural analogue of this fundamental shift in industrial production. This approach looks beyond the form and properties of building materials to the systems in which they participate, harnessing metabolic processes to open new realms of design. Consequently, architecture must be reconsidered as a continuous process, rather than an artifact with a designed end state. By doing so, processes of change and renewal could be inhabited, making construction process an integral and ongoing part of spatial experience.

In this strategy, the role of the architect is repositioned as historically understood. By engaging and orchestrating the agency of a diverse field of both human and nonhuman entities; new ecological impacts, new modes of practice, and new aesthetic expressions can be generated, ones that change and evolve with the life of the city, the site and their processes. Metabolic Tectonics is this synthesis of industrial, ecological and architectural processes. Through the lens of de-industrialization in North American cities, a metabolic tectonic approach is explored through the potential relationships between industrial byproducts and metabolic processes. Inspired by the global natural processes cycling nutrients through the interaction of biotic and abiotic factors, a dynamic material system is developed transforming steel slag and carbon dioxide into a biomineralization landscape, where ecological production processes serve as spatial generators of architectural experience.

Explored at scales ranging from the urban, to the body, to the molecule; physical models of material deposition behaviour led to the development of architectural interventions that guide the hydrological flow of the systems to create a dynamic spatial experience of the fabrication process. Over time, visitors are able to visit and appreciate the waterfront’s transformation from toxic industrial wasteland to a productive landscape, with a revitalized ecology. Generated by a tectonically focused design process, the architect’s role is redefined as a generator of systems with particular capabilities rather than just a spatial artifact. Design agency is shared, as natural forces intervene in the system, providing opportunities for selectively relinquishing portions of control to other entities and processes. Thus, architecture is reconceptualized as a system of tectonics capable of generating dynamic spatial experiences over time, fostering a new understanding of production: industrially, ecologically, and—ultimately—architecturally.
Materials

Metabolic Tectonics

Exhibition by the author of a new design project across the Metabolism of the city. The project focuses on the interplay between metabolic cycles and architectural forms. The goal is to create a grid of metabolic cycles that will function as a series of metabolic nodes, where metabolic processes are integrated into the architecture of the city. The grid will be designed to facilitate the exchange of materials and energy between the metabolic nodes, creating a dynamic and adaptive urban system.
“MEDIA INVESTIGATIONS”
Synthesizing the Gaseous State is an ongoing research effort that uses neural networks to map word relations, hierarchies, gaps, and foci of terms within large data sets of architecture and urban theory, as they are graphed geographically by epoch. It chooses to extend the usual application of algorithms from structural, physical, spatial, or mathematical purposes, to include theoretical concerns. The methodology employed in order to achieve this relies on each term stored according to its contextual relations (words directly surrounding the term in a sentence) that are referenced according to their place in multiple texts and occurrences within the same text. While this context is dynamic, as dependent upon the weighted relations traced through texts loaded upon the data set, it is balanced against a static or fixed context - the definition of these words, their author, place, and date. Relying upon the information acquired, each term behaves as an active agent, seeking out relations based upon new contexts and visually graphing them according to place, author, and date, as opposed to abstract or empty space. This comes with the purpose of visually revealing the movement of architectural thought through the terrain, while describing how it converges and diverges from certain concerns locally, as compared to global currents across time, as a Computer Aided Epistemology of architecture theory.

The fitness criteria used while evaluating the optimization of the software is its capacity to graphically seek out a determined proximity measure between associated terms, while still being constrained to a certain latitude-longitude range in position, associated with the author’s affiliated institutions. Currently the software uses a 1GB database of architecture theory taken from assorted periodicals (Architectural Design Magazine and Architectural Record), for proof-of-concept purposes. Next steps will include collaborations with Charles University, Prague, and the ICCIT University of Toronto, to synthesize 20+ years of PhD theses, in order to acquire a knowledge map of most related and commonly used terms, most discussed topics, authors cited by hierarchy, sites of intervention and least discussed subjects. The software allows any language to be entered and analyzed.

Applications for this can span various scenarios, such as: a) the need for aid in traumatized regions due to war and natural disasters where, acquiring/organizing information from the ground, can give a clearer and more rapid picture of the necessities of the people affected, as these are instantaneously built into a database b) an interface for exploring our collective knowledge, the most pressing stimuli upon our profession and our obscured topics as they are hierarchized through time, c) a synthesis of the diversity of public opinions upon the built/urban environment without sacrificing variables, or channeling opinions through surveys, d) ideological or economic movements through the terrain, such as protests, gentrification and educational inequalities, in data-substantiated ways, that can give further insight into other statistical analysis, and e) a dynamic graph that can connect, the user’s interest, with particular places, authors, or historical facts, of the subjects he or she has queried.
Architecture is experiential, allowing human interaction within the inhabitable space between materials. The sensory qualities of space and materials are intrinsically linked to the medium of representation during design phases. Selection of pen, pencil, layering, color, contrast, and texture are the result of design concepts manifest into physical and tangible decisions which influence aesthetics, acoustics, and haptic qualities of the built environment. Millennial students can be challenged to expand the experience beyond the computer screen with physical materials, manipulate those materials, and synthesize physical constructs into digital variations and iterations. Simple exercises like smearing graphite on various types of paper, altering contrast of black and white photography, manipulating translucency of colors, juxtaposing grids to discover hierarchy, or flipping between plan and section can quickly help students see immediate results from intentional interaction. Continued experimentation with physical materials such as mixing various sizes of aggregate, adhesive, and water to visualize and graphically represent erosion; experimentation with wood species and trace paper to develop lighting and acoustical diffusion; or pouring Plaster of Paris into forms vs. coating materials with joint compound to create surface texture exposes students to the sometimes messy yet creatively productive process of physically working through material selections. Drafting is merely the draft; it takes physical built constructs to convey the full vision of the concept. As Marshall McLuhan popularized, “the medium is the message.”

This presentation celebrates various methods of crafting and developing both graphical and physical materials into ceremonial contributors to defining spatial relationships and inhabitants’ emotions through writing, sketching, physical models, and digital models.
DRAFTING the REPRESENTATION - media investigations

Investigating various methods of casting and developing both graphic and physical materials into essential contributions to depicting spatial relationships and resolving emotional and intellectual issues.
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The path to the chapel begins surrounded on two sides by glass openings between a repetition of timber members, but opens to the landscape, setting it in the view of the chapel and the beautiful landscape that surrounds it.

third year student work
“Drawing implies leaving out.”
—Max Liebermann

“Unfinished Business” is a forensic investigation of incompleteness in canonical architectural representations.

Representations are - by their nature - particular in vantage, technique and content. While much can be said of what a drawing or model shows us, it might be more productive to consider what they omit, occlude or obscure. What exactly is happening behind that wall, around the corner or just out of frame?

The course began with the gathering of building 'fragments' - existing documentation in the form of plans, sections, elevations, axonometrics and oblique projections. These fragment were then collaged in incomplete compositions that interrogated representational “gaps,” in the documentation. Following this step, elements and details were added back into the fragmented composition, while carefully maintaining a balance between completeness and incompleteness.

Finally, the space of these two dimensional compositions was remapped to 2 1/2 dimension relief models. While translation of major elements from the drawings occurred, students ultimately speculated on ways to “fill in” representational omissions.

As analytic and projective constructs, these works explore strategies of omission, deletion, redaction and fragmentation in representation. The drawings and models produced in this course work consider incompleteness as a productive tactic in architectural representation, acknowledging that any representation of an architectural work that is not necessarily deficient or inadequate, but simply incomplete.
“Drawing implies building.” - Max Liebermann

“Unfinished Business” is a recent investigation of interpretations in representational representations.

Representations are the nature, particular in various, techniques and centers. While each can be said of what a dwelling or model shows us, it might be more productive to consider what they hid, what they obscure. What exactly is happening behind the wall around the owner or put out of frame?

Beginning with drawing fragments, the body of work explores representational gaps in architectural projections. Particulars parallel projections and perspectives on ways to "fill" them in. The drawings and multiple reproductions in this course work consider interpretations as a productive factor of architectural representations, creating a body of work that is not different but dynamic, too simply interpretable.
The process of graphic transformation of the environment onto a two dimensional page, acts for architects and students as an explicit and remarkable analytical and design tool, and as a way to develop a higher sense of details and architecture sensibility, architect Michael Graves in his 2012 New York Times article Architecture and the Lost Art of Drawing, explains processes of hand drawing in design as “most powerful means of conceptualizing and representing architecture” and how today it has become a generational gap. As interesting as new design technologies are, and important to the overall evolution of architecture teaching and practice, there are important aspects of cognition, creativity and tactile design processes which may be improved with observation, attention and hand drawing, moreover develop in architecture students a strong design potential, what we shall refer as Architectural Intelligence, this concept can be described as the mental projection of form and space which occurs cognitively when we clarify the mind and thought while in the explicit act of creation and design process.

This class looks at architecture observation drawing as a tool and method to develop attention and creativity. It raises the hypothesis that extensive hand drawing exercises will improve the students’ ability to observe the world, understand architecture and act upon it with design creativity, when tactile overcomes virtual. Such experience is enriched with a real time building sites and places, not via virtual images, but by traveling, walking and discovering new environments, all important aspects of an architect’s education and its aesthetic discovery.

If we can define concepts of what constitutes intelligence, and how it relates to creativity within the realm of architecture design, perhaps we may be able to understand how to cultivate Architectural Intelligence within students and, redefine and re-envision different methods for designing and teaching architecture.

Instead of just a statement of technique, artistic value or culture, sketching explores and helps students justify a proper project choice, an approach, or argument, a way to set a commitment within the realm of architectural choices. A significant part of the students learning process: to understand all together tectonics, space, history and theory through this aesthetic practice. Drawing potentiates a narrative which improves Architectural Intelligence, drawings specially on site observation activates the subject into a memory driven exercise because subjects engage visually and verbally in a set of multiple components, this process can be broke into these iterative cyclical steps: (a) Being in Place, (B) Observing, (C) Attention, (D) Mentalizing, (E) Sketching and (F) Understanding.

The class methodology requires from students that they must draw nearly every day, these drawings can either be very detailed or more free hand: a process which with time and practice builds confidence and skill in observation and graphic representations towards the understanding of context, scale, and space. The exercises start with students identifying the building/place main visual characteristic, to walk and engage in their space they are encouraged to observe for a long time the same object in detail or depth and then start to record their thoughts into graphics.

NOTES

Born to See, My Task is to Draw:
Cultivating Architectural Intelligence Through Observation and Hand Drawing:

Anatomy of Consciousness

Processes of hand drawing in design are important aspects of cognition, creativity and tactile processes which may be improved with observation, Attention and hand drawing, moreover develop in architecture students a strong design potential, what we shall refer as Architectural Intelligence, this concept can be described as the mental projection of form and space which occurs cognitively when we clarify the mind and thought while in the explicit act of creation and design process.

This class looks at architecture observational drawing as a tool and method to develop attention and creativity.

It raises the hypothesis that extensive hand drawing exercises will improve the students’ ability to observe the world, understand architecture and act upon it with design creativity, when tactile becomes virtual. Such experience is enriched with a real time building sites and places, not via virtual images, but by traveling, walking and discovering new environments, all important aspects of an architect’s education and its aesthetic discovery.
The cone, the sphere, and the cylinder are geometric solids derived from a circle. Within our contemporary digital framework a cone is a singular object that is a built-in component in most software platforms, a primitive. The same could be said for the sphere or the cylinder. However, these massive and apparently singular forms are composed of sets of simpler geometric elements: the circle and the point. In the history of architectural drawing, the ability to break down the cone, the sphere, and the cylinder into specific geometric properties has made these figures not only significant formal elements but also drawing instruments in their own right. Stereotomy, the drawing practice used to develop the shape of stones within vaults is a central example of this. Within this drawing practice cones were used to draw toroidal vaults, hemispherical domes, and simply to break down spheres into developable surfaces. These three simple solids, the cone, the sphere, and the cylinder can therefore be understood as geometric elements capable of describing forms of a higher degree of complexity than themselves. By extending this logic into the digital realm, it is possible to imagine geometric primitives not as something to be aggregated, intersected with, or subtracted from but as drawing instruments. Drawings instruments that are capable not only of creating simulated three-dimensional form, but also describing form through flat two-dimensional variants of orthographic drawing.

This project begins with the study and development of the techniques of drawing with solids exemplified in Guarino Guarini’s Architettura civile (1735). Cones, spheres, and cylinders are each reduced to sets of two-dimensional relationships and then redeployed as instruments of distortion. Guarini’s techniques were then used to create an orthographic drawing based on Robin Evan’s analysis of Philibert de l’Orme’s chapel at Anet. These techniques were then written into a computational process that allowed for the production of multiple variations of distorted curvature. All of the drawings, are flat, orthographic two-dimensional constructions that utilize a single line-weight for all information. Orthographic projectors, originating circles, and deformed nameless curves all appear with the same value, allow the drawing as an object to function independent of a specific representational outcome. Thereby reframing orthography as a drawing process in which the entirety of its components are read as potential form.

As orthographic projection and by extension descriptive geometry face a near extinction in most architecture curriculums, this project proposes a reimagining of their basic tenants within a digital framework. While simulated three-dimensional space continues to offer new potentials for formal invention and communication, the limits of flat two-dimensional orthographic drawings have yet to be tested.
FIGURE 1. Expansion of a point circle with radial anisotropy.

FIGURE 2. Neuronal network with constant excitatory inhibition.

FIGURE 3. Neuronal decoupling due to competitive inactivation.

FIGURE 4. Turing patterns on a sphere with radial anisotropy.

PRIMITIVE DRAWINGS

Experimental results and theoretical models are often presented with diagrams and illustrations. These visual aids help convey complex information in a more accessible manner. In this section, we explore primitive drawings as a method of visualizing neural network behavior. The diagrams illustrate the expansion of a point circle with radial anisotropy, the interaction of a neuronal network with constant excitatory inhibition, the decoupling of neurons due to competitive inactivation, and Turing patterns on a sphere with radial anisotropy.

The diagrams are constructed using a combination of mathematical equations and computer simulations. Each diagram represents a different aspect of neural network behavior, providing insights into the underlying mechanisms and potential applications. The visualizations are intended to complement the textual descriptions and offer a deeper understanding of the phenomena under study.
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The American Indian Culture as Design project seeks to take a detailed ethnological/anthropological study of the Crow Tribe’s traditional culture and identify opportunities for an alternative mindset in terms of architectural design and planning. The project aims to discover multiple aspects of traditional culture more rooted in the region of Montana that can similarly be applied and used to generate a more appropriate current context for design in the region. Accomplishing this task includes leveraging more appropriate uses of passive strategies, site planning, community planning, and regional cultural significance to persuasively address existing strategies that may be misplaced. The tools used to accomplish these goals were a series of literature and systematic drawings and analysis.

The drawings included are connected bodies of study in a series. While most of the line work and imagery are done by hand, the digital supplements the work by representing itself in acetone transfers, custom laser cut templates, and stickers.

The decisiveness of the chosen mixed medium leads to a certain set of advantages. The thought process can be erratic since one side of the page can be worked on and then later be left incomplete to jump to another opposite side of the page. This also changes the way the scale of the drawing is constructed since the operator can then jump to a different layer of information that may cover the entire sheet. Therefore, a drawing can piece together slowly or all at once. This dynamic process also leaves interest in how things are potentially constructed due to the fact that pieces and parts do not necessarily end up being what they originally intended to be. Additionally, some pieces could be left unfinished for various reasons and actually mean something else than its imagined purpose, changing the way things relate to each other compositionally.

There are three drawings in the study set: History of the People/Land, Driftwood Lodges: Social Structure, and Application to the Grid.

**History of the People/Land**

This drawing sets a base for the sequential studies by developing a visual history of the Crow Tribe. There is a recording of the people’s migration story from the Midwest and the adoption of the mobile lifestyle on the plains. The drawing also communicates the changing amount of the tribe’s territory and population.

**Driftwood Lodges: Social Structure**

Drawing two describes the relationship between the tribe’s social structure and how it directly relates to the environment. This is the first emergence of linked rings that describe a shifting and moving population, intensely based on the changing resources of the region through seasons, held together by the Crow’s clan system.

**Application to the Grid**

Last in the set is a multilayered drawing discussing the application of the Crow’s traditional epistemology to the current state of understanding. The grided planning that has largely ignored the environment and shaped the current discourse can begin to involve the notions of these changing resource rings. The intent here is to begin to extract various design implications relevant to modern times.
URBANISM
Architecture is inseparable from defense. From its most primitive and revered “origins,” architecture was rehearsed in environments of conflict. As an alternative to the term defense architecture, a category which typically refers to forms and types (fortresses, citadels, bastions, urban walls), this project proposes the idea of an architecture of defense. An architecture of defense sees all of architecture as a reaction to some measure of paranoia and studies the built environment to recognize measures and methods used to subdue these fears. Safety Not Guaranteed explores the architecture of paranoia through a series of design manipulations. Its setting is the network of suburbia and everyday domestic scenes—those most commonly associated with spaces of privacy, safety, and security—and where fortification occurs on the scale of the front door, the home, the cul-de-sac, the neighborhood.

This project uses the American suburb both as a typology for study and as a testing ground upon which to project future architectural possibilities. American suburbs straddle a unique space in the discipline of architecture. While many Americans see these enclaves as the default or even ideal way of living, suburbs or gated communities are often ignored by architects. The ubiquitous nature of the spaces leaves little room for imagination or provocation. It is for this very reason that this project sought to tackle the American suburb as a site, to mine the generic typologies of suburbia to its advantage. In addition to observing the defensive stances of individual houses, gates and circular cul-de-sacs, suburbs offer specific examples of contemporary fortification. Residents in suburbs clearly mark their territory with fences, often battling with neighbors over inches. Front porches have been replaced with backyard decks which offer increased privacy and a socially accepted method of interacting with (or avoiding) neighbors. Large gated communities host a network of distributed centers—club houses, golf courses or swimming pools—and clearly defined but physically weak periphery boundaries, such as gate houses, fences and security checkpoints.

Since its development in the 1820s, the American suburb has been embedded with social aspirations about the nuclear family, gender norms, religion, inclusiveness and maybe most importantly, exclusiveness. As of the year 2000, more Americans live in suburbs than in either central cities or rural areas combined. American suburbs have slowly developed into enclaves defined by gates, fences, berms, and other forms of defensive origin. In most cases, gated communities provide only the illusion of protection. Public space has been replaced by the shopping mall, a type which feels public but precludes many by its location removed from the urban centers, inaccessible by public transportation or in areas where vehicular traffic makes walking or cycling dangerous, or at the very least, unpleasant. Suburban enclaves are spreading throughout the world as cities co-opt forms of American suburbanization in response to local socio-economic shifts and perceived or real physical threats.

The three models in this exhibition project possible pasts, presents and futures in order to understand through subtle distortions how paranoia shapes our world. Rather than offering a single solution to the problem, it offers a new lens through which suburban fortification can be understood and “hacked” by designers. The project offers a glimpse into the world of military tactics deployed in the most typical environs.

ASHLEY BIGHAM
University of Michigan

Safety Not Guaranteed
Architecture is inseparable from defense. From its most primitive and revered "origins," architecture was rehearsed in environments of conflict. As an alternative to the term "defense architecture," a category which typically refers to forms and types (fortresses, citadels, bastions, urban walls), this project proposes the idea of an architecture of defense. An architecture of defense sees all of architecture as a reaction to some measure of paranoia and studies the built environment to recognize measures and methods used to subdue these fears. Safety Not Guaranteed explores the architecture of paranoia through a series of design manipulations. Its setting is the network of suburbia and everyday domestic scenes—those most commonly associated with spaces of privacy, safety, and security—and where fortification occurs on the scale of the front door, the home, the cul-de-sac, and the neighborhood.

This project uses the American suburb both as a typology for study and as a testing ground upon which to project future architectural possibilities. American suburbs straddle a unique space in the discipline of architecture. While many Americans see these enclaves as the default or even ideal way of living, suburbs or gated communities are often ignored by architects. The ubiquitous nature of the spaces leaves little room for imagination or provocation. It is for this very reason that this project sought to tackle the American suburb as a site, to mine the generic typologies of suburbia to its advantage. In addition to observing the defensive stances of individual houses, gates, and circular cul-de-sacs, suburbs offer specific examples of contemporary fortification. Residents in suburba...
Site Spectacle Seed Sprout is a conceptual proposal to initiate a more socially conscious approach to deconstruction and urban renewal in the city of Detroit. The project provides an alternative response to the current city-center based system with its traditional top-down, trickle-down development models, inadequate demolition program, and slow, scattered blight beautification.

Site Spectacle Seed Sprout starts from the field condition of empty houses and lots interspersed with inhabited homes that characterizes many Detroit neighborhoods. We contend that these scattered “voids” are not vacuums, but a collection of resources ready to be reused—first: space, empty or available; second: material, in various degrees of re-usefulness and salvageability; third: potential energy, the first two combined with the energy of existing community and momentum towards a new future. Similar to a log cabin built from the trees around it, or the ecology of that same forest repurposing decaying elements as fertilizer for new growth, we believe that the future of the city can be planted from materials already existing.

We propose a simultaneously orchestrated deconstruction of houses across the city, an urban plan in action, a continuum from site to spectacle to seed from which the new city will sprout. The process of removal is not a fixed end but a series of beginnings—techniques and tactics for manipulating existing built forms—that can be repeated continually to create a dynamically changing urban landscape. The programmatic seeds aim towards sustainable self sufficiency and a dispersed network of urban activity to maintain the city’s current size as viable. Throughout the process, Site Spectacle Seed Sprout transforms a labor usually taboo and hidden into a scattering of house-shaped luminaires, glorifying the process of the city’s metamorphosis. The houses metamorphosed juxtapose new use with physical memory, collapsing time in a single place.

Traditional development models involve local residents only as fodder for planning charrettes while actual decision making is done from above. Site Spectacle Seed Sprout instead puts the city’s renaissance directly in the hands of the community. The project takes form as a manual for community enfranchisement, a series of instructional documents straddling the line between IKEA and Sol LeWitt that give neighborhoods the tools to build their own futures.

Six seed typologies—ranging from social to sustainable to entrepreneurial—each entail a specific unbuilding process and resultant form. Residents are trained and supported by the city as they perform deconstruction. The remaining structure, materials, and proceeds from any salvage or scrap sales are theirs with which to rebuild. Local ownership of redevelopment promotes ongoing stewardship. Dependence on Detroit for utilities, social services, and even transportation is reduced as individual communities are strengthened and reinvigorated.

We contend that by reconsidering normative renovation and creative deconstruction happening in the city, the two can be combined to increased polemical effect and greater community good. We propose that through a system of acupunctural seeding and rhizomatic planning, we might invent a form of urban renewal that strengthens existing communities to resist both peripheral atrophy and choking gentrification. Lastly, we believe that the most effective and responsible way to revitalize a city is through its people. We present Site Spectacle Seed Sprout. It is not ruin porn, and it is not historic preservation. It’s a future in which regrowth and healing go hand in hand through a process of decompositional regeneration.
A CONCEPTUAL PROPOSAL FOR DECONSTRUCTION AS A MEANS TO REGROWTH

SITE SPECTACLE SEED SPROUT starts from the field condition of abandoned houses and empty lots interspersed with inhabited homes. We contend that these scattered "voids" are not vacuums, but a collection of resources ready to be reused. Similar to the way a log cabin is built from the trees around it, or the way the ecology of that same forest repurposes decaying elements as fertilizer for new growth, we believe that an act of subtraction is merely a reorganization of matter, and that the future of the city can be seeded from matter already existing in the city.

Traditional development models involve local residents only as hidden for planning charrettes while actual decisions are made from the top down. SITE SPECTACLE SEED SPROUT proposes instead to put the city’s renaissance directly in the hands of the community. The project takes form as a series of instructional documents that give neighborhoods the tools to build their own futures.

Throughout the deconstruction process, SITE SPECTACLE SEED SPROUT transforms a labor usually taboo and hidden into a scattering of house-shaped luminaires. The salvaging of morgangonic assets into legacies sustainable, a self-sufficiency and a dispersed network of urban activity. The resulting luminaires, materials, and proceeds from any salvage or swap are there with which to rebuild. Local ownership of development processes insures stewardship. Dependencies on Detroit for utilities, social services, and even transportation are reduced as individual communities are strengthened and empowered.

SITE SPECTACLE SEED SPROUT is not ruin porn, and it is not historic preservation. It is a future in which regrowth and healing are held in hand through a process of decompositional regeneration.
AN INCREMENT OF URBAN GROWTH + REPAIR

At the intersection of architecture, urban design and master planning, the urban block forms the most useful increment of urban growth and simultaneously urban repair. The urban block is flexible and resilient, one of the oldest and most important elements of city building. In a city plan the urban block is a semi-private domain that defines the quality, shape and character of urban public space on all sides. For this reason, the dialogue between the design of the private realm and the public realm is of critical importance to the future of cities, and the design of the urban block sets the rules, boundaries, and parameters for this exchange. The urban block creates a formal and spatial system which is complex and dynamic. The urban block is architectural in scale and solution, and is one of the twenty-first century’s great design challenges. Understanding urban blocks is a key to unlocking the puzzle of the responsible design, development, construction, and operation of cities.

COMMUNITY STRUCTURE

Urban blocks express a formal approach to structuring community and society. From the English garden cities to the German seidlungs. From the Standard blocks extracted from the National Land Ordinance of 1785’s Continental Grid to the courthouse squares of Texas, to the California mission towns that followed the Laws of the Indies. Urban blocks provide a framework for design expression while limiting the extent of any single expression, as lamented by Rem Koolhaas in Delirious New York.

THIS TYPOLOGICAL STUDY

This is hardly a collection of city planning’s greatest hits, comforting standards, and one-hit wonders. Rather, this comparative study of precedent is a working tool for understanding existing places and designing new ones. It forms an open set or questions, a graphic introduction to the built environment’s response to the potent contemporary issues of density, housing, floor area ratios, open space access, and mobility choices. How has land planning contributed to the housing crisis? What building types work well with on-site parking? Can common open space be safe and secure?

PRELIMINARY FINDINGS

What lessons can we learn from an assessment of the typical and the idiosyncratic? Here are some observations:

• Blocks should be at least 260’ deep if a rear alley is desired for servicing or parking access.
• While larger blocks are more efficient from a property-to-street net-to-gross ratio, they usually need a sub-network of alleys dividing them.
• Open space can be aggregated across a block to be common, shared, safe, secure, and big enough to be practical and usable.

And observations of particular block-scale designs:

• Le Corbusier’s Immeubles Villas, his early urban design work, was extremely rational and innovated within the existing European perimeter block typology.
• Micro-climate can generate urban form, as seen in SOM’s parallelogram block design for Treasure Island.
• Robert A.M. Stern has been trying to bring a redeeming formal rigor to the suburb - as seen in his Subway Suburb - for half a century.
Understanding urban blocks is a key to unlocking the puzzle of the solution, and is one of the twenty-first century’s great design challenges. This is complex and dynamic. The urban block is architectural in scale and exchange. The urban block creates a formal and spatial system which the urban block sets the rules, boundaries, and parameters for this realm is of critical importance to the future of cities, and the design of shape and character of urban public space on all sides. For this reason, the urban block is a semi-private domain that defines the quality, simultaneously urban repair. The urban block is flexible and resilient, the urban block forms the most useful increment of urban growth and repair. The urban block is an increment of urban growth + repair.

Dimensions of Urbanism: Urban Blocks

- Robert A.M. Stern has been trying to bring a redeeming formal rigor to the suburb - as seen in his Subway Suburb - for almost 200 years of arranging single-family dwelling units, unstacked, on blocks has proved that they will never be dense enough to properly support public transit. Conversely, high rise buildings aren’t needed to achieve dense urbanity, either. Block-scale designs: Open space can be aggregated across a block to be common, shared, safe, secure, and big enough to be practical and usable. While larger blocks are more efficient from a property-to-street net-to-gross ratio, they usually need a sub-network of alleys dividing them. Almost 200 years of arranging single-family dwelling units on blocks has proved that single-family dwelling units will never be dense enough to properly support public transit.

Le Corbusier’s Immeubles Villas, his early urban design work, was extremely rational and innovated within the existing US urban design guide. While larger blocks are more efficient from a property-to-street net-to-gross ratio, they usually need a sub-network of alleys dividing them. Open space can be aggregated across a block to be common, shared, safe, secure, and big enough to be practical and usable.

Micro-climate can generate urban form, as seen in Le Corbusier’s early urban design work, was extremely rational and innovated within the existing US urban design guide. Micro-climate can generate urban form, as seen in Le Corbusier’s early urban design work, was extremely rational and innovated within the existing US urban design guide.
Ungrounding the Rural: Four Grids for the Great Plains

ROY C CLOUTIER
University of British Columbia

NICOLE SYLVIA
Independent Scholar

Beset by intense forms of flux and indeterminacy—from climate change to dramatic population shifts, from rapid technological change to intense economic restructuring—the contemporary challenges of global hinterlands profoundly challenge inherited conceptions of control and order in architecture and urbanism. Ever-more subject to urban processes yet too often left out of theorization on the urban, the rural today can act as a potent site of architectural and urbanistic speculation—taking its intense forms of environmental and demographic change as new grounds on which to expand disciplinary understandings of order, indeterminacy, and systems.

Thus, the question becomes: what are the new grids—new diagrams of control, new structures for reconciling intention and indeterminacy? How might we conceive urban and spatial orders that go beyond merely tolerating to actively harnessing changing conditions, opening themselves to an ongoing becoming and self-redefinition? How might architecture open itself to the multitude of other agencies at play in any system, beyond those of the architect-as-author?

This project is a speculation on four such New Grids, each of which directly cues architectural and territorial order to intense forms of change—one hand, environmental conditions in dramatic flux due to climate change; on the other, the spatial practices of emergent social collectives—stitching them together to speculate on new modes of inhabitation and alternative urbanisms in the Great Plains.

I. SATURATED ARCHIPELAGO
The first Grid cues itself to the shifts in precipitation caused by a warming climate: increasing drought, violent storms, and intensified flooding. The project reorients settlement around a massively-decentralized network of water-retention landscapes, distributed along the many tributaries of the region. These aggregate to form a thick, saturated territory that captures and stores floodwater prior to flow formation—in the process providing an infrastructure for new patterns of inhabitation and alternative economies.

II. ‘BELT-TIGHTENING
The second Grid reimagines the Great Plains Shelterbelt of the 1930s—just as rising temperatures and declining soil moisture threaten the viability of the region’s farms and the first round of trees begins to fail. This project reorients and intensifies the Shelterbelt concept: rather than aligned to the abstract order of the Jefferson Grid, cued directly to its bioclimatic effects; rather than as a singular intervention, a self-sustaining process of planting, harvesting, and reorientation; rather than merely trees, an open-ended platform for a host of timber-oriented uses.

III. THE ANNUAL SIESTA
The third Grid operates in the temporal territory of the ‘growing-season gap’: an emerging mid-summer offseason in which high temperatures are higher than cash crops can withstand. In an inverted miniature of winter offseason migrations, the project takes advantage of abandoned quarries to create a distributed network of passively-cooled spaces, serving as ritualized refugia of collective gathering during this time.

IV. DUNE RANCH
The fourth Grid inhabits the Nebraska Sandhills—a territory soon in flux again, as the warming climate stresses to failure the fragile mat of grasses holding the dunes in place. Dune Ranch is a triple-entendre: one part the ranching and herding of dunes themselves by a network of architectural devices, one part sustaining and transforming the region’s existing cattle-ranching practices in the context of newly-mobile dunes, and one part a play on the idea of a ‘dude ranch’ as a place where urbanites in search of ‘authentic’ proto-rural life can indulge in the rugged pleasures of agro- and eco-tourism.
Ungrounding the Rural: Four Grids for the Great Plains

I. SATURATED ARCHipelago

II. BELT-TIGHTENING

III. THE ANNUAL GESTA

IV. DUNE RANCH
The farm line envisages a different type of urban renaissance for Detroit. With more than one third of the land lying vacant or underused, Detroit has witnessed an inversion of urban and rural conditions. The hinterlands have reclaimed parts of the city, and with it, a strong return to rural agrarian practices has rooted in the communities of Detroit. The Detroit Works Project proposes a new future for Detroit as a region of neighborhoods and productive landscapes. As the saying goes, “All roads lead to Rome.” In Motown, all roads lead to the central waterfront.

Embracing the region’s rich agricultural history and industrial urbanism, we propose a Central Market Place that serves as the regional agricultural resource center to support the growing urban agriculture movement in Detroit. The Central Market Place will re-purpose existing buildings and parking structures along the waterfront, and underutilized transit infrastructure to build a new place for the region to connect to each other and the waterfront. The Detroit People Mover becomes the Farm Line. The UAW building becomes the Farm House. The Renaissance Center parking structure becomes the Barn.

FARM LINE CONNECTIONS
Formerly known as the Detroit People Mover, the Farm Line re-purposes the elevated track into a grazing pasture that winds through Downtown. Rotational grazing provides a constant nutrient re-charge for this unique system of animal husbandry. The stations function as loading, herding, feeding, watering and composting areas. The animals winter in the “barn” and the pasture can be used as a winter walking trail. An extension of the elevated pasture connects the Farm House and the Barn and serves as a gateway to the site.

REGIONAL URBAN AG CENTER
Program for the Central Market Place includes: a feed store, farming equipment supply center, seed bank, slaughterhouse, grain silo, butcher shop, bakery, flower shop, locally-produced goods, an apiary, farm-to-table restaurants, a milk bar, a cooking school, demonstration farms and gardens for all scales of the urban farmer. The seed bank specializes in propagating seeds to support the diverse food and cultural landscapes of Detroit.

THE NEW MOTOWN: GROWN IN DETROIT
Locals and tourists alike can enjoy the seasons of the Central Marketplace; it will be a great resource for urban farmers and an entertainment and educational venue for everyone. Where else in the world can you walk out of a convention center into fields and orchards? In what other city can you eat at a restaurant overlooking the fields where the vegetables were grown? In what other city can you see cows grazing above the streets of downtown?

FARMLINE: A Hub for Urban Agriculture in Detroit

GABRIEL KAPRIELIAN
Temple University

MARISHA FARNSWORTH
ANDREA GAFFNEY
JONGHOON IM
Were I an aspiring farmer in search of fertile land to buy and plow, I would seriously consider moving to Detroit. There’s open land, fertile soil, ample water, willing labor, and a desperate demand for decent food. And there is plenty of community willing to back the idea of turning the capital of American industry into an agrarian paradise.

FARMLINE: A Hub for Urban Agriculture in Detroit
From the 1950s to the 1970s, Bogotá, Colombia was one of the fastest growing cities in the world due to extensive migration from the countryside. Because of a lack of development control during this period, Bogotá became characterized by extreme social and geographic polarization between rural migrants and urban elites, which in turn exacerbated the traditional uneven development of the city. Elites primarily located in neighborhoods in the north of Bogotá, well served by municipal infrastructure and enjoying easy access to services and employment opportunities. Low-skilled rural migrants settled in neighborhoods in the south that had poor municipal services and were located in environmentally polluted areas far from the central business districts.

These patterns of social and geographic polarization and uneven development translated into differences in built form, including different sized lots, building footprints and heights, differences in facade elements and materials, and different street, sidewalk and park dimensions. The elite areas distinguished by suburban housing while low-income areas were defined by dense neighborhoods of informal origin and self-help housing. These neighborhoods of informal origin are today home to more than half of Bogotá’s population and occupy about a third of the urban area.

Faced with the prospect of continuing, ungovernable urban sprawl led by both the formal and informal sector, in 1979 the city implemented a form-based code and a growth boundary intended to control sprawl, alleviate residential segregation, and densify the central city. However, 35 years later, these policies have failed to halt or reverse the uneven development of the city. This uneven development is manifest in continuing 1) residential segregation, 2) uneven built form patterns and 3) uneven distribution of services and employment.

This research argues that the unintended outcomes of the form-based code are due to private sector interests and actions, which in turn are influenced by the traditional social divisions in the city, institutionalized by equity policies. I focus on the so-called Stratification policy, which is not a planning mechanism but rather a national social policy developed to distribute cross-subsidies from high-income to low-income groups for utility payments. As a social equity tool, Stratification is based on the classification of urbanized land in six different levels, or “Strata,” based on building characteristics at the block level. My investigation documents how private sector developers respond to the incentives and disincentives provided through the Stratification system, working also towards influencing planning regulations. For example, Stratification prompts developers to invest more in areas of higher strata, attempting to influence planning processes in order to increase height restrictions in these areas, or in neighboring zones of lower strata. Because of this complex articulation of planning and social policies with private sector interests and actions, Bogotá’s low income residents close to the wealthy are in effect experiencing gentrification and dislocation; or opposite, disinvestment and overcrowd when they are away from the high-income areas.
In the 1970s, Bogotá’s urban planners and architects decided to fix the city problems of urban sprawl and social segregation using a “substantive” approach. They determined that the city should grow more dense and compact to foster a better integration of the social groups, while conserving the peripheral rural areas. Consequently, the city in 1979 enacted a revolutionary comprehensive plan that introduced an urban services boundary to limit growth; and a form-based code, to encourage the incremental densification of the central areas. However, they underestimated the rooted rationale of social segregation that led the private sector construction industry. As result, 30 years after, the city has densifying unevenly: more private investment have gone to the wealthier areas, while disinvestment in the poorer neighborhoods have facilitated their unruly development.

1940-1979: Planning Based on Social Strata

Higher strata were the areas in the north-east built formally by the social elites.

Lower strata were the informal settlements and the multifamily blocks built for the lower income in the south and west.

Plans from 1979 to 2000 proposed a dense mega-core & subcenters to overcome segregation.

However, new private development follows the location of the high strata in the north.

Result: perpetuation of spatial mismatch & uneven density: less people live in high-rises & more people in lower structures.

The mechanisms of uneven densification: forces from the private sector lobby to change the regulations at the local level to build more and larger projects in the areas of high strata (4, 5 and 6).
Front Bay

The North Avenue Bridge in Boston exemplifies the current discourse relative to infrastructure and urbanism. One which is pertinent to both the academy and the profession. Built in 1908, the utility of this structure has slowly deteriorated over the course of 100+ years. In 2015, the U.S. Coastguard notified the Army Corps of Engineers that its existing structural condition presented a public safety concern. This prompted the city to explore ideas that would improve mobility, currently the bridge links downtown with the quickly developing Fort Point Channel neighborhood, honor its history and create a destination. Our proposal, instead of concentrating on only the bridge, suggests that the entire waterway, the “Cut”, be infilled and that a new vibrant neighborhood be built in its place – Front Bay. This development typology is relevant to the morphology of Boston’s historical growth patterns where over the course of centuries successive rings of infill have allowed the city to grow. 29 blocks with over 5,000,000 square feet of housing and commercial space on 58 acres of land will knit together Downtown with Fort Point Channel. Where there was once an antiquated waterway, will now be a thriving neighborhood with a distinct character of its own. Because this neighborhood will be developed by the city, it will not have the same financial constraints as if it were privately developed. It will be economically feasible to develop it with a fabric similar to that of Back Bay where tree-lined streets lined by 4-5 story walk-up buildings work in concert to create a walkable environment. Just as Back Bay has Comm Ave, a linear natural park in an urban setting, Front Bay will have its own linear Park – a one-mile long river walk that recalls the watery history of the site, provides a place for leisure and creates an engineering amenity that addresses storm water issues and rising sea levels. Additionally, this development will tie together the harbor walk that rings the shore of the city. This new 575’ Harbor Promenade will include outdoor seating adjacent to commercial space for events and other public activities and provide a new home for the Boston Tea Party Ship, giving it a prominent site on the harbor. This new development will provide much needed workforce housing which aligns with the needs and goal of the city to bring 8000+ people into the heart of the city, while addressing hydrological concerns of a changing global condition. Why build a bridge when you could build a neighborhood?
FRONT BAY
Why Build a Bridge when you can Build a Neighborhood?

2,000+ UNITS at Microusing

While maintaining the same number of units on the lower level, the bridge can be used to introduce an additional level of development along the land front. The bridge connects the new development to the existing land, providing a pedestrian link to the riverfront and enhancing the connection between the city and the waterfront.

1,500,000 sqft Office/Residential
180,000 sqft Commercial

RIVER WALK

This walk along the river will allow the residents to enjoy the views of the city and the water. It will also provide a link to the existing public spaces and parks, creating a vibrant and accessible waterfront.

1.2 Hectares Promotion Area

The proposed promotion area will include pedestrian pathways and green spaces. The area will be designed to be eco-friendly and sustainable, with green roofs and solar panels. This will help reduce the carbon footprint and improve the quality of life for the residents.

1.2 Hectares of Reclaimed Land

In line with the morphological changes, an area of land will be reclaimed to create a new neighborhood. The reclaimed land will be developed with mixed-use buildings, including offices, residential units, and commercial spaces. The design will be mindful of the existing environment, taking into account the topography and existing vegetation.

A New Neighborhood

The proposed neighborhood will be designed to be walkable and bike-friendly, with pedestrian pathways and bike lanes integrated into the plan. The design will also incorporate green spaces and public squares, creating a vibrant and lively community.

Morphological Map of Boston

The morphological map of Boston will be used to guide the development of the new neighborhood. The map will be updated regularly to reflect the changes in the city's landscape and environment. The new neighborhood will be designed to be in harmony with the existing topography and environment, promoting a sustainable and healthy living environment.
URBAN PLAY: An Architecture Studio as Agent in Public Discussion for Minor League Sports in a Medium-sized City

MARLEEN KAY DAVIS
University of Tennessee-Knoxville

The political agendas of sports scale to different communities. Sports are much more than a “game” and nowhere is that more apparent than studying access to sports, as a participant or spectator, along the spectrum of youth leagues to professional sports. Local government, in fact, negotiates a difficult terrain in addressing the needs of both sports fans and players. The local level must prioritize infrastructure demands for facilities, arenas, playing fields, parks, parking, and transportation access.

The premise of this design studio is that, when strategically sited with a city, minor league sports could enhance a sense of community, could provide communal assets well beyond game days, could be a catalyst for other development, and could improve the economic well-being of the city.

Youth leagues, regional schools, sports clubs, minor league teams, a flagship state university in the SEC, and a nearby county with a robust tourist economy, all compete for limited resources, limited infrastructure and a limited fan base. Decision-making is further influenced by the agendas of a county major, a city mayor, the university, a vibrant “creative class” committed to the revitalized downtown, a nearby African American community that seeks investment but is suspicious of gentrification, “the chamber” of business interests, the nearby tourist region with its lobbying efforts, property owners, not to mention the sports leagues, the teams and team owners themselves. Within the context of a low-tax state, the university, county, and city budgets strain to meet needs, desires, and priorities. A minor league hockey team plays in non-regulation and outdated facility owned by the city and struggles to find a fan base. Since 1909, the local minor league baseball team has had a series of locations, names, and owners, including the family of the former city mayor and now governor. The current owner is the state commissioner of economic development.

Within these numerous conflicting political dimensions, an architectural design studio exploration provides a neutral ground for discussion and debate.

In the context of suspicion and cynicism about hidden agendas in local development, the work of an architecture studio can advance, if not direct, the public debate. As a premise, this studio determined it would investigate potential sites for two different minor league teams (baseball and hockey) within a ten-minute walk of the city’s downtown. The teams are perceived as a community asset, located in the heart of the city, not in an island of parking in a preferred suburb. As a challenge, the proposed use of the facilities extended well beyond the limited number of game days, leveraging the investment in facilities as a way to promote community use. The studio work was part of two different exhibits, reaching a broad cross section of interested parties, including the team owners. Outreach grant funding supported part of the studio work.
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URBAN PLAY:
PROPOSING A 30G / 24 / 7 URBAN HOME, FOR EITHER A MINOR LEAGUE BASEBALL TEAM OR HOCKEY TEAM, NEAR THE BOWTOWN OF A SMALL CITY.

The premise of this studio explores maintaining that, when strategically situating a city, minor league sports could enhance a sense of community, could provide continued assets well beyond game days, could be a catalyst for other development, and could improve the economic well-being of the city. The studio works first in an alternative with three different exhibits and invited presentations to city officials, team owners, and developers.
The City of Chicago is foremost a logistical node. Incorporated in 1837 at the confluence of the Chicago River and Lake Michigan, the City boomed with the construction of the Illinois and Michigan Canal that linked the Gulf of Mexico to the Great Lakes. This first regime saw raw materials, grain and other agricultural goods shipped from Chicago, seat of the rich midwestern farmland, to hungry eastern markets. The second regime was the introduction and development of the railroad. Chicago was the nexus where railroads from the east and west met. Warehouses and factories were built adjacent to the railroad yards and Chicago emerged as a transportation and manufacturing colossus. The Midland Warehouses are one such example. Built on what is now a Union Pacific railroad yard, the Midland Warehouses allowed rail cars to enter the building and unload their cargo.

During World War I, the nearby Montgomery Ward warehouses—mail order giants second only to Sears and Roebuck—were coveted by the military as a means to store goods on their way to the fight in Europe. Thus, the logistical genome or DNA of the enterprise came full circle and returned to its military roots. As Susan Nigra Snyder and Alex Wall pointed out in their seminal essay “Emerging Landscapes of Movement and Logistics,” these nineteenth century distribution centers are being supplanted by new, much larger ones at the outskirts of urban areas. Amazon, UPS and Federal Express have emerged as giants of the twenty-first century order. They have built large state-of-the-art distribution nodes centering around moving shipping containers. Far-flung Romeoville is the new 15th Street and Western Avenue.

Their inter-city forebears are too small to handle the volume of traffic necessary today. Thus, the question is what to do with nineteenth century distribution nodes like the Midland Warehouse and its railroad yard? Rather than just create more urban infill—housing and strip malls—we endeavor to create a new kind of Urbanism that heals and cultivates rather than colors in more of the grid. These nodes function like Roman precedents in that sit forward on the grid.

We propose a twenty-first century network. A server farm fills the top 98,000 sf floor of the warehouse. Waste heat is used to heat a rooftop greenhouse in winter to grow produce for restaurants and those who desire a fresh, sustainable high-end product. The railroad yards can be farmed with asparagus and tomatoes, two crops that have rate of financial return, or planted with bamboo to sequester carbon and create raw material for furniture and flooring manufacture on one of the warehouse floors.

Bicycling replaces trains—not in a “Rails to Trails” way—but as a distribution system for same day delivery that is central to the Third Logistical Regime and a twenty-first century way of life.
A Third Logistical Regime: The Ecological Succession of Industrial Ruins

The City of Chicago is reconstituted as a logistical node, inscribed in 1937 at the confluence of the Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific railroads. As the city's leading railroad hub, it hosted the Great Lakes' Great Northern Railway, which originated in Minneapolis, Minnesota. The city's railroad network, including the-baby Chicago, Rock Island and Pacific, and the Illinois Central Railroad, was a crucial node in the early industrial economy. The central railway station, Union Station, was a key point of connectivity, serving as a hub for rail, road, and canal transport.

During World War I, the newly expanded Chicago freight marshals (under giants locomotives) were used to transport goods to the city's industrial centers, industrializing the city's economy. The use of railroads in the city's industrial growth continued throughout the 20th century, with the development of new rail lines and the expansion of existing ones.

As the city's industrial capacity expanded, so did the capacity for goods transport. This expansion was facilitated by the introduction of new technologies, such as the diesel locomotive, which allowed for faster and more efficient transportation of goods. The city's industrial growth was also supported by the development of new rail lines, which connected the city to other industrial hubs across the country.

The city's industrial growth was not without its challenges. The rapid expansion of the city's industrial capacity led to overcrowding and pollution in the city's industrial areas. This was a common problem during this period, as industrial growth often occurred in areas that were already densely populated and lacked proper infrastructure.

The city's industrial growth was also characterized by a shift away from traditional industries, such as textiles and food processing, towards more advanced industries, such as aircraft and electronics. This shift was facilitated by the development of new technologies and the expansion of the city's industrial capacity.

The city's industrial growth was also supported by the development of new rail lines, which connected the city to other industrial hubs across the country. This expansion was facilitated by the introduction of new technologies, such as the diesel locomotive, which allowed for faster and more efficient transportation of goods.
The issues in which designers and scholars must address, with respect to urbanism, are increasingly global and complex in both context as well as in magnitude. Arguably, concepts such as “smart growth” and “new urbanism” were initially theories and strategies applied to Western cities and conditions, aimed to counter, for example, the shrinking of cities. Detroit epitomizes this phenomena, for example, where “white flight” to the suburbs, enabled by the Federal Highway act and subsidized mortgages to returning Second World War GI’s created ensuing suburban sprawl and the eating up of valuable rural and agricultural lands beyond former defined urban and rural boundaries.

How are these trends playing themselves out in other parts of the world such as Asia and notably China?

In 1949 with the Founding of the People’s Republic of China, China’s urban population was at 10% urban and 90% rural. With the opening up during Reform in 1978, under Deng Xiaoping, China was then at 20% urban and 80% rural. In an inversion, it is predicted by the UN that in 1945 China will be 85% urban and 15% rural.

However, contrary to prevailing urban patterns, there has been a recent attempt towards movement back to the countryside in China, and a reconnecting with the agricultural landscape as intellectuals, artists and the elite seeking retreat from the ills of the industrialized Chinese cities. What are the ways in which we can engage, through design, sustainable solutions and hybrid interventions with this rediscovered agricultural landscape? We must start looking to areas undergoing similar trends of rural reconstruction, through the lens of smart growth and new urbanism.

Featured here, are two studios, representing studies and proposed interventions for the village. One was run in the US and their counter run in Summer 2015. Studies Abroad students lived on the site, where they conducted field surveying, making proposals for a series of interventions in this Village.

Students had the opportunity to engage first hand in many of the pressing current issues facing China today, as it continues to modernize at a rapid rate. The current rural-urban divide continues to grow and continues to create massive challenges. At the same time, however, many of China’s noted elite are now moving back to the countryside for its clean air and food. Other villagers are seeking innovative and entrepreneurial economic ways in which they can remain in their villages without having to travel long distances to work. The studio engaged a strategic plan which might engage sustainable tourism in an area undergoing pressure for modernization. Other strategic plans included keeping villagers living full-time in the village as opposed to migrating to large cities for work.

Students began their zoomed-out understanding of the site through the lens of its landscape, by conducting a series of mappings of its landscapes. These included hydrological, infrastructural, and agricultural mappings, which allowed them to learn about the interdependence of the village to its ecologies. At the intermediate scale, students began to learn about the relationship of these landscapes to its morphological landscapes, which include architecture and the site’s natural landscape.

The student proposals featured here offer robust solutions which promote concepts of social scaffolding and infrastructure, new programming, landscape recovery, and social and community building. Intervention into the existing fabric and infrastructure are all aimed to ameliorate existing ancient infrastructures.
San Francisco has become a victim of its own success. The need for new housing has over¬whelmed the city’s highly constrained urban form and pushed its social relations to the breaking point. This crisis of housing affordability has become impossible to ignore, and short of a massive influx of public money, a dramatic increase in the supply of housing units has been seen as the only workable solution to meet demand and make housing more affordable. In early 2014, the City’s Chief Economist estimated that it would be necessary to build 100,000 units of housing to begin to have a stabilizing effect on median rents. But under the current physical and political constraints on the city’s built form, finding the space to create this radical supply of housing would make it necessary to, in the words of Supervisor David Campos, “build another city on top of the city.”

This project showcases the outcome of a design research studio in collaboration with the San Francisco Planning Department’s efforts to develop its Affordable Housing Bonus Program (AHBP). This program lays the groundwork for a diffuse horizontal densification of entire neighborhoods in the outer districts of the city, presenting a form of density that is an alternative to the incremental “Manhattanization” of Downtown, and SoMa. Specifically, it expands the zoning envelope by 2-3 stories for projects that offer affordable housing. The design projects speculate on provocative ways of interpreting the AHBP and other zoning policies, especially in relation to underutilized air rights and the creation of new capacity in the air. The research focused on seven land-locked neighborhood commercial districts as sites for new forms of “horizontal” density.

To begin, the space between the existing building heights and the top of the zoning envelope - the “unbuilt city” of unexploited zoning - was visualized, showing the volume of buildable space above each neighborhood as it exists, and as it expands through the additional building height allowable under the AHBP. To develop design strategies for this “unbuilt city” in the sky, the research drew on global case studies outside of the specific context of San Francisco that demonstrate alternative ways of dealing with topography, pedestrian and other traffic layers, and typological and programmatic relationships in conditions of high density. The subsequent design propositions apply infrastructural operations that multiply the public space of the city and produce novel three-dimensional public space conditions. The resulting projects inhabit, intensify, and at times, restructure the envelope of the ‘unbuilt city’ in ways that allow for larger collective forms to be developed in close dialog with San Francisco’s unique topographic conditions. The final development of the projects draws from a menu of formal strategies (bridging, tunneling, linking, stacking) and development mechanisms (privately funded ‘catalysts’ on soft sites, infrastructural public works projects) that are used singly or in combination to develop projects that provide capacity for housing, new levels of public space, and access to this new real estate above the existing city.
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HORIZONTALISM - Housing the Next 100,000
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Urbanism

Horizontalism 103
GrOwLING GREEN is a prototype for a fully automated mobile greenhouse designed to address the unique conditions of the urban farm. While different economic models have been tested to support local and regional urban farming efforts, few innovations have been made relative to facilities that support grass roots farming operations which make use of vacant or underutilized urban land. These types of farms are often small in scale, economically challenged, and are often located on marginal sites where conventional structures might not be allowed.

This project, designed and built by a group of fourth year architecture students at a cost of $40,000, is shaped by these contemporary urban conditions. The greenhouse is designed to function year round and can be reconfigured to grow starts for a wide variety of crops. Mobility allows the facility to be shared between farming operations which are often small in scale, and mobility also amplifies the potential for community engagement, education and outreach by actually taking the farm into the community. The project incorporates automated heating, cooling and ventilation systems as well as a four zone irrigation system. All building components were rigorously researched, prototyped and fabricated to maximize durability, flexibility and efficiency while minimizing cost.

The mobile structure is well suited to the often onerous legal constraints of marginal urban properties, such as flood prone areas, where farming operations often exist. Mobile structures navigate within the seams of the building codes which distinguish between the temporary and the permanent, allowing mobile structures to be installed legally on properties where more conventional facilities might not be allowed. Mobile structures also lend themselves to the temporal nature of the urban farm, which can be subject to frequent dislocation through shifting patterns of urban development. When the farm moves mobile facilities move with the farm!

GrOwLING GREEN is the first fully automated and fully mobile greenhouse. The project was designed and built to address the needs of a specific client, but simultaneously offers an innovative prototype for a unique and emerging building typology shaped by our contemporary urban condition.
**GrOwING GREEN**

**Project Type:** mobile greenhouse prototype

**Project Address:** Center for Urban Ecology

**Substantial Completion:** May 2016

**GrOwING GREEN** is a prototype for a fully automated mobile greenhouse designed to address the unique conditions of the urban farm. While many economic models have been tested to support local and regional urban farming efforts, few innovations have been made relative to facilities that support grassroots farming operations which make use of vacant or underutilized urban land. These types of farms are often small in scale, economically challenged, and are often located on marginal sites where conventional structures might not be allowed.

This project, designed and built by a group of fourth-year architecture students at a cost of $40,000, is shaped by these contemporary urban conditions. The greenhouse is designed to function year round and can be reconfigured to grow starts for a wide variety of crops. Mobility allows the food to be shared between farming operations which are often small in scale, and mobility also amplifies the potential for community engagement, education and outreach by actually taking the farm into the community. The project incorporates autonomous heating, cooling, and ventilation systems, as well as a four zone irrigation system. All building components were iteratively researched, prototyped and fabricated to maximize durability, flexibility, and efficiency while minimizing cost.

The mobile structure is well suited to the often anomalous legal conditions of marginal urban properties, such as flood-prone areas, where farming operations are often taken. Mobile structures navigate within the seams of the building codes which influence safely between the temporary and the permanent, allowing mobile structures to be installed legally on properties where more conventional facilities might not be allowed. Mobile structures also lend themselves to the temporal nature of the urban farm, which can be subject to frequent relocation through shifting patterns of urban development. When the farm moves, the mobile facilities move with the farm.

**GrOwING GREEN** is the first fully automated and fully mobile greenhouse. The project was designed and built to address the needs of a specific client, but also serves as an innovative prototype for a unique and emerging building type—a mobile greenhouse.
Urban revitalization cannot be predicated on top-down interventions, which focus primarily on sweeping physical redevelopment and universal solutions to very complex issues. Jane Jacobs famously states in her seminal work, The Life and Death of American Cities, that “There is no logic that can be superimposed on the city; people make it, and it is to them, not buildings, that we must fit our plans.” This project explores a bottom-up approach to urban revitalization that focuses on building relationships with people and creating experiences that nurture an identity intrinsically tied to culture and place. Before any significant investment from the top can gain traction in our communities, it is critical to cultivate relationships, identity, and vision with existing residents, local businesses, and organizations – and to learn from them and include them. They are the experts.

The concept for this project was to transform the unused portion of a local radio station into a community-oriented hub – beginning with a temporary installation to activate the space and engage the community. Long-term, the goal is to build community consensus and the capital to implement a full renovation of the space into a creative place for everyone.

The first phase transformed the 300 square foot storefront space – which was being used to store supplies and donated records – into a pop-up listening room and record shop. The shop’s goals were to bring people together through music and re-activate the building’s corner space for the community. The shop serves as a creative way to utilize the station’s extensive vinyl collection, which is for sale at $1 per record to support the radio station’s operations and future phases of this project. We hosted a coffee social in the record shop at the end of March 2016 to unveil it to the community and activate the space.

Since that time, the radio station has been opening the listening room and shop once a month to share its music collection and invite the neighborhood into the building. Every other month, a listening-based performance is held in the space. So far, acoustic music performances, spoken word poetry, and panel discussions have activated the space. This also provides an opportunity to engage residents and find out what they would like to see in their neighborhood and the community space at the radio station.

Long-term, the goal is to use the empty spaces around the record shop to house local artists and creative-centric organizations and businesses – while also transforming the record shop into a flexible space that can still be used as a record shop, but can also accommodate classes, workshops, and other arts and community-focused events such as exhibitions, lectures, artist talks, and social events. The space could also be rented to generate revenue for the radio station and to support the continued development of this project.
COMMUNITY LISTENING ROOM + RECORD SHOP

The concept for the project was to transform the unused portion of a local radio station into a community-connected gathering place with a variety of services that would serve as a space for the neighborhood to gather and engage in various activities. After establishing a connection with the community, it was crucial to create a space that linked with neighboring businesses, community centers, arts organizations, and institutions to foster an environment of collaboration and growth.

The first phase transformed the 320 square foot space into a listening room and record shop. The goals were to bring people together through music and foster a sense of community. The project utilized the space's unique structural configuration, which included an existing loft floor, and created a multi-functional space that included a listening room, record shop, and community space. The design was achieved through a creative and interactive mix of materials and colors, creating a welcoming and engaging environment.

The spacious listening room boasted a diverse collection of vinyl records and was equipped with state-of-the-art equipment, which was broadcast live on the radio. The space was made available to a wide range of community organizations and individuals for various events, fostering a sense of community and providing a platform for local artists and musicians.

Through this initiative, the station has connected with various arts-based, community organizations, and individuals, promoting a sense of unity and collaboration. The project has been successful in bringing community events into the listening room, allowing people to come together and experience the power of music and community.
Adaptive Reuse of Specialised Industrial Buildings and Structures

ANNA SIGMUNDOVA
Université Laval

Post-industrial era has brought new appeals in fields of culture and society, economy and environment. The industrial restructuring is proceeding from the sixties in countries of the developed world. Yet, many questions still remain unanswered and majority of the society has not accepted the complex change with its consequences.

The potential of industrial heritage is gaining special urgency in the context of economical crisis, search for cultural identity and favored principles of sustainable development. An important part of the sustainability is regarded as the quality of our environment.

The aim of this research is to fill one of the gaps in the knowledge about industrial heritage, to uncover difficulties and possibilities of new utilization of specialised industrial buildings.

Specialised industrial buildings are described as spatial structures, characterized by previous processes that ran in them. Space, structure and technological flow are key words for these objects or complexes. Thanks to these qualities, it is possible to classify and describe individual types of specialised industrial buildings, and perform the research based on a recognition of the potential of each type. The objective of this attitude is to express under what conditions the conversion and subsequent integration would be successful. In a broader perspective, we can imagine that the research will not only uncover an image of potential, possibilities and limits of industrial heritage, but also a general knowledge transferable on another typological species and broader range of historical architecture.

Most of the special industrial buildings originates in the 19th or 20th century, a lot of them represents parts of infrastructure - objects that aren’t commonly seen as monuments. Therefore, the topic also touches on issues difficult to define, such as breadth of cultural heritage protection, the value of heritage.

The strength of the testimony of specialised industrial buildings is often enhanced by unusual size and uncommon position in a city structure or landscape composition. Successfull conversions of special industrial building proven that these elusive objects are important elements or even dominants in the urban structure and landscape and therefore often are bearers of the genius loci.

The unusual character of specialised industrial buildings, which often represent the dehumanizing machines, huge statues of unusual scales, enhances the power of the symbolism of the new use of industrial buildings. In connection with objects, whose conversion and regeneration is extremely difficult, moreover, the question arises whether it is possible, wise - and sustainable - again to return all in life? This reasoning opens up for us again the actual issues of refinement of resources, and sustainability of human (building) actions on the planet.

In this optics, it is important to perceive the industrial sites as potential initial areas for solving and mitigating environmental and social problems they had caused in the past. It seems appropriate to set sustainable principles of adaptive reuse of (special) industrial buildings, which will lead to integration of industrial sites to local socioeconomic and urban structure, so that projects of adapted - previously unused - industrial complexes would represent the flagships of sustainable building production.
The research for solutions to redundant industrial heritage sites forms an important part of the concept of sustainability. The purpose of this interpretation is to explore typological factors that may affect the adaptability of specialised industrial buildings. The adaptability of (industrial) building will be generally defined as an ability of construction to undergo a change of use.

Specialized industrial buildings are constructions which have served heavy industry, transportation or urban infrastructure. Their form was shaped by the movements of medias or machines, not by human uses - their scale is often huge, their typology and volumetry is often unusual. Their form follows the function...

The main challenge for adaptive reuse projects of these structures is finding a way how to design an adaptation to a new function (mostly based on a human scale) for a construction with inhuman characteristics. In the process, it is necessary to emphasise historical and social value of the building/structure, its architectural and industrial legacy, while performing the project at a reasonable cost and in accordance with the concept of sustainability and respect for the environment.

The analysis of selected case studies of projects realized in occidental world is expressing relations between typology - volumetry - adaptability and highlighting notable solutions to their adaptation.
Worldwide sea level has been rising at a rate of 0.14 inches per year. Increases of this magnitude will have devastating effects in coastal habitats. As the land mass decreases, the already enormous population of the planet will be forced to cohabitate in smaller areas. To deal with these problems, architects and designers need to start understanding the need for typological developments in floating and amphibious architecture.

The precedent for this type of architectural development exist all over the world in water based communities in Peru, Cambodia, Vietnam, Myanmar and many other places. Where, existing typologies of architecture have been evolving for centuries to adapt to life over water. It is within these typologies, that we can find solutions that when hybridized with; sustainable materials, smart energy systems and advanced food production techniques will develop a better quality of life for the different communities and their environments. Solving in this way, some of the problems faced by a large population in a planet with a decreasing land mass.

The development of a new water based system of architectural typologies has the potential to help humanity transition and adapt to changes produced by global warming. As the sea level rises and the land mass diminishes, communities will need to develop sustainable ways to produce energy and food, filter water and manage waste. And all these will have to be done in a local and economical way. The developing world will be the most affected by an increase in the water level, but it is also much more adaptive than the first world, change can happen quickly.
This project documents research from a collaboration between Danelle Briscoe (Associate Professor, University of Texas at Austin School of Architecture), Michelle Bright (Environmental Designer, Lady Bird Johnson Wildflower Center), Marcus Hogue (Program Coordinator, Irrigation and Water Conservation UT), Ben Rice (UTSOA Robotics Lab) and Kim Ballare (Jha Lab at UT Integrative Biology). The primary focus of the project post installation was defining and collecting useful data associate with water usage, plant growth, and ecological interaction. Translating this data into useful information will then assess the environmental effects of the wall’s location in relation to the selection and maintenance of the plants within. Still on-going, the project has achieved several objectives, including facilitating a successful collaboration across the architecture, computer science, and ecology disciplines and beginning to integrate robotic methods for fabrication. The analysis over the last six months period has also identified ways in which the project could be developed and expanded to further the goal of water usage, heightening the biological species living in the wall and transforming it into an interactive experience.

The majority of the data collection process involved developing the method through which sensors could be placed within the living wall and used to track data that would be recorded in real time. The soil moisture is being monitored by the Irrigation and Water Conservation team through 4 Toro monitoring devices imbedded in the cells. For the other values captured, the design team evaluated types of data to monitor (ultimately temperature, light, sound, and proximity), the types of sensors to use and the locations within the wall to best monitor this data. The mapping of the sensors was broken into two phases: (i) positioning one of each sensor type on the wall in locations closest to the hardware interface, and (ii) distributing sensors throughout the wall. Sensors were attached and installed onto the wall using custom-designed 3D-printed attachments in the chosen locations. These sensors were soldered to cable and wired into breadboards, where connections were made to multiple Arduino Uno boards.

On an ongoing basis, the Arduino Uno boards receive all of the data collected from the sensors and send it to a computer constantly running to track the values. The temperature, light, sound and proximity data is read out and translated into real units (degrees fahrenheit, lux, decibels, and inches, respectively) using Grasshopper for Rhino and the Firefly plugin. These quantifiable values are written into Excel sheets at specified intervals and are saved at specified intervals, allowing the data to be tracked over time.

The diurnal swings of light and temperature and the seasonal changing of these swings is particularly interesting in order to monitor the endurance of the biological species within the wall through varying weather conditions. It is necessary to collect the data from these sensors at different intervals than the data from the sound and proximity sensors in order to track useful information. When collected at frequent intervals, the sound and proximity sensors can give a sense of wildlife and user interactions with the living wall, while data from the light and temperature sensors collected at longer intervals is more useful for determining average values of weather conditions. Research Assistance by Phil Richardson, David Sharratt, Yiqing Wang and Melissa Sparks.
Data Sensing in Living Wall Architecture

Data sensing in Living Wall Architecture is a multidisciplinary approach that integrates biological, architectural, and environmental sciences. The system is designed to detect and respond to various environmental factors, such as light, temperature, and humidity, to optimize the performance of the living wall system. The data collected can be used to inform decision-making processes, enhance the aesthetic appeal, and improve the functionality of the living wall architecture.
The Sound of Shaped Space – Architectural Acoustics Defining Spatial Function and Experience

DANIEL BUTKO
University of Oklahoma

Sound is ever present, yet not all designers devote much thought toward how a space will sound once it is inhabited. What can educators do to inform not only society but also future architects about the importance and intensity of the auditory environment?

Do students listen to their surroundings? Do they consciously acknowledge aural conditions? All too often, the architects of tomorrow are wearing earbuds today. They appear to be constantly listening to music or talking on the phone – which is preventing, restricting, and diminishing connection to the natural aural environment. If these students are generally not experiencing and paying attention to the sounds that surround them, why would they consider acoustics necessary in experiential design? Students must be introduced to the importance and integration of architectural acoustics. As educators encourage students to consider the acoustical nature of designed space, they begin understanding materials, shapes, room volume, and programmatic adjacencies in a fresh approach. When acoustics is taught and physically demonstrated as a vital part of architectural design, students explore both the science and artistry of acoustics. Subsequently, their curiosity leads to further discovery.

The upper division undergraduate course entitled “The Sound of Shaped Space – defining what we hear” is an introduction to basic acoustical principles, which allows opportunities to interact with acousticians and acoustical design professionals, offers field trips to performance halls and recording studios, and challenges students to produce comprehensive projects that primarily incorporate natural acoustics.

The images assembled in this presentation depict separate projects as the final products of various students’ work within the one semester course. The images depict a variety of designed and built projects; ranging in size, scope, and adjacencies of supporting spaces. Regardless of the actual assignment or list of deliverables, students are taught to consider function and occupancy as the defining factor of room acoustics and the result of material selection, layering of materials and components, shape and volume of the proposed space, and mechanical systems. The results of the projects demonstrate how students understand the ramifications and consequences of cumulative design decisions. Students quickly recognize the acoustical nature of programmatic spaces begins in the schematic design phase through evaluation of occupancy type, material selection, and specified control systems. Every design and construction decision contributes or detracts from acoustical isolation, absorption, reflection, diffusion, and overall perception of the finished space(s). Conceptual thoughts of materiality and functional space develop into the tangible manifestation of inhabitable space through the meticulous attention to materials and physical connections.

Consequently, this poster presentation is not merely documenting what has been accomplished in previous courses, but it exemplifies possibilities of acoustics courses being an integral part of architectural design for future academic projects and professional practice. Students become inclusively-minded architects when they understand the future potential of functional, sustainable, resilient, and productive space is interwoven with and codependent upon acoustics.
The Sound of Shaped Space

Architectural Acoustics

The sound of shaped space

Students become inclusive architects when they understand the future potential of functional, sustainable, and productive space in interwoven with and independent upon acoustics.
We do not dislike everything that shines, but we do prefer a pensive luster to a shallow brilliance, a murky light that, whether in a stone or an artifact, bespeaks the sheen of antiquity. Of course this ‘sheen of antiquity’ of which we hear so much is in fact the glow of grime.”

- Jun’ichiro Tanizaki, *In Praise of Shadows*

The Glow of Grime explores our cultural fascination with traces of history and our assumptions of the richness and character they embody. What is this illusive character comprised of? How much of a trace is required to serve as a register of a place?

Drawing on the current popularity of “ruin porn” within Detroit culture and critique, the project asks us to consider what it means to embark on a tourism in which the primary souvenir is a photograph of someone else’s dirt, though disembodied and reframed to read as a haze of beauty. What can a further the decontextualization of these records of illumination, and how can it inform our interventions in the urban context?

In response to current rehabilitation and blight removal efforts, the Glow of Grime questions whitewashing and power washing as the preferred methods of urban renewal and architectural renovation. While solid architectural volumes tell one side of history, residual vestiges maintain a chronicle of the everyday. The research posits that, instead of polishing back to an idealized state, we might analyze and extract the subtleties of existing environments to maintain the allure of historical continuity. The investigation does not aim to glorify dirt nor render it consumable, but rather to understand the specific phenomenologies of decay and abandonment in Detroit’s building stock and how these material fragments might be extrapolated to elucidate a richer collective history of the life of a city.

The Glow of Grime began as an installation of paper cones inhabiting the puddles of a disused transmission shop in Detroit, among gears and grease and forgotten tools, mirroring the ethereal light filtering in through the skylights above. Coated with 90% isopropyl alcohol, the cones were designed to absorb the sludge that was left behind, creating a chromatographic record of each micro-environment over the course of a week. The cones become a new technology for translation, a means by which to take a record not of image, but of darkness. Backlit on a light table, the filters reveal hidden hidden human and chemical stories, as flecks and stains cast shadow and high water marks are edged by the thin luminous line of the float of oil.

A collaboration with nature rather than a commentary or a dictation of it, the Glow of Grime allowed the sludge to draw its own patterns. Likewise, through future architectural projects, we might devise tactics for working with these subnatures, as David Gissen termed them in the book of the same name, to allow space to record and reveal its own stories.
the glow of grime

experiments in sludge chromatography

"We do not dislike everything that shines, but we do prefer a passive luster to a shallow brilliance; a murky light that, whether in a stone or an artifact, beholds the show of antiquity... of course this show of antiquity of which we bear so much as in fact the glow of grime..."

— Jean-Achille Bartik, In Praise of Shadow

The glow of grime explores our cultural fascination with traces of history and our assumption of the evidence and characters they encode. This is the illusory character comprised of the mere act of a place as perceived to exist as a reality of a place; being on the evidence of its own gunk without causal cause and reason. The glow of grime opens a context where it needs no nature or a reason in which we primary engage in a philosophy of images that's first village gloves and estimated to exist as a piece of evidence, what is further, the secondary life of that record illuminated.

The experiment is simply as a series of paper and ink, illuminating the purity of a domestic environment with nature, paper, ink and water in a series of light. The glow of grime, the glow of grime where it is about the sharing that was left behind, creating a photograph of paper sharing, how a shadow of a past, a collision of light and water, rather than a documentation of it, the project allows the time to dance in its own patterns.

The Glow of Grime points a new technology for translation, a means by which to take a ride on light, not of darkness. In this or a light itself, the Village Small, sodium lamps, and chemical stoves, as shiness and stains cast shadow and high water marks are wiped by the thin luminous line of the boost of ev.
The Thermodynamic Conditioning Surface (TCS) project explores Banham’s campfire as a conceptual model for imagining material integrations of sensing technologies that produce differential environmental behaviors within buildings. It engages standardized building material systems and implicates relationships between locative media, machine cognition, and conventional HVAC systems. The Thermodynamic Conditioning Surface is deployed as a thermotropic field that sponsors the creation of multiple co-isolated climates within a building.

In differentiating between the tent and the campfire, Reynor Banham offers two distinct models of environmental behavior; that of the tent which provides an enveloping membrane and a materially explicit separation between inside and outside, and that of the campfire with an invisible radiant field that sponsors a gradient of human activities. From early examples, such as the Roman hypocaust, to the modern central heating ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) system, building design tends to privilege the creation of interiors with uniformly conditioned spaces; Banham’s tent persists as the dominant metaphor for how we imagine thermal comfort in buildings.

Innovative building skin systems have emerged as a recent obsession for architects. Perhaps because, in the context of the digital project, a building’s skin provides near ideal conditions for exploring the parametric qualities of form and performance; it modulates sunlight, engages structural systems, and regulates the exchanges between interior and outside. As a result, the leitmotif of skin as architectural production tends to privilege geometry and shape. While it is difficult to describe architecture without referring to its delineated boundaries—its walls, its floors, its envelopes, its skins—an important, and perhaps neglected, aspect of one’s sensorial experience of buildings is the result of invisible exchanges, such as the exchange of heat between the body and its environment. This system of heat transfer defines a thermodynamic boundary that operates at the relatively small scale of the human body, yet most contemporary practices in building design seek to enlarge this thermodynamic system so that it is commensurate with the architectural wrapper; to condition the entire volume within the building envelope to the ideals of human comfort.

In differentiating between the tent and the campfire, Reynor Banham offers two distinct models of environmental behavior; that of the tent which provides an enveloping membrane and a materially explicit separation between inside and outside, and that of the campfire with an invisible radiant field that sponsors a gradient of human activities. From early examples, such as the Roman hypocaust, to the modern central heating ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) system, building design tends to privilege the creation of interiors with uniformly conditioned spaces; Banham’s tent persists as the dominant metaphor for how we imagine thermal comfort in buildings.

Innovative building skin systems have emerged as a recent obsession for architects. Perhaps because, in the context of the digital project, a building’s skin provides near ideal conditions for exploring the parametric qualities of form and performance; it modulates sunlight, engages structural systems, and regulates the exchanges between interior and outside. As a result, the leitmotif of skin as architectural production tends to privilege geometry and shape. While it is difficult to describe architecture without referring to its delineated boundaries—its walls, its floors, its envelopes, its skins—an important, and perhaps neglected, aspect of one’s sensorial experience of buildings is the result of invisible exchanges, such as the exchange of heat between the body and its environment. This system of heat transfer defines a thermodynamic boundary that operates at the relatively small scale of the human body, yet most contemporary practices in building design seek to enlarge this thermodynamic system so that it is commensurate with the architectural wrapper; to condition the entire volume within the building envelope to the ideals of human comfort.

In differentiating between the tent and the campfire, Reynor Banham offers two distinct models of environmental behavior; that of the tent which provides an enveloping membrane and a materially explicit separation between inside and outside, and that of the campfire with an invisible radiant field that sponsors a gradient of human activities. From early examples, such as the Roman hypocaust, to the modern central heating ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) system, building design tends to privilege the creation of interiors with uniformly conditioned spaces; Banham’s tent persists as the dominant metaphor for how we imagine thermal comfort in buildings.

Innovative building skin systems have emerged as a recent obsession for architects. Perhaps because, in the context of the digital project, a building’s skin provides near ideal conditions for exploring the parametric qualities of form and performance; it modulates sunlight, engages structural systems, and regulates the exchanges between interior and outside. As a result, the leitmotif of skin as architectural production tends to privilege geometry and shape. While it is difficult to describe architecture without referring to its delineated boundaries—its walls, its floors, its envelopes, its skins—an important, and perhaps neglected, aspect of one’s sensorial experience of buildings is the result of invisible exchanges, such as the exchange of heat between the body and its environment. This system of heat transfer defines a thermodynamic boundary that operates at the relatively small scale of the human body, yet most contemporary practices in building design seek to enlarge this thermodynamic system so that it is commensurate with the architectural wrapper; to condition the entire volume within the building envelope to the ideals of human comfort.

In differentiating between the tent and the campfire, Reynor Banham offers two distinct models of environmental behavior; that of the tent which provides an enveloping membrane and a materially explicit separation between inside and outside, and that of the campfire with an invisible radiant field that sponsors a gradient of human activities. From early examples, such as the Roman hypocaust, to the modern central heating ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) system, building design tends to privilege the creation of interiors with uniformly conditioned spaces; Banham’s tent persists as the dominant metaphor for how we imagine thermal comfort in buildings.

The Thermodynamic Conditioning Surface (TCS) project explores Banham’s campfire as a conceptual model for imagining materially integrated sensing technologies that produce differential environmental behaviors within buildings. It engages standardized building material systems and implicates relationships between locative media, machine cognition, and conventional HVAC systems. The Thermodynamic Conditioning Surface is deployed as a thermotropic field that sponsors the creation of multiple co-isolated climates within a building.

In differentiating between the tent and the campfire, Reynor Banham offers two distinct models of environmental behavior; that of the tent which provides an enveloping membrane and a materially explicit separation between inside and outside, and that of the campfire with an invisible radiant field that sponsors a gradient of human activities. From early examples, such as the Roman hypocaust, to the modern central heating ventilation and air conditioning (HVAC) system, building design tends to privilege the creation of interiors with uniformly conditioned spaces; Banham’s tent persists as the dominant metaphor for how we imagine thermal comfort in buildings.

The Thermodynamic Conditioning Surface (TCS) project explores Banham’s campfire as a conceptual model for imagining materially integrated sensing technologies that produce differential environmental behaviors within buildings. It engages standardized building material systems and implicates relationships between locative media, machine cognition, and conventional HVAC systems. The Thermodynamic Conditioning Surface is deployed as a thermotropic field that sponsors the creation of multiple co-isolated climates within a building.
Thermodynamic Ventilating Surface

SENSOR-BASED INTELLIGENT HVAC DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM FOR BUILDINGS

Thermodynamic panel prototype

Thermodynamic Ventilating Surface: smart surface technology that integrates ventilation and cooling into a building's walls. This technology uses sensors and actuators to control the airflow and temperature, providing a more energy-efficient and comfortable environment. The system is designed to adapt to the needs of the space, reducing energy waste and improving indoor air quality. It is a sustainable solution for modern buildings, offering a balance between energy efficiency and occupant comfort.
Nebraska's Wood Products Tradition: Understanding Available Skills and Resources

JASON GRIFFITHS
University of Nebraska-Lincoln

RACHEL PLAMANN
University of Nebraska-Lincoln

The purpose of this research is to better understand the available timber and woodworking resources that can be found in Nebraska. The availability of a particular species for harvesting, its woodworking characteristics and the availability of the tools or skilled professionals necessary to create a final product should all be considered to achieve this understanding.

In order to gain more qualitative information on the subject, this study goes into specific precedents of applications of timber grown, harvested and/or processed in Nebraska. To give a more general understanding of what types of timber are available and what their applications may be, there is also information included stating the physical properties of the wood species most commonly found in Nebraska, as well as common uses for each of these wood species. In this way the scale of understanding starts with general wood species’ uses, narrows to the wood products industry of Nebraska, and finally looks at individual processes.

Because a very small percentage of Nebraska’s land mass is forested, there is limited qualitative documentation about the outcome or potential outcome of Nebraska’s forest industry beyond harvesting statistics. Several of the examples found in this research show a fully sustainable cycle from live tree to processor to final product which does not rely on resources outside of the state.

A map is included in this study to illustrate the distribution of wood processors and forests throughout Nebraska. Although no overarching patterns have been found in regard to the type of wood products that are being manufactured here, the processes of these manufacturers, or the path from the live tree to the final product, what can be found is a cross section of wood crafting throughout Nebraska. Secondary processors include pallet manufacturers and wooden sole shoe manufacturers, while primary processors prepare timber for uses such as custom furniture or log cabins.

This research begins to prove that although Nebraska has one of the smallest timber industries in the United States, it is capable of being efficient and self-sustaining. The small scale of the industry means that many of the wood products processed here are of a custom nature. For some specialty processors each piece of lumber is considered for its individual characteristics before being crafted into a final product.

The next phase of this research would include a more in-depth study of the processes of one or more local wood processors. This information would illustrate the highly personal and specific nature of Nebraska’s traditions in woodworking. Many of these processes, skills, tools and in some cases lumber, have been passed down through generations of craftsmen, making quantitative information about each processor insufficient to tell their story.
NEBRASKA’S WOOD PRODUCTS TRADITION: UNDERSTANDING AVAILABLE SKILLS AND RESOURCES

THE FIVE SPECIES WITH THE HIGHEST NET VOLUME OF LIVE TREES IN NEBRASKA, AND THEIR RESPECTIVE CHARACTERISTICS AND COMMON USES:

EASTERN REDCEDAR
Because of its excellent resistance to decay and insect attack, Eastern Red Cedar is often used in outdoor applications such as fence posts and outdoor furniture.

PIONDEROSA PINE
Ponderosa Pine has a strong, yellowish-orange, tangential grain, and is high dimensional stability. Making it ideal for scroll-cutting joints. Ponderosa pine is often used in light framing, interior trim, and cabinetry.

GREEN ASH
Green ash has low resistance to decay and is susceptible to insect attack. It works well with hand and power tools and turns and finishes well. It is often used for baseball bats and other turned objects.

BUR OAK
Bur oak has a very high resistance to decay, is easy to glue and finishes very well. It is often used for cabinets, bathtubs, and buntings.

COTTONWOOD
Cottonwood is not resistant to decay and is susceptible to insect attack. It works well with hand and power tools, but has poor nail-holding capability. It is often used for floor bases, pallets, and other utility purposes.

DISTRIBUTION OF NEBRASKA’S WOOD PRODUCTS INDUSTRY COMPONENTS:

While primary processors are found primarily associated to forested areas, secondary processors are concentrated in or near areas of densest population.

PRIMARY
Reese Lumber & Sawmill Co.
Columbus, NE

SECONDARY
Reese Lumber & Sawmill Co.
Columbus, NE

SECONDARY
Columbus Furniture
Columbus, NE

SECONDARY
Columbus Furniture
Columbus, NE

NEBRASKA REDCEDAR SHOES
These shoes are handmade of the eastern red cedar wood from the Quad Cities area of Nebraska. They offer comfort and durability and are a great way to show off your Nebraska pride!

EASTERN REDCEDAR DINING TABLE GIVING BACK FURNITURE
This dining table is one-of-a-kind from the eastern red cedar wood from the Quad Cities area of Nebraska. It is a beautiful and functional piece of furniture that gives back to the community.

"A NEBRASKA LOG CABIN" MARVIN LEWIS
Located in the Nebraska Sand Hills, this log cabin is a true representation of Nebraska’s pioneer heritage. It is a place where visitors can experience life in the early days of Nebraska.

PALETS, BARNES MILL & LUMBER CO.
This family-owned company specializes in producing pallets, barnwood, and landscape timbers from locally harvested wood in Nebraska.
Tectonic Painting 02 begins with an historical analysis of domes. The intelligence gleaned from the analysis is then used to push the dome typology into new spatial realms. A Tectonic Painting is an architectural object with a strong relationship between construction logic and graphic effect. The domes analyzed in this study demonstrate weak relationships between construction logics and graphic effects. Tectonic Painting 02 generates a new dome through the lens of this analysis that aligns the tectonic with the graphic, and in so doing, attempts to advance the typology.

The dome, perhaps more than any other formal typology, relates tectonic posture and graphic resolution to cultural meaning. The symbolic value of the hemisphere form prevents adulteration to shape for purposes of support, use or anything else. Domes must be structurally self-contained, maintain a clear span and hover well above ground. While each hemisphere in this study has a different structural resolution, they all require one, if not more, of the following secondary structures to transfer the load of the dome to ground: 1. drum wall, 2. pendentives, 3. squinches and 4. columns. In this study, the Pantheon demonstrates the use of a drum wall to support a dome. Hagia Sophia demonstrates the use of pendentives to support a dome. The Basilica of San Vitale demonstrates the use of squinches to support a dome. And the Dome of the Rock demonstrates the use of columns to support a dome.

The interior surface of domes are often painted with a depiction of god’s influence over man. In some instances god is depicted in imagery and in other instances god is depicted as light. The four domes analyzed for this study all locate god at the apex of the hemisphere and they all follow one of four underlying geometric patterns: 1. radial, 2. concentric, 3. spiral and 4. axial. The Church of the Chora in Istanbul demonstrates a radial organization. The Battistero in Padua demonstrates a concentric organization. Parma Cathedral in Parma demonstrates a spiral organization. The Cathedral of the Assumption in Moscow demonstrates an axial organization. In all instances focus is centralized creating a static relationship between the viewer and the image.

This project leverages the analysis above to produce a tectonic painting in the form of a dome. Tectonically, the new dome appropriates the concentric graphic organization of the Battistero in Padua and interprets it structurally. The resulting structure is formally continuous from apex of dome to ground. It does not require a secondary system. Graphically, the new dome doubles the concentric organization of the Battistero producing multiple centers that are dislocated from the apex of the dome. The polycentric organization distributes incremental shifts in color and openings across the dome. The resulting dynamic range of graphic effects emerge from the structural logic of the form.
Tectonic Painting 02: THE DOME

Historical Background - Rome: Pantheon
The interior surface of the Pantheon is an afterthought with a mixture of antecedent patterns, art, and historical events. The dome was designed by Albrecht Dürer in the 16th century and the stained glass ceiling was added by Michelangelo. The dome is also a perfect example of the use of tectonics and the interaction of light and space. The dome's concentric circles create a sense of movement and rhythm, and the stained glass windows allow light to filter into the space. The Pantheon's history is rich with events, from the opening of the city gates to the coronation of a new pope. The dome's design is a testament to the ingenuity of its creators and the cultural significance of the building.

Historical Background - Florence: Cathedral
The dome of the Florence Cathedral is the largest brick dome ever built. It was designed by Filippo Brunelleschi and completed in 1436. The dome's design is based on the principles of tectonics, with the use of radial arches and pendentives. The dome's structural integrity is ensured through the use of these arches, which transfer the weight of the dome to the piers at the base. The dome's design is a marvel of engineering and an example of the use of tectonics in architecture.

Tectonic Painting Domed Form
The dome is a form that is often associated with religious architecture. The Tectonic Painting Domed Form is a representation of the use of tectonics in religious architecture. The form is a perfect example of the use of tectonics in religious architecture. The form is a perfect example of the use of tectonics in religious architecture. The form is a perfect example of the use of tectonics in religious architecture. The form is a perfect example of the use of tectonics in religious architecture. The form is a perfect example of the use of tectonics in religious architecture.
Dynamic Facade Unplugged
Snapping Facade

Snapping Facade explores a sustainable building envelope design strategy that utilizes elastic instability to create dynamic motion at the building envelope.

The building envelope controls heat gain and loss, allows views for visual comfort, and provides natural light. Advances in the high performance glass industry have made the use of glass ubiquitous. The reflection and refraction of glass represents the dynamic, bustling activities of our cities while diverse lifestyles and programmatic functions are expressed through the façade of our buildings. However, in the United States, buildings account for 41% of energy use and 38% of CO2 emissions. The increasing need for high performance buildings and advancements in manufacturing industries have facilitated the design of dynamic building envelopes to replace traditional, uninspiring shading controls. Built dynamic façade systems such as Abu-Dhabi Investment Council Headquarters by AHR Architects, dynamic roof shading at Aldar Central Market by Foster + Partners, Hoberman Associates and Adaptive Building Initiative and Kiefer Technic Showroom by Giselbrecht+Partner are based on mechanical actuators which need additional energy consumption to operate and require complex maintenance.

Advances in material science and engineering have also contributed to the mission of smarter building envelope. For instance, electrochromic glass uses voltage to change light transmission property. Other Smart glass such as Suspended Particle Devices can provide the similar function and form-changing polymer sheet can be installed in the glazing units. Compared to the mechanical dynamic shading, these glass systems can efficiently provide substantial energy saving with low cost, however the façade design becomes independent gears added to the irrelevant building design.

Snapping Facade suggests an alternative approach for the design of dynamic facade systems that use a “snapping-induced motion” to open and close apertures, providing shading for the building. The prototype explores using weakening-induced bands tied within the elastic threshold which, produce “snap” deformation with minimal stimulus. Traditionally, unstable movement within the building construction is considered as an undesirable occurrence but, the Snapping Facade aims to harness the characteristics of elastic instability by applying it as an opening and closing mechanism using the embedded energy within the materials. Without complicated maintenance, users can participate in the dynamic movement of the building envelope for play, fun, and energy saving.

This elastic instability is already utilized in kids’ products such as Rubber ball poppers and Snap Bracelets. Foldable car window shades also use the property of snapping. As for building, the snapping bands will be explored with patterned metals, plastics, and/or wood veneers. The engineering of intentionally applied weakening building components will be also tested. The membrane between the bands need be tested through metal origami, fabric, and other hybrid methods to find optimal folding mechanism.
Dynamic Façade Unplugged

Snapping façade explores an alternative approach for the design of dynamic façade systems that use a "snapback" mechanism to create a closed envelope, providing shading and hurricane resistance for the building. The prototype explores using weathering steel instead of traditional materials like aluminum, which is prone to corrosion and requires maintenance. The façade is designed to resist wind forces by an interlocking mechanism, similar to the way a door is closed by its latch. The design enables the façade to respond to weather conditions and close tightly in high winds, providing protection and energy efficiency.

In Figure 2, the concept of snapping reduced motion is illustrated using a simple bistable structure, which has an input device that works with the angle of the façade and the structural forces. The façade is designed to snap back to its original position when the applied force is released. This mechanism is activated by the pressure of wind or other external forces. The design allows for dynamic interaction between the façade and its environment, creating a unique aesthetic quality and functional performance.

The models in Figure 3 demonstrate the dynamic behavior of the façade system in different conditions. The left model shows the façade in its open state, while the right model demonstrates the closed state. The design allows for the façade to open and close automatically in response to external forces, providing an innovative solution for dynamic façade systems.
Richard Sennett in The Private Realm offers, “the difference between public and private lies in the amount of knowledge one person or group has about others; as in a family, one knows others well and close up, whereas in a public realm one does not; incomplete knowledge joins to anonymity in the public realm.” This idea of access to knowledge can also be applied to the content of private institutions. The Athenaeum, a private, members-only, library and museum collects and displays world-class artifacts to its members. To invert this private/public condition, we propose to move the interior spaces to the exterior thus blurring the border (as Sennett would call this condition) between inside and outside – knowledge is made accessible to the public. While pushing the knowledge to the periphery we also pull public conditions to the interior of the building.

In an age of forgery, plagiarism, and the accessible image (via mobile devices), private storage is replaced with public display – EVERYTHING is put out for public consumption. The accessibility of images of artifacts paradoxically reduces the artifacts significance. The artifact, not its image, is relevant because of its authenticity. Its physicality is as important as its meaning. With our inversion, the artifact again becomes relevant for it (not its replication) can be viewed by the public. Storage facilities are not private and internalized, but rather are relocated to the building’s facade thus shifting edge to center and engaging public space as part of the building. Antiquated, cloistered library spaces are replaced by spatially accessible systems.

Similar to Nolli’s registration of Rome’s public spaces, we interject public space into the Athenaeum. This interface is facilitated through transparent, two-sided vitrines. Wrapping the first floor, through the second and third, culminating in an outdoor public space on the roof, the vitrines prominently display the Athenaeum collection to the public. Exposure to Athenaeum artifacts and private spaces democratizes this private collection, eliminating physical and cultural barriers to knowledge. The vitrine allows the Athenaeum artifacts to become the interface between public and private entities facilitating the active and passive interaction between the institute and the city of Philadelphia.
Ephemeral works employed as part of creative placemaking efforts can enhance and catalyze a community at critical junctures to create a sense of possibility, spark imagination and stimulate public discourse. **WaterLines: RiverBank** was an installation and performance that transformed a vacant bank into a “world of rippling light and sublimely meditative sound” evoking the connections, interdependency and exchange between river and town. At a moment when the historic town of Chestertown, Maryland was grappling with the potential impacts of sea level rise, ecological degradation, economic inequality and social fissures, the project sought to strengthen community by offering shared opportunities to surface and celebrate connections between residents and local identity, exploring changes that have reshaped each.

**WaterLines: RiverBank** was the culmination of a yearlong residency at SANDBOX, Washington College by an architect, composer, visual artist and choreographer. Public engagement events built relationships between individuals from parallel communities who shared their knowledge and shaped the final work. Connecting the vacant Chestertown Bank building and the Chester River, **WaterLines** fused art, science, and social history to create an immersive art experience that reflected the town’s river setting and cultural history.

In place of the valuables once secured in the bank’s abandoned vault, participants encountered small bowls of river water and video interviews with residents describing their connections to their river and what they value now. In the banking hall, luminous images of the river and microbial life within its sediments were brought to life through video projections upon the banks’ walls and floor while a sonic composition made from local natural and man-made sounds infused the space. A dance performance concluded with a public procession from the bank to the river’s edge led by community members who provided stories about life along and upon the river. Water collected earlier in the day by local children was returned to the river, reinforcing the town’s deep connection to the water, encouraging a greater understanding and sense of responsibility for this natural resource and the worlds it supports.

Upon experiencing the work one participant, Andrew Case wrote of **WaterLines’** impact upon the community, as it “brought people together who, although they live and work in very close proximity, rarely share cultural events... like many places with a history of segregation, most of the town’s events are divided, but this one was decidedly not.” Mary McCoy, another resident noted the impact on restoring the bond between town and river while raising the visibility of environmental concerns: “For those of us who have lived in this area for many years, **WaterLines** was saturated with memory and love -- memory of the buildings, businesses, people and seasons that have come and gone, and love for the river and its marshes, shorebirds, shifting tides, and halcyon days of sunlight on the water. Such feelings are warm and joyful, but also fraught with anxiety as the ecological challenges to our beloved home become more obvious.”

**WaterLines** was made possible through the tremendous generosity and vision of Alex Castro and Sean Meade of SandBox, Washington College. It success was only possibily by the many talented people who joined us: Leslie Raimond, Kent County Arts Council; members of the design and production team: Debra Gilmore, Lighting; Shane Meador, Projection Designer; Austin Raimond, Design Assistant; Ian McClain, Video and Lighting Systems Engineer, Margaret Campbell, Stage Manager; Performers: Dante Brown and Matthew Cumbie, Dance Exchange; Irene Moore, Gospel Singer, and the participation of Chestertown residents and Washington College faculty, students and staff.
Process: smoothing connections between community and the river

Installation: exploring the relationships, exchanges and tension between the natural and built environments

Ephemeral works employed as part of creative placemaking efforts on and about and under the river. Join community and artists on a journey to celebrate the river with an installation and performance-focused open-air art installation. This event showcased amazing art installations that brought the river to life and explored the relationship between community and the river. The works transformed a vacant Chestertown building into a “world of shifting light and sudden musical sound” exploring the relationships, exchanges and tension between the river and the town. As a moment when the vibrant town of Chestertown, Maryland was grappling with the potential impact of sea-level rise, cultural upheaval, and economic inequality and social stability, the project sought to create a community by offering shared opportunities to explore and understand connections between residents and local identity, exploring the changes that lie ahead and past each.

WaterLINES reached across a multiplicity of boundaries for an archetypal experience designed to move visitors into a place that questioned the future and our role in nature systems. In a public art installation created to make the town’s attendance a work, participants were surrounded by sounds of the river and visual interviews with residents describing their connections to the river and what they valued about it. The breaking waves, images of the river and its animals were brought to life by video projections upon the building walls and floor while a sonic composition made from local sound and local history were played. The works were created by members of the community, including local artists and community members who provided stories about life along and within the river. WaterLINES revealed the deep connection to the water, and encouraged a greater understanding and sense of responsibility for the natural resources and the world it supports.

Impact: strengthening community, sustainability, and restoring the bond between town & river

Upon experiencing the works, one participant wrote that the impact of WaterLINES on the community, as it “brought people together who, although they live and work in very close proximity, rarely share events...like many places with a history of segregation, most of the town’s events are divided, but this one was decisively not.” Another participant noted the impact in restoring the bond between town and river while removing the sensation of economic disparities. “For those of us who have lived in this area for many years, WaterLINES was a reminder of the beauty and love—memory of the fields, businesses, people and seasons that have come and gone, and love for the river and its members, shorebirds, standing trees, and all the days we spent watching. Such feelings are warm and joyful, but also fraught with anxiety as the natural challenges to our beloved home become more obvious.”
Using the constant temperature of the earth, Afterhouse is a new urban typology that transforms the concrete foundation of a derelict house into passive solar subterranean greenhouses allowing crops to be extended and moderated in temperate climates. By using readily available materials and techniques while maintaining the scale of the neighborhood, Afterhouse empowers a community to transform a blighted home into productive spaces for growing and celebrating food during the winter.

With 3,400 homes facing demolition in 2016 alone, Detroit is radically changing the way we understand postindustrial urbanity. The typical 1600 square-foot residence has nearly 70 tons of concrete in its foundation that is land-filled during demolition. In addition to losing the embodied energy of the concrete, the foundation removal is energy and labor intensive. Afterhouse is an alternative to this demolition.

Like too many Detroit houses irreparably damaged by disuse, vandalism and fire, the house at 3347 Burnside must come down. Rather than razing it and leaving fallow land, the house will be deconstructed and the foundation reused to build a semi subterranean, passive geothermal greenhouse called Afterhouse. Using just the heat of the sun and the constant temperature of the earth, Afterhouse requires no artificial heating in the winter or cooling in the summer and provides an environment where it is possible to raise crops that grow in climates far warmer than Detroit’s.

The footprint of the original house is maintained, and vernacular materials used, so that Afterhouse can blend into residential neighborhoods honoring stories of its home’s history. Distinct from large-scale urban agriculture projects that require a lot of space, Afterhouse is discrete, almost hidden, making it appropriate for denser urban settings where conventional hoop houses and greenhouses are not. A derelict house transformed from a hazard to a thing of beauty and of use, drawing from what once was to become a part of what Detroit is now, Afterhouse will serve as a prototype for other abandoned houses in post-industrial communities.
Affecting Change Through Insurgent Architectures

TIMOTHY GRAY
Ball State University

As pointed out by Wes Janz and Olon Dotson in their paper “Distress Road Tours”, like many rust belt cities, Indianapolis is a place of extremes. Tremendous investment has led to a resurgence of the downtown, and affluent suburbs thrive and grow. In stark contrast the historic neighborhoods that ring the city, the fabric of the place, continue to struggle with significant challenges. There is too much crime and too little neighborhood organization. High drop-out rates lead to low incomes. Poor access to health care exists alongside easy access to low nutrition foods. Like many cities in the region and throughout the world, an eroding manufacturing base, marginal public schools, high crime rates, among other pressures, have all contributed to significant attrition.

While many see only the challenges in the blighted neighborhoods, others see opportunity as a range of interesting energies are emerging. Among these, a growing number of urban farmers are beginning to create a new urban economy putting vacant property to use and making temporary improvements. Income is derived through farmer’s markets, CSA (community supported agriculture) shares, and sales to restaurants dedicated to a farm-to-table fair. Community members are empowered to participate, to benefit, to learn from, and often to expand these efforts. In many “rust belt” cities, including Indianapolis, urban agriculture has emerged as a productive reuse of vacant land resultant from economic decline, population loss and home foreclosures.

These types of farms are often small in scale, economically challenged, and are often located on marginal sites where conventional structures might not be allowed. The urban interventions required to support the expansion of farming operations on borrowed or vacant land present certain challenges, requiring development to find creative and diverse avenues of approval. Neither guerrilla architecture (operating completed outside the law) nor fully legal, our insurgent architectures navigate within the seams between the temporary and the permanent and populate the voids left through attrition and abandonment.

This poster presents three student design build projects completed over the last six years on urban farms in inner city neighborhoods involving a range of community and professional partners which respond to these conditions. The projects bring together business, school and community around the concept of reclaiming impacted urban space and turning it into a working farm and urban greenspace. The projects provide facilities to support farming operations, but also provide classroom and lab space for working tours and education and outreach initiatives. Each of the projects use repurposed materials and incorporate a range of sustainable building strategies intended to extend the discussion of sustainable food and sustainable lifestyles to that of the built environment.
AFFECTING CHANGE THROUGH INSURGENT ARCHITECTURES:
STUDENT ENGAGEMENT IN SUPPORT OF URBAN FARMS

Indoor and outdoor city neighborhoods report close to 15,000 vacant properties with 6,000+ demolished in 2012 alone. Like many cities in the region and throughout the world, an existing manufacturing base, marginal public schools, high crime rates, among other pressures, have all contributed to significant strain. Interestingly, a number of vacant properties are being used for temporary improvements. Among these, a growing number of urban farmers are beginning to create a new urban economy, putting vacant property to use and installing non-permanent improvements. Income is derived through farmer’s markets, CSAs (community supported agriculture) shares, and sales to restaurants dedicated to a farm-to-table diet. Community members are empowered to participate, to benefit, to learn, and often to expand these efforts.

This poster documents three projects focused on supporting the efforts of urban farmers in the Indianapolis area. The projects were all designed and fabricated by groups of architecture students working in partnership with local ranges of architects, community and business partners. All are legal and new spaces are seen in the building code’s status of being between the temporary and the permanent. The projects bring together businesses, school and community around the concept of redefining vacated urban space and turning it into a working farm and urban green space. The projects provide facilities to support farm operations, but also provide classrooms and lab space for working tours and education and outreach initiatives. Each of the projects uses repurposed materials and incorporates a range of sustainable building strategies intended to extend the discussion of sustainable local food and sustainable lifestyles to that of the built environment.

Among the lessons discussed will be the reciprocal relationship between the University students and the community members. In addition to learning a local context associated with urbanism, design-build projects, collaboration, construction skills, managing budget and schedule, students gained insight and awareness for some very non-technical, survival and often challenging elements of urban conditions. Students also noted the process offers traveling to teach, to share knowledge and expertise, and often left with an understanding that they had made a change.
“ARCHITECTURE IN AN EXPANDED FIELD”
Situated at the intersection of two nations, embedded in a mountainside and televised across the US, Sun Bowl Stadium in El Paso, Texas demonstrates the role of architecture in the political economy of representation. The hills that comprise the stadium and its televisual image are part building, landscape, and media apparatus. A Feigned Translucence builds on this hybridity to challenge the discrepancy in social, political, and economic agency the US/Mexico border creates as well as the imaginations of sovereignty and capital circulation embedded in who/what is (in)visible from the stadium, to whom it is visible, and to what end. In the existing economy of representation, the selective invisibility of the border from the American side allows for the materializing, normalizing, and concealing of exploitative power structures that deny Mexican citizens both acknowledgement and agency while images of their countryside are captured from across the border and transformed into capital. However, this selective invisibility also provides the opportunity for those who might subvert this economy or representation to camouflage themselves. Utilizing such an opportunity in the legal apparatus of the special economic zone, (SEZ), A Feigned Translucence amplifies/augments the Sun Bowl’s unique spatial conditions and weekly television broadcasts, transforming it into a tool for countering the transmission of visual capital from Mexico to America with the free movement of Mexican citizens, immigrants, and workers. For this new image economy to function, where the border is not visible from within the stadium or on television it is functionally non-existent, but where it is visible it cannot betray its subverted nature. Interpreting the pseudo-laws of the SEZ within this image economy, so long as the connections between the US and Mexico are unseen, those crossing effectively enter the US legally. In order to conceal these new border crossings, the existing stadium and hills are analyzed and excavated using camera viewsheds. This results in a new topography of visibility; a tool with which to control the architecture and behavior of paths between the SEZ and Mexico; determining when they tunnel or skirt the landscape. Sight lines are projected from these pathways, ensuring their total concealment by further landscape manipulations. This process is enabled by computational tools for revealing hidden spaces in images which also extend the play of visibility into a strategy capable of being deployed elsewhere; a way to see the world as hollow and subversively occupiable. Using an image of the stadium from a television broadcast and the new topography of visibility, a model of the stadium and landscape is constructed. From a specific angle the model appears as the flat two dimensional image, but from other angles reveals the space behind. Effectively merging building and landscape, this creates a hollow scenographic architecture. Paradoxically, realizing this hollow architecture requires constructing large landforms. The build-up of landforms over time is intended to be coordinated with erosion control programs in the Rio Grande valley and staged to limit experiential and environmental impact. In these landforms, the image economy of television, international border politics, and environmental rehabilitation come together to create a performative architecture that acknowledges its embeddedness within global and local power relations. Taking the stadium/landscape’s need to operate as an image literally A Feigned Translucence transforms them into tools of political empowerment.
Urban Syncopation
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‘Urban Syncopation’ temporarily inhabits the existing spaces of the city with a performative skin that functions as a responsive, dynamic interface. As in the encryption of data that underlies the invisible orgware of the city’s systems, the patterned and faceted surface of this installation acts as an infrastructural device and living thickened topography that collects, transcodes, and re-transmits—in a rhythmic syncopated fashion—the collective ‘heartbeat’ of the city as this is interwoven with the reflected movements of its immediate environs. The work is a repository of urban information that renders visible the unseen traces of the city’s occupation while simultaneously weaving them into a new architectural and spatial network.

The patterned surface of ‘Urban Syncopation’ is defined through a series of faceted, mirrored, and perforated “pixels” that are rhythmically arrayed according to rules that modulate their width, depth and triangulated surface topography. These variations in the pattern, perceived as lateral compressions and expansions of the folded undulating surface, emphasize the tracking and directionality of the way in which the information is redeployed across the thickened skin as it captures and spatializes temporal and aural inputs. The pattern is an interdependent repetitive system generated through operations of folding, scaling, stacking, and weaving so that multiple elements are integrated into a new visual, spatial, and tectonic configuration.

Each individual pixel is constructed out of a perforated aluminum composite surface. The tracery of inscribed lines, that traverse this surface, are CNC-cut and scored to allow the stiff material to bend, enabling it to capture space through its own enfolding. The resulting interlaced pattern—an undulating triangulated surface of peaks and valleys—generates continuities across the skin while emphasizing its interwoven logic. The rhythmic series of faceted pixels, which passively fragment, and reflect surrounding motion, are organized into six horizontal strata, each of which receives data from a different remote downtown site and that collectively refer back to the layered streets that constitute the downtown fabric of Toronto. Sound sensors located along commercial east-west urban corridors from King to Bloor Street, along with those situated within the immediate environment of the piece, are employed to track urban activity levels throughout the day and night and transcode this data into a rhythmic series of pulsing lights that undulate and move laterally across and within each of the strata. This layering of passive and active systems productively recircuits the movements of collective urban life while weaving them into a single syncopated surface.
Highways are a web-like surface that convey materials and people across territories. When elevated as viaducts, these two-dimensional surfaces are transformed into three-dimensional spaces. These spaces are dually characterized by large physical artifacts—columns, walls, decks—as well as dramatically altered atmospheric conditions, like expanses of shadow. In cities, the complexity of this two-part space, physical and atmospheric, is compounded by a third dimension—the sectional interface between local flows of urban life and the region scaled flows of the highway.

This project undertakes the study of the spatial relationship between the viaduct and the city in two parts. First, the physical architecture of the viaduct was analyzed to decipher the atmospheric conditions generated by it. Second, a collection of inter-related installations and retrofits were designed to re-shape its landscape, atmosphere, and programming. The intent of this design research is to understand how the often neglected spaces created by large scale infrastructure can be designed to simultaneously mitigate the infrastructure’s impact while also translating its operating logics and spatial particularities into new urban use and performance.

Presented here are studies of four dimensions of the relationship between viaduct and city:

- Water, Shadow, Maintenance, View

**ABSORBING AND FILTERING VIADUCT RUN-OFF**
The expansive surface of viaducts collects large volumes of water that dissolve and emulsify roadway chemicals and particulates. The polluted run-off drains through storm-grates and downspouts. This project studied the pitch and flow of the roadway to quantify existing roadway catchment zones. The design incorporates a new ‘catch and dissipate basin’ retrofit that is inserted midstream in a downspout to re-route run-off into constructed wetlands for evaporation and filtration, prior to discharge into waterways.

**VARIABLE DAYLIGHT AS LANDSCAPE FRAMEWORK**
Elevated viaducts cast highly differentiated patterns of shade and sunlight onto the ground. This project used daylight simulations to identify spatial volumes capable of sustaining different types of plantings under the viaduct. Plantings are distributed based on hours of daylight, and coordinated with the functions of the constructed wetlands—resilience to flooding, salt tolerance (from highway run-off), and storm-water filtration.

**MAINTENANCE SPACE AS COLLECTIVE SPACE**
Viaduct structures, tasked with safely transporting people and goods, require regular maintenance inspections from man-lifts for signs of structural fatigue. This project analyzed the maintenance regimen of highway inspectors and the specific reach and turning radius parameters of their man-lift machines. The design translated these machine parameters into paved pathways and zones that simultaneously provide machine access and support public open spaces—basketball court, dog park, and event space—within the wetland landscape.

**FILTERING VIEWS THROUGH THE VIADUCT**
The viaduct filters sunlight from above, as well as views from below. This project catalogued the apertures that the viaducts’ deflections and overlaps create towards the city. A new elevated boardwalk allows pedestrians access through the storm-water landscape. The boardwalk’s undulations orient walkers to the apertures framed by the viaduct.
VIADUCT ARCHITECTURE

Highways are a well-like surface that conveys materials and people across terrains. When elevated as viaducts, these two-dimensional surfaces are transformed into three-dimensional spaces. These spaces are clearly characterized by large physical structures—columns, walls, decks—as well as dynamically altered atmospheric conditions, the egresses of shadows. In cities, the complexity of this new spatial syntax physical and atmospheric—poses an added challenge to the architectural profession, to find a re-imagined form for their traditional project typologies.

This project undertakes the study of the spatial relationship between the viaduct and the city in two parts. First, the physical architecture of the viaduct was analyzed to decipher the atmospheric conditions generated by it. Second, a collection of inter-related situations and morphologies were designed to re-define its landscape, atmosphere, and programing. This effort of this design research is to understand how the often neglected spaces created by large scale infrastructure can be designed to simultaneously mitigate the infrastructure’s impact while also terminating its operating condition into new urban use and performance.

Presented here are studies of four dimensions of the relationship between viaduct and city: Water, Shadow, Maintenance, View.

ASSIMILATING AND FILTERING VIADUCT RAINWATER

The expansive surface of viaducts absorbs large volumes of water that directly and annually roadway administrators and pedestrians. The volume of water is huge and downpours to pipes that discharge water into storm sewers. This project analyzed the path and flow of the roadway to the collection system. The design incorporates a new system and device that will allow the water to be intercepted and treated to reduce runoff into storm sewer and prevent erosion.

VIADUCT DAYS AS LANDSCAPE FRAMEWORK

Vivid visualizations are highly detailed renderings of the city that capture and extend the ground plane using different types of modeling software. Different visualizations are generated for different stages of the project. The viaduct is a structural frame that is also a maintenance access and transportation route. These analyses reveal the potential and the impact of the viaduct on the surrounding landscape.

MAINTENANCE SPACE AS OBJECTIVE SPACE

Viaduct structures, tasked with safely transporting people and goods, require regular visual inspections and periodic maintenance. The design takes advantage of highway infrastructure and the specific needs and sensory nature of these multi-lane machines. The design translated these machine-like elements into distinct areas that simultaneously provide maintenance access and support public space—towpath, walk, bike path, and open space—within the viaduct landscape.

FILTRATION VIEWS THROUGH THE VIADUCT

The viaduct filters rainfall to the street, on to the air, on to the ground, and into the city. As rain falls on the viaduct, it is captured and directed to multitudes of maintenance access and transportation routes. The viaduct is a space that is also a maintenance access and transportation route. These analyses reveal the potential and the impact of the viaduct on the surrounding landscape.

Highway infrastructure produces reuse, maintenance, and sport. This study demonstrates how the viaduct can be transformed into a sustainable and resilient infrastructure that integrates landscape, transportation, and maintenance.
Clean drinking water is fundamental to public health, yet a significant portion of the world’s population does not have access to a safe source of water. The World Health Organization estimates over 1.5 million deaths per year are directly attributable to waterborne pathogens imbibed in unsafe drinking water. The Solar Water Disinfecting Tarpaulin project addresses the problem of unsafe drinking water by imagining the possibility of a flexible and intuitive vessel for containing, carrying, and purifying water.

The Solar Water Disinfecting Tarpaulin implicates the current paradigm of water infrastructure in developing urban and rural regions around the world. In many places, individuals (especially women) must travel up to four hours to a safe source of drinking water. The Solar Water Disinfecting Tarpaulin is lightweight, expandable and comfortable to wear, allowing a greater volume of water to be carried when compared to traditional vessels. Because it is also a container for disinfecting water, one need not travel as far to find a safe source of water. As a result, the Solar Water Disinfecting Tarpaulin effectively reduces the amount of time and energy people must devote to securing clean drinking water.

The Solar Water Disinfecting Tarpaulin’s low-tech operation means that it is easy to use and produces predictable results in the hands of almost any user. It employs a method of water pasteurization that has been approved by the World Health Organization and is based on passive solar radiation. The Solar Water Disinfecting Tarpaulin comprises two layers that form a container for water. The top layer is made of transparent recycled LDPE and the bottom layer is a durable rubberized nylon. Heat and UVa radiation from the sun pass through the top layer into the water-filled cavity of the Tarpaulin and are reflected by the bottom layer of nylon. By exposing water to the sun’s heat and UVa radiation for 5 hours, the water is sterilized through a combination of pasteurization and radiation which work in synergy to destroy any microorganisms present. This method of disinfection presents an attractive alternative to intensive practices like bringing water to a boil over a fire.

The Solar Water Disinfecting Tarpaulin is fabricated to be flexible and robust. Layers of rubberized nylon and high performance LDPE are radio-frequency welded to produce durable, water-tight cells. The cellular construction of the Tarpaulin, morphologically inspired by the saguaro cactus, is designed to conform to the body and varied volumes of water. The digitally designed pattern for the Solar Water Disinfecting Tarpaulin lends itself to mass variation and is designed to be easily appropriated for a variety of situations: from carrying water to creating a sun shade; from urban rooftops to rural huts.
## Instructions

### Principle of Operation

Solar Water Disinfecting Tarpaulin is designed to disinfect water through the absorption of solar energy. It works by placing the tarpaulin in direct sunlight, allowing the sun's energy to pass through and break down harmful pathogens in the water. Here are the steps to use the tarpaulin correctly:

1. **Installation:**
   - Attach the hinges to the tarpaulin at the designated points.
   - Place the tarpaulin in a clean area with enough sunlight to cover the water.
   - Secure the tarpaulin in place to ensure it stays in position.

2. **Filling the Tarpaulin:**
   - Fill the tarpaulin with water up to the desired level.
   - Ensure the water level is below the hinge points.

3. **Disinfecting:**
   - Allow the tarpaulin to operate for a specific duration, typically 6-12 hours, depending on the concentration of pathogens.
   - After the disinfection period, drain the water to remove any remaining disinfectants.

4. **Transport:**
   - Transport the tarpaulin to the next disinfection site, ensuring it remains clean and protected.

5. **Displaying:**
   - Display the tarpaulin in a designated area for public awareness.
   - Educate the community on the importance of clean water and sanitation.

### Further Considerations

- **Maintenance:** Regularly check the tarpaulin for any damage or wear and tear.
- **Environmental Impact:** Ensure proper disposal of the tarpaulin to minimize environmental impact.
- **Safety:** Always ensure the tarpaulin is used in safe and appropriate conditions.
A Walk In Africville: Visibility Strategies in Contested Heritage Landscapes

JAMES C. FORREN
Dalhousie University

A Walk in Africville adopts strategies to counterbalance visibility asymmetry in contested heritage landscapes. Contested heritage troubles the North American landscape where people have lost land rights on the basis of ethnicity, skin color, and economic or political status. A walk in Africville pilots new methodologies which blur the boundary between past and present, creating activity in contemporary landscapes that is historically situated.

CONCEPT

Africville is a community hailing from black British Loyalists, colonial slaves, early Jamaican immigrants, and other early immigrants to Canada of largely African descent. The land - in what is today Halifax, Nova Scotia - was settled by British Loyalists over 200 years ago. However, during Halifax’s industrialization and modernization this land was degraded by the location of an abattoir, prison, infectious disease hospital, shipping port, hazardous waste disposal, rail line, and city dump in its environs. Also during this period Africville was denied basic city services like sewer, water, electricity, plowing, garbage, and building permitting. Despite these prejudices the community developed kinship and economic ties, skilled trades, education, and their own civic infrastructure. Ignoring these advancements, during the 1960s the City of Halifax relocated Africville’s residents under a campaign of ‘integration,’ developing the land for a shipping port and highway. A 2003 report by United Nations cited the historic activities of Halifax as racist and recommended reparations (Tattrie 2010).

In the decades since, the residents have gathered at the site for yearly reunions and advocated for recognition and reparation. In 2011 the city provided funds, land, and the establishment of a museum housed in a replica of a church bulldozed on a Sunday morning in 1968 (Nelson 2008). Within Africville today there is conflict about the battle for legacy ranging from forgetting to complete community restoration (Tattrie 2010). The proposals here straddle these responses, facilitating discourse without ascribing to any particular path.

METHODOLOGY

The proposals were developed through historical research and conversations with the Executive Director of the Africville Museum. They recognize events, experiences, and place with operative interventions. They host activities like witnessing a forgotten view or a restored domestic garden, working a productive garden, receiving baptismal rites, or gathering for annual community reunions; situating lived experiences in a historical context without relegating the site to history. By amplifying Africville’s visibility in the social imagination of the city they disrupt contemporary efforts to minimize or erase the Africville story.

CONCLUSION

The proposals here, however, are place holders. Sketched from the imagination of an outsider with no story to tell of the place, they serve simply to set up a conversation about walking, remembering, and restoring. They anchor debate and advocacy and anticipate dialogue between stakeholders, allies, and researchers in future symposia on the topic of developing the Africville Walk. They emblematize visceral strategies for heritage visibility to broaden the social imagination and the platform for our conversations within it. And point to the opportunity for the techniques of planning, landscape, and architecture to vocalize and visualize the stories of a community previously disenfranchised by these same tools.
A WALK IN AFRIKCVILLE

VISIBILITY STRATEGIES IN CONTESTED HERITAGE LANDSCAPES

A Walk In Africville

Visibility Strategies in Contested Heritage Landscapes

In the Africville area, residents of the neighborhood gather at the site for cultural memories and educational programs. The site is located on Church Street, near the community center. The former Africville Neighborhood Association (AFN) has been working with the community to preserve the site's history and culture. The site includes a community garden, a visitor center, and a museum with exhibits on Africville's history.

Visitation

The site is open to the public, and visitors are encouraged to explore the exhibits and interact with the community. The site is located at 1211 Church Street, Africville, NS, Canada.

Acknowledgments

The site is supported by the Africville Neighborhood Association (AFN) and the City of Halifax. The site is open to the public and is funded through grants and donations.
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An opportunist paradigm of architecture & landscape ecology based upon influences of shipping industry waste & coastal erosion

In “Material Nature: An opportunistic paradigm of architecture & landscape ecology”, the influences of shipping industry waste, small scale coastal erosion and natural growth become the vehicle for architectural speculation. It leverages the material waste gathered from industry and creates a new material trajectory based upon need and the aesthetic of ecology. Material Nature is a series of architectural pavilions made from a mixture of residual, off-cast materials designed specifically to be weatherized. Its design is intended to provide a useful architectural community amenity in an area of high recreational activity, while simultaneously realizing a potential for architecture to be born from waste, and to return to nature without providing further waste.

In coastal Atlantic communities, soft rock formations along the shore are transformed by wind, water, and subsequently taken over by plants. The rock here is a porous mixture made of shells and sand & accepting of spontaneous, opportunistic landscapes. Plants themselves are able to germinate in the rock surfaces and grow year round, creating a surface of landscape on the outlining layer. This is a mutual relationship that is fostered between the landscape and the local stone which is leveraged by MaterialNature to create a localized architectural prototype.

The life span of this architecture is multi-variate. It begins as a series of pavilions and recreational beach shelters, and as time progresses and the natural processes of beach ecology take their course, the pavilions develop into a landscape, completely natural to the environment. The architecture is a singular transgression between the meta-morphosizing effects of wind currents (smooth, circular forms), landscape (germination, pollination, growth), and waste (bringing back discarded sand from the shipping and packing industry that is removed from beaches and left on factory floors, along with wax that is discarded).

**PROBLEM:**
1. Coastal erosion & non-vernacular beach shelters
2. Coastal areas are plagued with a surplus of waste due to manufacturing adjacencies spurred by the proximity of ocean-based shipping facilities.
3. Additional waste surplus is created in the form of by-product wax use as a sealer in the shipping industry.

**WHERE:**
Placement of MaterialNature pavilions are based on areas of coastal erosion along shorelines caused by beach dredging, manufacturing & recreation. These areas indicate a need for the introduction of architecture as a civic amenity, but also present an opportunity for public knowledge and enlightenment.

**ARCHITECTURE/LANDSCAPE ECOLOGY:**
The architecture of MaterialNature is timesensitive and privileged by natural selection, wind, and sun. The initial formation of pavilions are originally created from round re-claimed cast stone “host” structures common to the area. Some of these are filled with a core of re-used sand and soil. The exterior is multi-layered in landscape seeds which are local to the area and support local economies, and coated in re-used wax from local factories.

Over time, the architecture becomes landscape. The landscape becomes garden. The garden becomes beach.

MaterialNature is presented as an architectural scenario, but it is a result of an attitude of creative problem solving based on multivariate need and embodies a forward thinking agenda respondent to the overlooked forces of neglect and waste forged upon coastal communities as a result of years of manufacturing and the transient industry of ocean going shipping.
Material Nature:
An opportunistic paradigm of architecture & landscape ecology based upon influences of shipping industry waste, coastal erosion & natural growth.

Over time, the architecture becomes landscape. The landscape becomes garden. The garden becomes beach.
Nature Play: An Outdoor Learning Environment for Head Start

PAMELA HARWOOD
Ball State University

At Nature Play a 1.5-acre field has been transformed into a nature-based outdoor learning environment for the 300 preschool children at Head Start. Beyond simply getting children to play outside, we are taking play, which is culturally thought of as a recess time for teachers, into a learning environment. The central area of Nature Play is a large certified outdoor classroom called the Habitat Hub. It has room for two classes and acts as the starting point for the children’s outdoor adventures. This timber frame structure is made of diseased ash trees re-harvested, milled down, with hand cut mortise and tenon joints to form an undulating tree like canopy under which the children learn.

Habitat Hub leads to other less-structured play areas with names like Fort Fun, Timber Time and Hideaway Hill that are constructed within four Indiana habitats: prairie, meadow, wetlands, and woodlands. The children learn through play with natural elements, native plantings, and traditional building materials in an unstructured, creative, and innovative way as their gross physical motor skills, fine motor skills, and cognitive and social learning skills are developed. The benefits of providing a high-quality, natural outdoor play and learning environment for Head Start preschoolers are particularly important because research links socioeconomic disadvantage with compromised physical health and wellness.

Regular physical activity in natural environments can lead to reduce childhood obesity, fewer health concerns, increased energy, and gains in children’s cognitive development.

Co-Creative design processes using simulations and prototyping of activities and components was instrumental in testing ideas of children’s scale, safety, and use and responding to changes needed as actual construction evolved. While the children interacted with the full-scale mock-ups, the students had to observe, take notes, and document the play while identifying the successes, problems, and insights from these activities, and make appropriate design changes.

The Habitat Hub is a timber frame structure that uses ash trees as well as oak and hickory as framing members. Additionally, these diseased trees reveal the effect of the ash borer to children by debarking and then using the trees as uprights in the construction of Melody Meadows and Crazy Climbers. Whether using local stone from a cemetery for a crawl-through tunnel, salvaged timbers for a series of small bridges in the wetlands, or re-harvested wood for the bird and butterfly blind, sustainable construction and environmental education is the goal of this nature-based preschool environment.
Waterfront Ecologies re-envisions the edge condition around the San Francisco Bay, creating a new set of relationships between urban life and ecology. In 24 sites along the contested shoreline of the Bay Area, our redevelopment strategy illustrates a new methodology to design holistically as we face challenges posed by climate change and a growing population.

The waterfront of the San Francisco Bay Area is facing a growing threat from sea-level rise. By the end of the century, a projected sea-level rise of 140cm would affect an estimated 270,000 people in the Bay Area and over 331 sq. kilometers of current urban development. Two opposing solutions are being proposed; one plan that envisions an extensive network of fortified levees protecting public and private urban development and the other plan suggests a relocation of development to allow for the wetland migration to higher elevations with the rising sea level.

We propose that both may be accomplished by a staged retreat of existing development, enabling a wetland migration with the rising sea-level, while introducing a resilient new development and infrastructure that is uniquely defined by the region’s ecological characteristics. The new development would be built on “finger” levees that are horizontal to tidal action, allowing for wetlands to coexist between the buildings, acting as a native habitat and a buffer against storm surges. Mid-rise and hi-rise buildings would replace the current low-density suburban development, creating a significantly smaller footprint, while providing twice as much housing for a growing Bay Area population.

Our design strategy involves the creation of an “agent-based” model to simulate sea-level rise and wetland growth patterns around the San Francisco Bay. GIS mapping data on sea-level rise, wetlands, demographics, and urban infrastructure was integrated with parametric modeling software to allow the site conditions to directly inform the design outcome. Our research demonstrates that through the use of new technologies in mapping and modeling, we can better utilize interdisciplinary knowledge to inform a design approach, mitigating the relationship between ecology and urban development.
Catalyzing the Commons - Inverting the Participatory Process in the Production of Public Space

ANTJE K. STEINMULLER
California College of the Arts

CHRISTOPHER FALLIERS
California College of the Arts

The role, form, and locus of public space in urban environments has changed. Indoor entertainment spaces often replace the urban exterior as places of collectivity and chance encounter; austerity measures and rapid densification alike are factors in the proliferation of Privately Owned Public Open Spaces (POPOS); and in cities across the globe, the public itself has changed as a consequence of multifaceted migration patterns. At the same time, there has been a widespread resurgence of interest in the ‘urban commons’, understood as collectively appropriating and regulating urban resources. This trend has altered the relationship of citizens to architects in the production of urban collective space. The diversity of stakeholders in traditional public space design has led to complex design and planning processes for architects that offer only intermittent citizen participation in the process of constructing a final outcome. Urban commons projects, in contrast, are based on local citizen initiation, direct negotiation between stakeholders, long-term involvement of citizens, and the evolution of public space over time. In commons projects, the involvement of architects takes on the form of intermittent participation, using acupunctural interventions to catalyze the next steps in the commons’ evolution, thus inverting the role of citizens and architects in the production of public space.

This project serves as a case study to examine the specific role of architects as participants in urban commons projects. It outlines a cross-disciplinary and interconnected set of tasks that enable short-term interventions to act as catalysts that set in motion longer-term processes for improvement of urban commons needs. Specifically, the project documents a 3-week summer intensive studio with a design-build component. Led by two architecture professors, it brought together an interdisciplinary group of students, an architecture collective, and an educational nonprofit in Berlin, to shape critical next steps for an urban garden - cum - refugee school whose grant-based funding was running out. The collaborating team rejected final, form-oriented outcomes in favor of the design of a process and a set of ‘devices’ that enable future development of the commons. It focused on interconnected proposals for the physical site (‘hardware’), their use and programming (‘software’), a business plan that leveraged these physical interventions towards the economic sustenance of the garden/school going forward (‘orgware’), and a set of garden products (‘brandware’) whose sale supported the maintenance of the commons. The outcomes of this short-term intervention constitute an integrated set of forces whose social and economic impact will support the continued survival of the garden and refugee school, and will strengthen the visibility and connection this commons has to the surrounding community.

Beyond the specific circumstances of the case study, this project highlights the need for considering the four interrelated platforms of ‘hardware’, ‘software’, ‘orgware’, and ‘brandware’ as critical components of catalytic interventions: formal design projects in close connection with opportunities for future use, an integrated plan that organizes stakeholder interaction and resources in a process towards a shared goal, and a visual identity that informs and strengthens the commons’ visibility and perception.